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The Dead Letter Detective Finds a Clue
The leaves outside the window each could turn a lock. The bird’s feathers, the pickets of
the fence, everything is keys. Purple blooms are each a miniature key scented of marshmallow and a little girl’s first perfume—watery lavender in a transparent bottle, a gift
from her aunt. The detective imagines feeling the click and turn, hands full of nerve.
The family dog digs a hole in garden dirt. The hole, a key too, waits for a key to drop a
key that will sprout a key. All the keys, especially the fat bumblebee, have to be tried.
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H U A N G Y U: Y E L L O W R A I N
Yellow rain is darker than tea,
hue of unrefined olive oil
purest though nearly mineral earth,
kin root on the other side of ash.
After rains, we dismantle the tarp
and sip pekoe or darjeeling
to crumble from rust-colored sky:
Shades the color of a magnolia leaf
under a hand’s shadow
or retaining the hue of a note
in eidetic memory, for instance.
Yellow bird in the flowering plum,
salt measure. Wind carries the sound
of a yellow note in long sea grass
where the seed hears nothing, not even
the salt wheel of her own song.
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Homing Memories: Place and Mobility
in Jean Rhys’s Voyage in the Dark
mobilizing place
Voyage in the Dark (1934) is a novel preoccupied with ideas of home, displacement,
memory and loss. Arguably, it negotiates such tensions between the local and the global,
deterritorialization and reterritorialization, the universal and the particular as can be
found in much contemporary critical discourse on diaspora and globalization. Contrary
to the outward movement of the British diaspora towards the colonies in the nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries, the novel’s central character, Anna Morgan, is the diasporic
subject who returns to the ancestral “homeland” to encounter exclusion and to develop a
“homing desire” for the home away from home.1 What I wish to do in this essay is trace
Anna Morgan’s attempts to locate home and weigh the stakes involved in the (im)possibility of a return to the point of departure. I’ll be thinking about what her search for
origins signifies; how and why originary absolutes are imagined; what new subject positions and visions of place are created and assumed in the course of cross-spatial movement. Briefly, my argument holds that Rhys’s novel places the notion of “home” under
erasure, promoting it as a cultural and psychic space necessary for the migrant subject to
conjure up yet impossible to locate. Anna’s multi-sited subjectivity at the intersection of
competing differences, interests and purposes is structured by the spatial and temporal
dynamics of her move from the Caribbean to England. At the same time, however, the
very multiplicity and provisionality of her gender and racial positionalities produce a sense
of home and place as an uneven, dynamic and discontinuous process. If spatial configurations are fundamental to the production of subjects and communities, in this essay I
wish to remember that home and location are also produced, constituted in the context of
particular histories and cultures, through personal memories and affective fantasies that
construct them as split, internally differentiated, permeable spaces. Diasporic experience
teaches us that, in the histories of colonial and postcolonial migrations, “home” materializes as an inaccessible, yet ever present and constantly re-imagined, origin. Concurrently,
the notion of place, the places that a diasporic subject such as Anna Morgan inhabits and
feels at home in, comes to be lived in, remembered and narrated as an essentially mobile
category that moves with the flow of her shifting habits of being. This is far from what
“home” has conventionally signified in the humanist geographies of place.
In the lexicon of modernity and humanism specifically, the notion of home has become repeatedly wedded to the attributes of stasis and locatability usually ascribed to the
concepts of placement, dwelling or location. Described often as the attachment between
people and the Earth, home has been configured in the Western imaginary as a bounded
enclosure, a locus of security, intimacy and order. At the heart of this conceptualization
of home is the phenomenological and existential acknowledgement that to be human
is to be “in place.”2 If existence is synonymous with an existentially meaningful anchorage in space, our dwelling place is the root of our identity and experience (Bronfen 73).
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Conversely, to be made meaningful, our private space needs to be semantically encoded
and triumphantly mastered. Roland Barthes points to this distinctly modern relationship between space and subjectivity when he suggests that the production of the modern subject is premised on his epistemological control of the space he inhabits from a
position of superiority external to the system. In his well-known essay, Barthes marks
out the Eiffel Tower as the symbol that announces “the advent of a new perception.” The
“bird’s-eye view” offered by the tower permits the visitor “to transcend sensation and
to see things in their structure” (9). Paris, spreading at the viewer’s feet, converts into a
geographical, historical and social space that is deciphered and possessed, mapped out
along lines dictated by the knowledge gleaned from the new vision. In this Cartesian
conceptualization of space, complete knowledge guarantees unrivalled orientation and
undeniable ownership.3
Pervasive as they may be, these philosophical and social cartographies of place have
been multiply critiqued in the last decades for the highly idealist and essentialist claims
of belonging they promote. Feminists have taken issue with the masculinist rhetoric of
heterosexual reproduction and domestic labour inscribed in the idea of home through
their challenge to the distinction between the public and the private (Blunt and Rose 1–3);
postcolonial (feminist) theorists have exposed it as the breeding ground of imperialist
ideologies and colonial practices.4 Poststructuralist valorizations of mobility have countered the reactionary politics of home-fixity by defining resistance to normative categories
and practices against any static notion of home or origin. In this logic, the transgressive
quality of mobile concepts, such as “migration” or “nomadism,” has come to rely, as Sara
Ahmed argues, on “the designation of home as that which must be overcome, either by
recognizing that being as such in not homely [ . . . ] or by refusing to stay at home” (339).5
Recently, an ever-louder call to re-encode the concept of attachment in a global world of
hypermobility can be heard across a range of disciplines.6 This is distinct from a return
to an essentialist notion of locality (in the broader sense of a national and cultural dwelling), bound up with purity, familiarity and stasis that underpins recent insurgencies of
nationalist and religious fundamentalism. Rather, contemporary theorists express a renewed interest in investigating the new meanings that the local acquires in the economic,
cultural and techno-communicational practices of globalization. Not only is it that the
process of globalization, as John Tomlinson has observed, finds its most important expression in the transformation of locality rather than in the increase of physical mobility
but, notably, the very character of this change consists in the homely, one’s cultural and
domestic centre, being experienced as radically unfinished and porous as it increasingly
opens itself up to the possibility of countless encounters with other people, races, cultures
(Morley 14).
Even if diverse in their political objectives, these are decidedly dynamic interrogations
of the epistemological claims and the regimes of power that structure what Tim Cresswell
has called, following Liisa Malkki, the “sedentarist metaphysics” (11–15). It is my belief that
Voyage in the Dark displays a similar interrogative energy by both invoking a sedentary
ideal of home and undoing it at the exact moment of its textual realization.
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homing desire and diasporic memory
What contributes to the construction of home as a mythic place of desire in the novel is
a fruitful dialogue conducted between the cultural spaces of England and the Caribbean
via the psychic route of Anna Morgan’s memory. The text shifts regularly from Anna’s
present dislocation to the idyll of her Caribbean youth, readily establishing a binarized
structure of affect. To Anna’s diasporic imagination, England is a haunted site of discontinuity and disorientation where she struggles to negotiate new economic realities and
to legitimize her existence in the face of her imminent social exclusion in the margins of
prostitution. England is drab, grey and unhappy, a cityscape that lives out the nightmare
of sameness. In England, movement cancels itself out:
The towns we went to always looked so exactly alike. You were perpetually moving to another place which was perpetually the same. There was always a little grey street leading
to the stage-door of the theatre and another little grey street where your lodgings were,
and rows of little houses with chimneys like the funnels of dummy steamers and smoke
the same colour as the sky. (Rhys 1969, 8)

Time and again, Anna’s eye translates the fatherland into an enclosed, static space. Recurring images of rooms that get “smaller and smaller until they crush you to death” alternate
with visions of London streets looking like “stagnant water” (26, 40). By contrast, the
West Indies is textualized as a place bustling in colour, sound and scents. Bright colours,
“red, purple, blue, gold, all shades of green,” and “the smell of the streets and the smells
of frangipanni and lime juice and cinnamon and cloves, and sweets made of ginger and
syrup,” open seas and dancing carnival processions invest the Caribbean island in a
mobility that counters the claustrophobia generated by the social disempowerment and
sexual exploitation experienced in England (47, 7). To the extent that the register of West
Indian mobility speaks here the language of integration and belonging, Anna’s Caribbean
island localizes and fixes “home.” It conjures up the originary power of the familiar and
the soothing. In direct reference to Heidegger, Elisabeth Bronfen has argued that “built
or marked spaces must be grounded in a particular semantic encoding in order for their
inhabitants to truly dwell in them” (73). To Anna, the Caribbean is a dwelling, a “home” in
the humanist sense, precisely because she is in complete, if illusory, control of its meanings. The shelter it offers is directly proportional to the stabilization of its meaning.
The role of memory in constructing the Caribbean past as originary home is crucial
and double in the text. First, it restores psychic health and subjective integrity, even if
momentarily; second, it shapes cultural meaning. In fulfilling their compensatory function, Anna’s memory trails suture her dislocated cultural and racial identity through the
evocation of beauty and privilege. Moments of hardship and pain, such as her separation
from her first lover, Walter, and her controversial abortion, mingle with flashes of warm
climates and people, instances of joy in the pool at Morgan’s Rest or joyful carnival processions. To paraphrase Walter Benjamin, Anna seizes “hold of a memory as it flashes
up at a moment of danger” to engage with her loss. Yet Benjamin does well to remind
us that “To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it ‘the way it really
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was’” (257). Rhys’s text displays a startling awareness that fabrication and imaginative
repetition structure any return to the past, not least that of memory’s. Not only is Anna’s
“lovely life” regularly codified as a “dream”7 but, crucially, it is shown to be deeply invested
in its absences. Ernest Renan called it the “forgetting” that is “a crucial factor in the creation of a nation,” forgetting massacres, defeats and different ways of being (11). Today’s
theorists of nationalism and racism identify it as the organizing principle in essentialist
formulations of collective identity and a central strategy in the promotion of a conservative politics of belonging: “She’ll smile and put the tray down and I’ll say Francine I’ve
had such an awful dream—it was only a dream she’ll say—and on the tray the blue cup
and saucer and the silver teapot so I’d know for certain that it had started again my lovely
life” (Rhys 1969, 115). Anna can relive her “lovely life” only on condition that the power
hierarchies of race that governed the Caribbean before and in-between the two world wars
remain an absence. In this extract, she blanks out Francine’s servant status, the history of
slavery and the plantation system which supported the economic and racial supremacy of
a white colonial elite for centuries (Gregg 5–46); she “forgets” the hate of the ex-slave for
the Creole master or the financial bankruptcy of post-Emancipation white plantationers in
the interest of producing her West Indian identity and culture as a seamless script. One
would argue that the healing effect of her psychic return rests on the success with which
it suppresses the differential, incoherent and contingent dimensions of the Caribbean
culture she reconstructs as “home,” locating it pretty much outside history. This is a form
of de-historicization that speaks of the fantasmatic character of her “homing memories.”
And it is precisely because of their fictionality that they act, as Salman Rushdie points
out, not as “a mirror of nostalgia” but as a “useful tool” with which to work in a “foreign
present” (9, 12).

white, english and a “lady”—or not?
What is crucially important for the discussion at hand is to note that when Anna’s memories bracket off wounding realities of colonial racial relations, they imaginatively eliminate
any consideration of gender formulations that are in the novel intimately implicated in
the structures of imperial rule and racial control. In “Soft-soaping empire: commodity
racism and imperial advertising,” Anne McClintock contends precisely that the cult of
domesticity needs to be theorized both in terms of its connections to gender and the cultural history of imperialism. She details specifically an intricate dialectic that emerges in
the Victorian times around the concept of home. “[T]he Victorian invention of domesticity,” she writes, “took shape around colonialism and the idea of race. At the same time,
colonialism took shape around the Victorian invention of domesticity and the idea of
the home” (133). The dialectic works effectively in Rhys’s novel. Hester, Anna’s English
stepmother, articulates a middle-class discourse of feminine propriety deeply embedded
in the supremacist intentions of a white Englishness. In defence of her past conduct she
remarks, “I tried to teach you to talk like a lady and behave like a lady and not like a nigger
and of course I couldn’t do it. Impossible to get you away from the servants [ . . . ] Exactly
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like a nigger you talked—and still do” (Rhys 1969, 56). Hester’s bourgeois moral code
reproduces here the imperialist stereotype of the oversexualized African woman as the
exact opposite of what dominant discourses prescribe acceptable femininity to be. What
underwrites her argument is the knowledge that “it was quite impossible for hegemonic
discourses to acknowledge a black woman as a ‘lady’” (Blunt and Rose 4). Hester’s moral
indignation is a good measure of the degree to which colonial discourses gave significant shape to the development of domesticity and prescribed the personal and public
boundaries of gender and race. As Ann Laura Stoler observes, in imperial Britain white
women were singled out as the symbolic repositories of racial purity. They were charged
with guarding cultural norms and clear racial demarcations, promoting the civilizational
project of the Empire and safeguarding community cohesion. To this end, strict forms of
sexual control were implemented to police gender, especially at moments of crisis, racial
unrest and resistance (51–53).
If Britain consolidated its colonial authority by domesticating the Empire, it also reinvented the English domestic ideologies of gender by legitimizing a rhetoric of racial
inequality and xenophobia at its very heart, in the metropolis. The hoarding-size picture
“advertising the Biscuits Like Mother Makes, as Fresh in the Tropics as in the Motherland
Packed in Airtight Tins,” which is hanging on the wall, locates the Empire firmly inside
the English home—and Anna’s room (Rhys 1969, 127). It celebrates an entrepreneurial
imperial Englishness through the comforting image of a little girl in a pink dress and a
little boy in a sailor suit eating biscuits, their eyes turned to God and the future in confidence. It would seem that in exporting biscuits, homeliness and civilization, England
concurrently builds a sense of racial and national supremacy that unites the English
across barriers of difference. Indeed, varied and conflictual as they may be, inscriptions of
femininity in Voyage in the Dark construct provisional unities among women by overriding class boundaries in the name of white English superiority. Through her xenophobic
dismissal of foreigners, Ethel, Anna’s landlady, shifts out of her working class position
and aligns herself with Hester’s racist rhetoric of middle-class respectability. In Ethel’s
words, “Three-Fingered Kate was a foreigner [ . . . ] An English girl would have respected
herself more than to let people laugh at her like that behind her back” (94). Not surprisingly, this assumption of empowering racial identities sustains the very masculinist regimes of power that make possible Walter and Vincent’s sexual exploitation of Anna.
But what are the gender and racial politics of Rhys’s text? Is the lack of any critical
engagement with hegemonic racial and gender discourses in the context of her empowering reconstruction of home a sign of passive acceptance?8 Quite the opposite, I would
argue. It is the very production of the Caribbean as origin, essentialist and illusory as this
might be, that introduces (cultural) difference into the text and opens up a channel of
inquiry and critique that will eventually undermine the originary dream’s own ideological
premises. More specifically, Anna’s passage to England works as a form of re-spatialization that generates a different encoding of the concepts of femininity, Englishness and
whiteness. Geographical and cultural mobility introduce Anna to a new self-perception,
concretize ideological stances that had for long remained largely invisible and trigger off
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a re-valuation of their politics. Indeed, Rhys’s text ruthlessly invites readers to recognize
that Anna’s journey into prostitution is the ultimate effect of the same sexist and racist
power relations that sustained her colonial privilege in the West Indies and the fantasy of
her “lovely life” in the first place. These are the very hegemonic discourses of respectable
English womanhood and white supremacy that are exposed here as being responsible for
Anna’s social and sexual marginalization. We need to remember that, symbolically, it is
a respectable English landlady who first names Anna a “tart” and signals her social and
sexual repositioning from pampered daughter of a Creole elite to poverty, “foreignness”
and loose morality (Rhys 1969, 26). That Anna voices the desire to strangle the “long, thin
neck” of words like “lady” and “Englishness” after her arrival in England is indicative of
both the power of cultural mobility to generate critique and Anna’s subjective liminality,
the vehicle of that critique.
It is my belief that Voyage in the Dark textualizes Anna as occupying simultaneously
diverse and often contradictory subject positions in relation to discourses of femininity
and whiteness. “I’m not here I’m there I’m not here I’m there they die sometimes” her
hallucination reads, moments before her death in the original ending of the novel (Rhys
1990, 384). Ghost-like, she inhabits a borderland, a space in-between categories, where
her identity is “a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being.’” It revolves, as Stuart Hall has
argued, around both the axes of continuity and discontinuity (395).
Nowhere is this most visible than in her racial identifications. Much has been written
about Creole identity. What interests me here, however, is to map out how Anna’s racial
liminality is inscribed in the text and briefly to address the political ramifications of this
inscription for the (im)possibility of locating home. Creoleness, as racial and cultural
identity, has been subject to diverse definitions. According to Veronica Marie Gregg, the
Creoles were descendants of the first white settlers in the West Indies, slave-owners and
plantation bosses that fueled the economic might of Europe, and Britain specifically, in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Contrary to Gregg, however, most theorizations of Creoleness insist on the locational and racial ambivalence built into the term. Of
European and/or African descent, the Creole subject is taken to embody “multiple sites
and strategies of doubling, difference, and dislocation on the cultural and performative
planes” (Murdoch 254). It transforms, thus, a geographical dis-placement into the possibility of racial mixing and cross-fertilization, generating a racial aporia that destabilizes
the categories of whiteness and blackness, colonizer and colonized (Plasa 43). Anna’s
interstitial racial positionings anticipate Antoinette Cosway’s in Wide Sargasso Sea in
refusing to pin down the truth-kernel of the Creole’s racial identity.
For Anna is textually positioned in the novel as white and black. On the one hand,
she defends passionately her mother’s white ancestry (“‘You’re trying to make out that
my mother was coloured [ . . . ] And she wasn’t’”) (Rhys 1969, 56). More importantly,
she adopts in places a European primitivist gaze that exoticizes and de-historicizes the
West Indies. Where the British countryside speaks of a civilizing order “as if the wildness had gone out of it,” the Caribbean landscape smells of mystery, primitive danger
and animal vitalism: “the moon and the darkness and the sound of the trees, and not
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far away the forest where nobody had ever been—virgin forest” (67, 71). Conversely, her
desire to be black results from her hate of being white and “getting like Hester, and all
the things you get—old and sad and everything” (62). More than all else, however, it is
the discourse of fear underwriting Anna’s responses to England that discursively aligns
her with blackness. As she confesses, “I’d been afraid for a long time. There’s fear, of
course, with everybody. But now it had grown, it had grown gigantic; it filled me and it
filled the whole world” (82). According to author bell hooks, whiteness is represented as
terror in the black imagination. It is associated with economic exploitation and feeds the
fear of travelling outside one’s own black neighborhood. White people, she writes, “do
not imagine that the way whiteness makes its presence felt in black life, most often as
terrorizing imposition, a power that wounds, hurts, tortures, is a reality that disrupts the
fantasy of whiteness as representation of goodness” (341). Anna’s fear of these terrifying
“glassy eyes” that “could see you burnt alive without turning their heads away” interrupts both the fantasy of whiteness as goodness and its presumption to being a unitary
category (Rhys 1969, 103). Her culturally-specific relationship to whiteness installs it as
a sign produced around multiple axes of difference—here notably those of gender and
culture—that never neatly align into a stable and coherent racial identity.
There are two ways in which Voyage in the Dark illumines the non-unitary and mediated character of whiteness. First, it reminds us that Anna’s white status is embedded in, hence always already translated through, social and gender formations. More
than once in the novel, Anna’s racially-bestowed privileges, or the lack of them, are
shown to be directly proportional to the eagerness with which she subscribes to the
hegemonic scripts of feminine domesticity and middle-class respectability dominant in
England between the wars. Second, Rhys’s text presents whiteness as being mediated by
diasporic movement and imprinted, as such, by the logic of spectrality that structures
the diasporic subject’s return to the homeland. For Anna Morgan returns to England
without arriving, never translating her absence into a materially and socially meaningful presence. Her Caribbean Creoleness serves here as the imperial ground from
where English whiteness returns to the metropolis estranged from itself, ghost-like,
uncannily haunting. In effect, the West-Indian island of Anna’s memories and Rhys’s
elliptical text act as the place where England loses command of its own (dominant and
preferred) narrative of racial identity.9 The white diasporic subject fails to reclaim the
authenticity of her whiteness as a direct result of her inability, and unwillingness, to
(re)produce the normative spatio-cultural borders of Englishness;10 or, put differently,
as a result of her readiness to set these borders in motion, never quite aligning her father’s, stepmother’s and her own, imaginary and lived, homely visions of England with
each other.11 If we are to accept, then, that as Ruth Frankenberg argues, location places
“limits and priorities on the possible and likely range of enunciations of whiteness by
subjects” (22), I would suggest that, in a parallel gesture, the hauntological workings of
diasporic whiteness in Voyage in the Dark produce place as spectral, never quite there
to be grasped, mapped, bounded and possessed.
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conclusion
Where, then, is “home” for Anna Morgan, if her Caribbean life is clearly the result of
fantasizing, recuperative fictions and her ancestral point of (racial) origin a locus of terror and a target of critique? Is home localizable in Voyage in the Dark? Brah insists that
for the migrant subject, home is a place of no return (192). Postmodernity has seen it
“diasporised,” dispersed, produced en route along with the diasporic subject. To assume
that you can return to a place requires that you regard it as enduring and unchanging,
robbed of its history, fixed in time. Rhys’s novel suggests, instead, that home and, by extension, the concept of place are internally mobile, “situated simultaneities” of a multiplicity
of trajectories, histories and gazes. “[W]e can no more go back in space, return to whence
we came, than we are able to go back in time” Doreen Massey suggests, highlighting the
time-bound and contingent character of the concept (225). Her call to historicize the conditions and power relations involved in the production of space, and place, is a call first
to see it in context, subject to the changing, variegated moods of the historical process;
second, it is a plea to regard it as a category imprinted by intersecting differences.
Voyage in the Dark mobilizes, and politicizes, place by placing “home” under erasure.
Through her diverse and ambivalent subject positions, Anna is engaged in a continual
process of encoding and re-encoding the spaces she inhabits, imagines or remembers.
When she travels between geographical locations, discursive positions and psychic sites,
she does not move along a series of pre-given spaces that remain indifferent to her passage. Rather, she produces her spaces in the process of movement at the same time that
she is produced and shaped by them. In this sense, home for her will always be both
necessary and impossible, a fiction necessary for her to survive and a locality impossible
to return to for being multidimensional and never identical with itself.

notes
1. In her discussion of “diaspora space,” Avtar Brah introduces the idea of “homing desire” as distinct
from the “desire for a homeland.” Devoid of nostalgia, homing desire challenges the ideology of “return” that some diasporas sustain and critiques discourses of fixed origins (180).
2. According to Martin Heidegger, “To be a human being means to be on the earth as a mortal. It means
to dwell.” “To stay in place” is “to be at peace [ . . . ] preserved from harm and danger, preserved from
something, safeguarded” (349, 351).
3. Jacques Derrida reminds us that “home” is the site not only of semantic control but a “particular territory of one’s own” where the law of private property operates (53).
4. See McClintock; Stoler.
5. For a critique of postmodern valorizations of mobility see Cresswell; Ahmed; Kaplan.
6. See Cresswell 20; Kaplan 187; Morley 9.
7. Anna’s psychic travels to her past materialize through moments of textual rupture that disrupt the
novel’s narrative and temporal linearity—one with British imperialist history’s linear articulation, according to Maggie Humm (63)—to simulate the logic of dreams. For an extensive analysis of this
argument, see Emery.
8. Rhys’s fiction has been read at times as not being “explicitly feminist” on the grounds that it portrays
women as victims and focuses on their suffering and silence. See Howells 374.
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9. In his excellent study on the importance of location in the construction of Englishness, Ian Baucom
argues precisely that the British Empire was less a place where England exerted control than the place
where England lost command of its own narrative of identity (3).
10. Jean Rhys’s tense relationship with the idea of Englishness is well recorded. For more see Murdoch
257; Wilson 70–71.
11. Despite Rhys’s Welsh heritage, England is what figures as the ancestral locus in her writings, the symbol of British imperialism that often gathered the Welsh, the Scots and the Irish under its banner in
non-European colonial contexts.
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By the Flickering Lights of a Time Machine
The last of the time machine’s flickering lights had finally gone dark. As if responding to some Pavlovian cue, a small stream of rodents suddenly erupted out through the
cavity in the side of the metal sphere, just like millions of their descendants would flee
sinking pods in a far-away future.
Years before, when the metal sphere came crashing down through the trees to land in
the soft pillow of marsh grass that would turn into its permanent roost, nothing would
come near the twisted, humming wreckage of flashing lights. It was nearly a full day
before the insect scouts finally braved the crash site, lured on by the smell of decay coming from the sphere’s insides. It wasn’t long before bigger creatures came to investigate,
creatures that the man who had piloted the sphere would never have imagined existed.
Dull-witted dinosaurs came, as did fantastic birds, gigantic insects, and anthropomorphic
beings that might have one day risen to rule the Earth in man’s stead if they hadn’t all
been obliterated by the comet that was still to come.
After the wild creatures had ripped the man’s corpse to shreds, slinking off to their holes
and nests to share the masticated bits of meat with their young, it was the anthropomorphic
beings that stayed behind to further study the flashing lights of the time machine. They
had no real language, no system of codifying the world around them, and absolutely no
technology, but the sphere was warm and beautiful and provided shelter from the rain and
seemed very important, even to these creatures that attached importance only to finding
food and raising their young. Nimble, clawed fingers picked loose wing nuts and screws,
tasted them, spit them out, then brought them back to their nests for further study. For
days, the air hummed and buzzed with their curiosity. The static of indistinct voices from
a far-away future rippled intermittently through the capsule radio system.
The rodents moved in long before the dinosaurs grew bored of ripping and tearing at
crash netting and gear restraints. Unlike those that had come before, the proto-rats tiptoed
and scurried about carefully, finding their way into nooks that the monsters that ruled
this world had no interest in exploring. There, they made their homes, bringing in bits of
tall grass and scraps of the man’s uniform, weaving them together into snug little nests.
Soon, the little nests were filled with tiny, pink, embryonic life forms that squeaked and
trembled and fed off their mothers, born with just enough wit to quiet down whenever
anything huge stuck its head inside the pod to sniff around.
Over time, the man’s body was stripped of all its clothing and flesh, and the bare skeleton was tugged at and shook until the ligaments gave out and the pattern was destroyed.
Some of the younger, more clever beings took the longer bones back to their nests as
souvenirs of the event. The skull itself was upset and left to lie on its side outside of the
pod for the entire clan to come and look at, until something stepped on it and broke it
to thin, sharp fragments. Some of the things found in the man’s pockets—loose coins,
an antique cigarette lighter—were claimed by the clan’s oldest and wisest members. The
elders spread the odd bits of shiny metal out on the ground and moved them around in
odd configurations as if trying to make some sort of sense out of them. The coins and
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lighter were eventually lost when a fight broke out amongst the clan members, and some
of the younger one grabbed the bits of metal and ran off into the trees with them, only
to lose them along the way.
When the last lights flickered out in the time machine, the protective mechanisms
that kept the few remaining safeguards operational clicked off as well. Rust set into the
machine quickly, fusing gears together into immobile chunks. The walls disintegrated
rapidly, the organic compound holding them together evaporating into the thick tropical
air. Rodents streaked out the gaping side portals, some with their young delicately carried
in their mouths, others with full nests left far behind.
Within weeks, the jungle had claimed the decrepit time travel pod. The broad-leafed
ancestors of ivy whirled around every strut and antenna, sending tiny fingers into cracks
and flourishing in any place sunlight could get through. Lichens, attracted to the iron of
the pod’s hull, greedily spread out across the pod’s surface, obliterating any identifying
marks with tiny irregularly petaled flowers.
When the summer rains came, they swept past the pod as though it was one more
boulder to batter against unmercifully. Nearly half of the pod followed the new river across
the valley, while the other half sank deep into the silt the water dumped along the way.
The creatures who knew better scampered up to higher altitudes to wait out the annual
rainfall, leaving those that didn’t know better behind.
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Artist’s Statement: Suspicious Minds
If you take a closer look at press pictures of people in power, you will discover a remarkable parallelism: behind every politician, you will see a minder. These mostly well-dressed
and stony-faced men are acting inconspicuously in the background of the scene. In their
effort to find the enemy of the system, they look astonishingly alike. I’m interested in
their observant gaze. In my series, Suspicious Minds, I cut out politicians’ faces from their
original context: the press photo. My cutouts make it difficult to identify the particular
head-of-state in the picture. The absence of their faces brings their gestures to the forefront, making them suddenly interchangeable and deeply symbolic. Suspicious Minds is
inspired by the global fear of terror attacks and the accompanying increased security in
public areas.
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julia drescher

Sampler1
*
The letter B used to be
shaped like a house
Think of B think a house
that kept changing before
we stopped moving
before we learned how to love
when settled   love being
rootless before
*
The letter Z used to mean
grasshopper He who
sang low hiding
then jumped into
the silence he made
(grandfather)
*
The S meant
breasts then
somehow
changed to
mean teeth
*

1. A rumination on the ancient Semitic alphabet (from which the English letters derive) wherein the letter
signifies an entire word or idea.
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Even between
the things we
see and believe
We sing to thee
and count the
evenings we
share
quiet
God beneath the e
*
It used to be you
could eat the D
fish that swam in the water
that molded the land
that molded stone
fish that changed into a door
closed so hard we
sometimes forget its uses
*
When I say O
I mean eye
what looks around
and the P in “open”
means mouth
the sound
that takes
the last long
breath out
*
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F was hook
to fetch a pail of water
if Jack fell down
then Jill fell after
they both forgot
to tie the knot
*
I stood
for hand
that wiped
away what
was once a
garden spider’s stitch
on the side
of the house
the ones
that helped
you up
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Pilgrim’s Path
the haiku* in print is left an echo.
(Dew-leaf: a poem in stone.
To be too small to be a
sound—nests of ink straw a path.)
At the turning of the page in the book,
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Her Name Was Name
I had a girl, I named her soap.
I had a soap, I named her cat.
One day I played the accordion on paper,
and it sounded like a birth certificate
drifting into the sun, a disintegration station
in a vast bewildered wilderness—
which sounds like a slide whistle at first
but later like the back porch flytrap I named
jungle. I have never before mentioned
these names in the airway, and neither has the girl
I named name ever faltered—
though the question of remains
in the hallway remains: does one’s imagination
also disintegrate, or does it flutter forever
like a boa constrictor, circling the world
or a warthog? The warthog I named babe;
the boa constrictor I called pasture.
The last time I found myself ensnared
in the pastoral, I imagined a rope
and escaped by climbing up it.
Then I named it laminate, but I called it
overwhelming. Me and overwhelming
covered in skulls. One superhero
to another to another. I boiled a lobster,
I named it travel. I had an agent,
and I named her mob.
Then I took out the garbage
and went running with my dog
ostensibly to prove my existence,
if not also my purchase. I made a purchase,
I named it purpose. There is nothing so bright
as a toddler on fire. We don’t need no water . . .
I named the water deathstar.
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Garden Path Paragraphs:
Variations on Eggs, Faith, Doubt, and Fathering,
being an account of the author and wife’s pursuit of a child, subjoined with
discourses on teaching, pornography, and “irritable reaching after fact & reason”
For years, I told anybody who asked and many who didn’t that I didn’t want to be a dad.
“The Nester line ends with me,” I’d say, as if anyone cared about the line of succession.
These six words were my solution for coming from generations of batshit-crazy Nesters.
I was damaged genetic goods. The end.
By 2005, after five happy years of marriage, I found myself in talks with my wife about
having a kid. The issue had crept its way onto the table, but with a 700-square foot apartment and my undependable income, the prospect of raising a kid—and in Brooklyn, no
less, with its high cost of living—just doesn’t seem practical. But we decide to start trying,
as they say. We start half-heartedly; we figure, if it happens, it happens. She goes off the
pill. I don’t wear a rubber and I don’t pull out. We’re married, we love each other, and
we could fit a kid into our lives, we say. We could fit a kid into our small apartment if we
needed to. I don’t feel like we’re trying, but we are.
Then I am offered a teaching job at a small, historically Catholic college in Albany, New
York. As an ex-Catholic, the “historically Catholic” bit gave me some pause before accepting
the job, but in every other way, this was the big change we’ve been looking for. My wife
and I knew all my teaching job prospects would be out of New York, and staying near the
city means that my wife can still work from home and go to meetings. So we move, lock
and stock, sell off our co-op apartment, and move upstate. Space and money are now no
longer concerns: we’ve got enough room for six kids in our new apartment.
My wife’s baby fever ramps up several notches. A year ago, her gynecologist says everything is alright. All systems are a “go,” she says.
This will give us a false sense of security.
With our apartment sale money, we buy our first car: a metallic-blue, kid-friendly Volvo
station wagon. I start my job largely without a hitch. I look at my wife, and I know we
would make great parents and try to keep those voices out of my head. I also know this:
When a man looks at his wife, pictures her pregnant, and thinks happy thoughts, when
he wants it for her, he knows it’s time.
So we try and keep trying. My wife takes to reading fertility blogs each morning with
her coffee. I pick up some of the terms: We do “the baby dance,” or fucking, as much as
possible. She buys an electronic device called an ovulation predictor. I call it her PussyPi-
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lot. She pees on a strip and, depending on how many bars appear—four bars being the
most—the baby dance commences. We add on a couple days before and after for good
measure.
After another year of unsuccessful PussyPilot baby dances and four-bar fuckfests, we make
an appointment at the local fertility clinic. The doctor we see, a young guy named Dr.
Ramullah, performs a battery of tests: a full panel of bloodwork, a physical, consultations.
Dr. Ramullah makes a big deal out of the results of the FSH test. This third-day menstrual
cycle test determines the level of woman’s Follicle Stimulating Hormone, a major fertility
measurement for women of a certain age. A high level means the pituitary gland needs to
crank out a lot of FSH to produce the few follicles a woman has, and indicates a woman’s
ovaries are in their last throes of egg production, or menopause.
Even though my wife, then 34, is five years younger than I am, early menopause runs in
her family. According to one website, an FSH level of under 6 is excellent, 6–9 is good,
9–10 fair. Levels of 10–13 indicate a “lack of eggs in the ovaries.” Anything above 13 puts
a woman in the “very hard to stimulate” category.
My wife’s FSH registers at a 14.6, which is found in fewer than five percent of women
her age. Her official diagnosis is DOR: “Diminished Ovarian Reserve.” She is also at risk
for “premature ovarian failure.”
“That number,” our doctor understates, “means there will be some problems.”
It also means we will skip over a couple of the more common first-stage fertility treatments, the doctor tells us. She will not, for example, take such drugs such as Clomid,
which establishes regular ovulations. We learn that most fertility clinics don’t even treat
women with an FSH higher than 15.
She’s a quiet person, my wife, reserved and shy, hard to read sometimes, especially in
doctor-patient situations. I look at her face as she hears the news, and I see her eyes well
up and turn red.

Each month for the better part of 2006, I go into the fertility clinic’s collection room to
donate sperm. And each week, I read the sign on the door that states the room is available on a “first come, first serve” basis. I find this hilarious and share with the nurses
in the specimen room. The nurses do not laugh.
They take their sperm collection very seriously at Albany fertility clinics.
As I enter the room, a computer desk sits with a laminated sign taped against the monitor. Something about closing whichever porn site you are on whenever you’re finished.
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A 12-inch TV with a collection of outdated VHS porno tapes sits in a stack. It reminds
me of my college living room.
I tell Dr. Ramullah that whoever coordinates the pornography purchases in the collection
room needs to change their subscriptions.
“What do you mean?” he asks.
“You’ve got a subscription to a suite of fetish sites, like Spank That Black Ass, We Like
’em Hairy, and Girl-Peeing.net,” I say. My wife looks on, her cheeks reddening slightly.
She’s less offended than she usually is when I openly talk about my preferences in pornography. “You really should just subscribe to your standard PornStarNetwork.com or
Vivid.com. I doubt your clientele wants to view clips from EroticPunishment.com while
they donate sperm.”
“That’s very helpful,” Dr. Ramullah says. He seems earnest when he says this, not creeped
out at all. I help him spell out “Vivid.com” on his notepad. “I’ll tell the nurses.”

Our new life in Albany is banal, corn-fed, un-provocative. We’re happy to be away from
the bustle of New York. The energy I expend on my new job, however, takes my focus
away from my wife. Her FSH level continues to climb each month—14.6, 19.6, 22. We
have set aside some of our money from the apartment sale in case we have to resort to the
very expensive process of in vitro fertilization, or IVF, which consists of shots and drugs
to stimulate egg production, harvesting them, fertilizing them in a lab, then implanting
the egg or eggs. We go to our local clinic each month, and, because of her high FSH, each
month we are knocked out of contention for a cycle of IVF.
“It’s not worth it,” Dr. Ramullah says. We do not even qualify for a “medicated IUI,” or
intra-uterine insemination. Instead, we undergo what is called an “unmedicated IUI,”
which means my wife does not take stimulating drugs.
This process, which I nicknamed the “Turkey Baster Treatment,” involves getting my
sperm whipped up like a milkshake for maximum potency, and then injected by a nurse
with a turkey baster-like instrument at the precise moment of ovulation. We begin to see
these unmedicated IUI-Turkey Baster Treatments as the booby prize, a way to coddle us
until we face the fact that we can’t produce a child ourselves.
The booby prizes fail, of course. In a rare moment of black humor, we nickname our second bedroom, our would-be nursery, a “monument to our infertility.” The former owners
had used the second bedroom as a room for their two children. When we went to look at
the house, we couldn’t help but think of having our own child in there.
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We step up our efforts, explore all options. Donated eggs from another woman. A surrogate mother to bring a baby to term. We pick up pamphlets for domestic adoption,
Russian, Guatemalan, Chinese adoption.
My wife makes an appointment with someone who specializes in Maya Abdominal Massage, a technique for unblocking and realigning forces inside the body. At night, my wife
lies on the bed, poking herself until she hurts. She goes to an Albany fertility therapist. It
is a tattered office; he says everything in tired, Socratic therapyspeak: “How did that make
you feel?” “This is hard to go through, isn’t it?” This session does not give her a sense of
relief, she says. Instead, she says it was “like keeping up a conversation with someone
you don’t want to talk to.”
She secures an appointment with a Manhattan acupuncturist famous for treating the
terminally ill and women with fertility issues. He doesn’t take any new patients, but
since she had an appointment four years ago with her mother, they allow her to set up a
time. The spa-like, Flatiron District office pipes in gentle music; fountains gurgle water
in each room. The acupuncturist is thin with a shaved head and a soothing voice. He
owns a house in upstate New York, and thinks our move north, away from pollution and
contagions, is good for her fertility. My wife heartens to hear this. He sticks about twenty
needles in her stomach, arms, legs, and head. He looks at her tongue, says it shows she’s
very strong and healthy. All your fertility concerns will soon be solved, he says.
“FSH is just a number,” he says. She repeats this sentence as we make our fertility doctor appointments outside Albany. This is the first positive news she receives in more
than a year.

Fertility clinics and IVF is a subculture rife with bloodwork, months-long waits for women
to stick needles in their ass and thighs. The times I accompany my wife to her many appointments, I sense the nervousness of each woman in the waiting rooms. Each stares
forward. None of them read. Most of them make calls that are either work-related or to
set up other doctor appointments.
In counterpoint: the framed photos of newborns with thank-you notes on the wall.
“Thank you for our little miracles!!” they say. There’s a lot of twins, triplets, the fruit of
multiple-embryo transfers. Clinics discourage patients to bring any small kids into the
office, for fear of upsetting the anxious and often frustrated mothers-in-waiting.
We realize we need to go outside Albany for help, and begin to work fertility doctor consultations into our road trips and family visits. My wife reads about a Dr. Stark in Washington, D.C. who specializes in women with high FSH, on one of the many infertility
internet boards.
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We drive down in one day and sit in Dr. Stark’s waiting room for two hours. We meet one
woman whose FSH level is 125, astronomically high compared to my wife’s last level of
29. She talks with culty zeal about the wonders of Dr. Stark. She is 31; four years younger
than my wife, and is on her second child.
When we are called in, Dr. Stark’s obvious toupee blinds me as it shines off the fluorescent
ceiling lights. We walk into his office. Unlike the bald acupuncturist’s feng shui-informed
decor, Dr. Stark appoints his with garish, antique reproductions of Roman and Greek
busts. A full David statue is lit from beneath; it’s like the exterior of Caesar’s Palace.
He sits down in his white lab coat, and alternates talking to a nervous couple on the other
side of his desk and the dictaphone in his hand.
Patient is 34 years old with regular cycles producing mature follicles.
Patient produces a large corpus luteum.
Patient receives hCG trigger shots to coincide with IUI. Previous IUI unsuccessful.
Towards the end of our consultation, Dr. Stark proposes a rather simple course of treatment. Almost too simple: progesterone for her and additional batteries of sperm tests for
me. He pulls xeroxes of articles he’s written that outline his studies on the success of each
aspect of his treatment. There’s the case of one 47-year-old menopausal woman, whose
condition he has reversed and then gets pregnant. At one point, I speak up.
“I don’t want to sound disrespectful,” I say, “but if what you say is true, that the alternative treatments you describe really work, then why aren’t other doctors using this as the
standard of care for other people like my wife?”
He ceases his note-taking and third-personing our case into his Dictaphone and stares at
me for a second. I like to think that my use of that term of the trade, “standard of care,”
which I picked up from medical proofreading, forces him to ramp up his game. I grab
another glance at his shiny toupee.
His response goes on for quite some time, but the end of it is three words: “I don’t know.” He
dictates more and hands us more articles. His prognosis, basically, is to stop worrying.
This whole time I have been getting myself psyched up. I want someone to tell us the
solution, a plan. This crazyman with Doric columns next to his file cabinets just might
be the guy that makes things happen.
Dr. Stark leaves to get more of his articles. I glance over to my wife. Her eyes are welled
up, and she looks straight ahead. I ask her what’s the matter.
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“This guy is a fucking quack,” she whispers to me. “This is the place of last resort for
desperate women, and I don’t want to feel desperate. Not yet.”
We say our goodbyes. And, after talking to my wife more, I agree that the doctor is too
cavalier, too Pollyanna. OK, I tell her, he’s a quack. In case we do decide to work with the
crazy toupee-d doctor as a last resort down the line, I go to the collection room to donate
my sperm for testing.
I don’t want to sit in the room’s skanky leather recliner, so I stand up. I watch a video of
my favorite porn actor, Peter North, who is known for his copius amounts of ejaculate,
doing it doggy style with an actress named Jewel D’Nyle, who wears a stars-and-stripes
thong-style bikini, its bottom pulled to the side. They are in front of a waterfall. I can’t
hear the dirty talk they say to each other, but it’s usually fairly pro forma: fuck me, I am
fucking you, let’s fuck, oh god I am having an orgasm. I do my thing, put the cover on
the cup and hand it to the nurse. This is the only place where I have to walk out to the
reception room to hand my specimen over. It doesn’t feel as odd as it should.
I walk back to our kid-less Volvo in the parking lot, eager to tell her about the sperm
handover and the flag bikini and the big come shot. I look over to my wife. She has been
crying. We begin the long drive home back north.

I am surprised to find out many of my students still go to church. I am surprised because
it’s usually at this age when one has a faith crisis. A faith crisis, the way I see it, are those
times in your life where you question your first principles. You may question your religion,
your faith in God; you also may question your parents, upbringing, surroundings, your
country, the world, your own language. These crises may force you to flee to a place like
New York City to be at home with other writers and nerds, as it did for me.
Upstate here in Albany, however, there is a complacence, a feeling that things are the way
they are. Even some of the blue-haired punker students spout a conservative worldview
that only parents should have. In the classroom, a quorum resists talking about anything
mildly R-rated or heretical. Except for the cow-tipping, they’re just like the kids I knew
growing up.
I see myself in the anger and discontent in my students’ faces, their attempts to figure out
where they are in the world after years of dealing with nuns and crucifixes. They didn’t
question their faith, but they had faith, and seeing the humanity in these kids—and kids
is what they are—drove home that if I can be in the company of a roomful of students
and teach them something, anything, I can be a parent to just one.
Still, the students didn’t want to have a faith crisis.
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“Why is it,” one student asks our class on an online discussion board, “that we can’t just
have our own beliefs and live with that? Why do we have to constantly challenge them?”
The authors we are reading, people like Ralph Waldo Emerson and Isaac Asimov, are
“people, just like us.”
“So why is it okay for them to put ideas in our heads that completely rearrange the way
we have been thinking?”
In the classroom, I start to feel shaky, like the onset of a migraine. I feel like a father to
these children, I say to myself.

After a couple more Turkey Baster Treatment booby prizes, we decide to make the big
move: make an appointment with a doctor in New York City who specializes in women
with a high FSH. It is at a name-brand, university hospital, one of the most expensive in
the country. As we wait two months for our appointment, we enjoy the break from rubbing
our noses in our situation. No more test results, no more disappointing phone calls.
We take the 5am train down to Manhattan. Taxi, run to the elevator; in the waiting room,
deep breaths for this, our last chance. This time, the office isn’t an antique store; this
time, it’s just a clean, well-lit conference room.
This doctor, Dr. Jordan, he is all business. No xeroxes flying at us, no Dictaphone side
conversations. He is going to give us a chance. And he has great hair. Real hair.
“The course of treatment I propose,” Dr. Jordan says, hands clasped, “is an aggressive
IVF cycle designed for poor responders like yourself. First, we will suppress the FSH with
estrogen patches for 10 days. Your FSH will go down to a normal level, albeit artificially.
Then, we will give you the maximum dose of stimulation drugs, the maximum we allow
here at our clinic.”
So what will happen, he says, is that instead of the usual one or two eggs she might produce
during a normal monthly cycle, he’s going to try to stimulate her and try to get more.
“We’ll try to get and hope for five eggs,” Dr. Jordan says. “I’ll be satisfied with three.”
He can’t say what our chances of success are. But he is confidence-inspiring. Here we are,
in a fancy doctor’s office, and he’s telling us what he plans to do. No more theories about
what we might do. No more booby prizes. We finally have a plan of action.

Egg eggs. Eggs, egged. Eggs egg. Three two-word garden path sentences. You have to read
them one word at a time, one egg at a time. Two words, a verb and a noun, a hopeful,
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collective, non-countable noun. One word at a time, one process at a time, and the hope
to be many, a plural, or at least countable. What we do not want to happen, my wife and
I, are the other, less linguistics-inspired meanings of garden sentences: “To be led down
the garden path,” “To be misled;” or, as has often been the case, “Given false hope.”
Push the ovaries. Ovaries, be pushed. Ovaries push.
Our entire experience thus far has been passive, an acquiescent submission to needles,
appointments, test printouts; but now, armed with pinpricks, needles, medical waste
bins, and a prospective regimen from Dr. Jordan, we feel we can do something. About
our eggs. About stimulating them. About making something happen. But to do this, we
would have to take one word, one step at a time; in usual medical parlance, it is called
compliance. And we were compliant.
We were egging. We were egging our eggs. We egged. We were egg-egging motherfuckers. Is what we were.

My wife has worn the estrogen patch for 10 days. She has suppressed her FSH levels.
She then follows our doctor’s next batch of orders for the next 13 days. My wife mixes
up 150IU of Menopur—Menotropins, a mixture of FSH and luteinizing hormone (LH)
to develop multiple follicles, which will hopefully become eggs—and subcutaneously
injects it into her stomach.
In the mornings, my wife comes in to get an ultrasound, usually administered by a fellow
or resident, to find out how many follicles are growing. Each day my wife is given the hint
that the number of follicles are low—two are in the right-size range, more than 10mm, five
other antrial follicles too small to be worth consideration. Each day she hopes one of the
five little follicles will catch up and grow to a viable size and count as a prospective egg.
As the largest follicle approaches maturity, a final decision whether to move forward has
to be made. There still appears to be only two follicle would-be eggs. Once again, a doctor approaches my wife and I to tell us to throw in the towel, to save our money, to wait
until next time.
This time we say no. We want to go forward.
“It’s your call,” Dr. Jordan says. We say thank you very much for the advice, but we are
going to see this through the end.
We got to egg our own egg. This might be the best we can do.
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Because she must be in Manhattan at 8am every morning, my wife sublets an apartment
in New York, first in a roach-filled East Village one-bedroom, then a nice condo in the
Red Hook section of Brooklyn. I come down each Friday afternoon and come back early
Monday mornings, but other than that I’m left alone up in Albany.
And that’s when things start to go wrong with my head again.
In classes, it seems as if instead of talking about language, we talk about words. One at a
time. Images. Meanings. Commas, semicolons. Terminology, glossaries.
Some classes remind me of my old Catholic school Bible classes, others the “close readings” I took part in from my own college days. A close reading, as envisioned by the
New Criticism movement of the 1930s, holds that a text—a poem, a passage of a novel,
an editorial in a newspaper—must be treated as a stand-alone, autonomous object. It’s
the Texas Death Match of literary analysis: no outside sources, no hagiography, no prose
paraphrase, no one gets out alive until each word is combed-over and understood.
I wrestle along with my students over each word’s meaning. We obsess, actually.
My students seem to love this, but in many ways it’s disappointing. They are drawn to the
close reading not because the New Critics worked in a tradition promoted by T.S. Eliot,
or because language is a paradox, as Cleanth Brooks writes in his book The Well-Wrought
Urn. They are drawn to it, I suspect, because they think they do not have anything to
offer themselves. One day I tell them that by reading a text closely, you will be able to
teach yourself.
“But I need to know when something is right and wrong,” one student says. “What would
a kid from Stillwater, NY, have to say about reading Joan Didion? You’re supposed to teach
me, not the other way around.”
They don’t want to be taught so much as parented. I’m afraid I will freak them out way too
much. I am, in short, going through yet another, unplanned crisis of faith. I had decided
years ago to leave religion and God for writing and reading, and yet now I face a choice I
know is false: face my old suburban mindsets, meet the students where they are, or else
proselytize to my students.
I bang my brain over this and it leads to me getting down on myself for everything else.
I know what’s happening: the depression is back. And it is coming right when I have
ramped up efforts to join the tenuous fraternity of fathers. Trying to be a father, it seems,
has drummed up all kinds of preternatural, deep-seated memories. I start to get those
warm, tingly sensations behind my neck, like I did when I was a kid.
I start to cry again in the middle of the day.
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I thought I had treated my depression back in New York, got the right pills to set right
any chemical imbalance, talked to the right people. Now, with a new job, a new place to
live, and the stresses from trying to make a baby happen, I’m back to square one.
I lie on the couch, drink beer, flick the TV up and down the dial, just like my father did
when he was laid off. I start to feel like Martin Sheen in one of the opening scenes in
Apocalypse Now. I wait in a room for my wife’s call. I stare at the mirror until my face
turns abstract, I punch at my own image. I talk to myself.
Weeks later, my wife takes the train back home so we can drive back to New York for
the momentous Egg Retrieval Day. This is the day we find out if we will fertilize an embryo.
When she comes into the house, I am in front of my desk, shaking.
“I don’t know if I can be a good father,” I tell her. “I don’t know if I can even hold down
a steady job. I don’t know if I can do anything.”
I tell her I feel like I’ve let her down. I’m a failure. I can’t stop shaking.
“It so happens I’m sick of being a man,” Pablo Neruda writes in his poem “Walking
Around.” And I feel the same way. It also so happens I’ve picked the precisely wrong
fucking moment to have one my massive breakdowns.
All this of course makes my wife upset. She reminds me of the good things. She tells
me I am a good person. She tells me I’ll make a great father. That I’m not a failure. She
tells me, in short, to get it together. She’s had to do all the hard work, and she still wipes
the tears from my eyes.
I come across something liberating poet Kenneth Koch once wrote: “Don’t be a connoisseur of yourself.”

I arrive at the appointed, exact time, to make my sperm donation. My wife has already
gone in for the egg retrieval. Under twilight sedation, she goes into the operation room
and is placed into leather stirrups that fold her legs up. Doctors take a needle and retrieve
her eggs, which are then aspirated through the vaginal wall.
Me, for my small part, I get to jerk off again in a closet, put my sperm in a cup, place it
inside a chest, and ring a buzzer for the nurses to retrieve it. There is no first-come, firstserved sign on this sperm collection room’s door. The porn is completely up-to-date and
efficiently stimulating.
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The good news: The good Dr. Jordan has retrieved three eggs. Our modest goals have
been met.
The bad news: Three days after retrieval and the petri dish fertilization, only one lone
embryo survives.
My wife climbs back in the stirrups and they transfer the embryo. Again, all we can do
is wait.

We board the train home to Albany, me and my wife with the embryo in her belly. We have
to wait two weeks to see if the implantation takes, if the embryo makes itself at home.
Each night at 7pm, I give my wife intramuscular shots of progesterone suspended in oil.
I plunge a three-inch needle in the upper-outer quadrant of one ass cheek. I had attended
a training session months before with fake ass cheeks, so I am ready.
We develop a system: Odd-numbered day, right cheek. Even, left.
At the Catholic college, John Keats saves the day. My students continue to obsess over
not understanding everything they read and hear, or else not trying at all for want of
falling outside of their limits of comfort. I tell them it’s OK, that no one can understand
everything.
But why do we need to try? they ask.
The trick, I tell them, is to be able to read and hear and think and even experience things,
no matter how disturbing or hurtful it may be to one’s self, and feel some sort of empathy.
Otherwise, I say, we seek out only those words and ideas that comfort us and reinforce
our ideas, ones that do not take us places and present ideas that challenge ourselves, scare
us, and yes, offend us. One person’s shock value is another’s religion, I say. One of my
favorite poets, Allen Ginsberg, has his ideas of “first thought, best thought” and “candor
prevents paranoia.” Walt Whitman has his notion of the “autochthonic song,” our own
poetic expression that comes from our own souls. For a lot of people, to address the limits
of what can be said is very much part of their soul, their feelings. It’s one of the important
ways you can figure out where you stand on the firmament of your own subjectivity and
language, and then have empathy for each other’s histories with words.
Blank faces all around. Crickets, in fact. I write two words on the markerboard like this:
Negative Capability
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These two words, this idea, will keep you going, will keep you sane, I say. The Romantic
English poet John Keats coins this phrase in a letter to his two brothers in 1817. Negative
Capability, he writes, is “when man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts
without any irritable reaching after fact & reason.”
To be in uncertainty is to join the human race, I say to them.
I try to practice what I teach. But it’s hard, really hard. I worry about whether my wife
is going to keep the would-be baby. I worry about what’s going to happen if and when I
become a father, if I will be a good one or not. And I worry if what I am teaching makes
sense.

I develop a rule in the classes at my small Catholic college in Albany, New York. The rule is
this: If someone’s phone or beeper or PlayStation or artificial fucking limb rings or beeps
in class, I get to answer it. In the interest of even-handedness, I stipulate that, conversely,
if the professor’s phone or beeper or limb rings, then a student gets to answer it.
So one day in the late Fall, mid-lecture, the inevitable happens: My cellphone rings. Isabel,
an outgoing Dominican girl from Brooklyn, jumps at the chance to answer my phone.
“Hola! Cómo está?” she says. The class laughs. “No, he’s not here. He’s busy. Can I take
a message?”
It’s my wife. She wants me to call her back. I know I’ve got some explaining to do about
my Syllabus Cell Phone Rule when I get home. I finish class and wait to get back to my
office to call her.
She doesn’t ask about Isabel taking a message. What she does tell me is that the pregnancy
lab test came back positive. All systems are a go.
We of course can’t believe it. We don’t really celebrate so much as make it a science experiment. We take home tests from the drug store. She pees on the strips and they all
come out blue or red or green or whatever being pregnant means.
And she starts to believe it. So do I. The semester ends, and we drive down to Manhattan for an ultrasound. This will help it sink in, we think. We will know for sure. So the
doctor sticks a condom-covered, penis-shaped wand inside my wife—the DildoCam, as
it’s called in the fertility blogs—and up onscreen pops a real, live embryo. “It looks like a
shrimp with little arms,” my wife says. But it’s a kid, our kid, and it’s alive and it’s inside
my wife.
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“Good thing you didn’t follow my advice,” the Dr. Jordan with the good hair says to us. I
make him give me a double-handed high-five. “My man, give me some skin!” I say. “Don’t
leave me hanging!” He raises his hands and stiffly participates.
I scan the ultrasound printout the doctor gives us, call the file “the shrimp.jpg,” and email
it to both future grandmothers.

When I email my friends about how difficult it was for us to get pregnant, I use the analogy of the last battle scene in the first Star Wars movie.
“It was like Luke Skywalker when he fires that single torpedo into the Death Star,” I write
my friends. “The embryo was like that single torpedo, and both saved the day.”
A particularly nerdy friend quickly corrects me. Luke, he points out, actually fires two
proton torpedoes into the Death Star’s thermal exhaust port.
“And it isn’t the first Star Wars movie,” he writes. “It’s actually now called Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope.”
I should have known not to compare a scene from a sci-fi classic to my wife’s successful
one-egged, against-the-odds in vitro fertilization. My nerd friend then adds: “Luke and
the Red Squadron also make more than one run at the Death Star. Three, actually.”
So now I can say we were luckier than Luke Skywalker. We used The Force just like
Luke.
It still doesn’t register that we, that my wife, is pregnant.
You don’t have to be a card-carrying Freudian to suggest that, when I compare our embryo to an X-fighter pilot in the third act of Star Wars, that it’s possible I’m still part-child
myself.

Miriam Lee Nester was born at 10:48am on August 14, 2007 in Albany, NY. She shot out
of her mother like a cannonball after 12 hours of labor, flopping along with her umbilical
cord onto the metal table. As she was crying and looking all around, I saw Miriam stick
out her bottom lip in a pout I had seen a thousand times from my wife’s face. I have
heard parents talk about uncanny resemblances to a mother or father from birth, and
never believed it. Now I do.
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For the 12 hours we were in the hospital before Miriam was born, I developed this tick of
circling my fingers on the top of my head. I have a bald spot starting there, and, after an
especially short haircut, the sun had a straight shot at the white skin on my head’s crown.
After a couple of hours, it became more of an obsession than a tic: I would see how many
tries it would take before I could put my fingers right on my fleshy spot. At about five
hours, our nurse tells us a story of one expectant father who sat on the rigid recliner they
provide for partners the entire time of the labor. He never got up; he just put the hood
of his sweatshirt over his head and fell asleep. A couple hours after that, I started to see
the top of Miriam’s head come out of my wife. The first sign that it was in fact the head
of our daughter were the tufts of wet, dark hair on her red skin.
“They enter the new world naked,” William Carlos Williams, my favorite poet, writes in
“Spring and All,” “cold, uncertain of all / save that they enter.”
As I type this, a baby sleeps in the house; it occurs to me that I am now one of those
middle-aged parents with salt-and-pepper hair I used to see in Brooklyn. I don’t worry
as much now about how my students see me or how I see them. I’ll teach them about
Negative Capability and they can hold onto whichever faiths or uncertainties they have.
To friends, I still go on and on about how I jerked off in strange rooms for two years. My
wife meets with other new Albany mothers in the park and they talk about places to go
with their kids. I don’t worry about being a good father as much any more, or whether
the bat-shit crazy Nester line will go on for another generation. Miriam looks OK, to me.
Actually, all I worry about now is making sure Miriam is OK, that I don’t drive my wife
crazy, and that I am ready for class.
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A History of Nut Allergies
Phoenicia, 333 BC
Gods cast split pine nuts blessed with the swell
of wave-crash, and when swallowed
by desert women, these seeds sprouted sailors in them,
offspring who whistled for life beyond the shoals.
A populace of nomads branded for the ocean
flew to Canaan, planted docks and shops along
the seaside, but felt at home cradled in ships’ hammocks
rocked asleep on the water. Their hulls
sullied the Mediterranean—banner swathes
draped over the balustrades, fishing skiffs and dinghies
tethered with hemplines. Drenched in midday sun,
the gulling merchants shucked pistachio shells
and offered handfuls of walnuts and Cobb nuts,
You want? You want? Try. Eat. On board,
a wealth of Tyrian powder casks, fancied jars
of honey and ink, pelts wrapped around fine glass,
sacks of rich textiles. A galley market of trinkets.
In the gloam, they lit lanterns and bartered
into the glinting night—timber, now, slaves and purple dye.
Sons and daughters beheld the brackish currents,
seething tides, shared their bearers sea-love
and hand-me-down trade of almond and candlenut crates—
generations of skin steeped in seed oils. It began
in their children’s children’s children, with small splotches
and sores that bled over their hands. In a century,
cabin-resting mates woke to coughing, thickened tongues.
With each touch, the mottled rash ripened
worse than before. Mangled breath, fainting, gasping—
a mariner who split the woody cases was struck
by the gods, itching and coughing
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until they pruned the very breath from him. Oars slogged
them homebound. They sought holy men, made offerings,
but the ivory fishhooks and salted meat could not
bleach their pores clean. The marked people—like their alphabet—
scattered into the wind, upon the whole earth face,
the stem of misery: nameless, without vowels.
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Reflection on Lethe
I remember you, and remember
like a sot:
Forgotten Songs forgot;
your tome flown away to wherever-land.

Remind me. Dispel the spell of word;
rename ‘unnamable’: Poetry
is impossible. Re-remind me.

Warlike or like a wife-to-be, in
dream’s haunts I wander. Could I at star’s end
hear you read new poems,
or old,
again?
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SALT ECLOGUE
S A L T G I R L:
A girl holds her flute, tacit
in a shedding eucalyptus grove
slovenly yet beautiful, unsleeving
emotion and ruin: Is a green fern
its sound in the wind? Silence.
I remember gold-white dahlias,
touch one with my eyes shut,
and turn my face to the water
searching for sun: a gleam,
shimmered drape of river
wavers without passing light.
W O M A N:
Blue hydrangea, sea to river, salt
edifying inland rain, and trees
in green confluence with water
to dream of the encircling salt sea
far beyond a thin-waisted stream.
S A L T G I R L:
Water is a field of blue delphinium.
Water is salt on the shoreline.
Water clings to the long bending grass.
Water is the tall voice of blue skies.
Water sings at the stairs of a sea organ.
Water embraces wide-hipped archipelagoes.
Water is the salt place where one is born.
Water is born of one flesh, one heaven.
W O M A N:
Hope is a balm of cloves
and crushed white flowers,
a folded blue wish
lying on my shoulder
in the room where I danced
alone, waving my hands inside
a solo tree of enclosed light.
I lived on both coasts, east
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and west, saving salt in vials
to cure the weeping willow
following me everywhere
until my mother taught me
how it weeps in appearance,
not in spirit. I learned
inner strength, the word
resilience, how to yield
without brokenness.
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john greiner

One and All of Noble Birth
A Short Play

characters
Grandfather, an old man
Father, a middle-aged man
Son, a young man
Three Urchins

setting
A room. Stage Center, a table surrounded by chairs. Door Upstage Center, windows on either
side. Skylights above. Next to the door stands a large pole with a handle for closing the skylights. Stove and floor cabinets Stage Right. Mannequin dressed in gypsy garb with a wig on
it Stage Left. A large chest used for traveling Down Stage Left. Plastic baby dolls, nails and
screws scattered about the stage. There is a hospital stretcher Stage Right. Paintings placed
randomly on the walls.

At Rise: Night.
Grandfather in hospital gown is lying
asleep on the stretcher. He is holding a pocket
watch of moderate size. Father, dressed
shabbily, carrying a burlap sack goes about
the room picking up the nails and screws, putting them in the sack.
Father
Starlight, star bright, there are no stars out tonight.
Sound of a violin playing a maudlin tune is
heard in the distance. Father accelerates his
pace. He ties shut the sack and quickly exits
though the door USC. After a moment he returns with a black sack containing cloves. He
is chewing some of them.
Grandfather
Starlight, star bright, there are no stars out tonight.
Father
Chicken Little was right.
(They stare at each other.)
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Father, forgetting himself, takes
another handful of cloves from the sack and
begins to chomp on them.
Grandfather
Cloves?
(Long pause. Juice runs down the side of Father’s mouth.)
Father
No.
(They are silent.)
Grandfather
Huh.
(They are silent. Grandfather smiles.)
Grandfather
Easter?
(Father spits out juice.)
Father
No.
The sound of the violin gets closer. Father
quickly puts the sack in the chest DSL and
shuts it. Grandfather laughs. Father takes
the pole and closes the skylights. He puts the
pole back and then goes over to the mannequin to fix its hair.

Son, dressed in tight-fitting black tuxedo,
white shirt, black tie, black leather boots and
a soft worker’s cap enters, playing the violin.
He stops playing suddenly.
He is followed by Three Urchins who drag
behind them three stuffed dogs with blank
white eyeballs.
Son walks over to the stove, turns it on, puts
a pan on the flame, walks over to Grandfather and takes his pocketwatch without
effort. He opens the back of the watch and
removes a small bloody heart. Son puts the
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heart in the pan and begins to fry it. Grandfather dies.
Urchin 1
Onion?
(Father shakes his head no.)
Urchin 2
Garlic?
(Father shakes his head no.)
Urchin 3
Pepper?
(Father shakes his head no.)
Son
Cloves?

Father and Son stare at each other. Son
turns away and puts the cooked heart on a
plate and brings it over to the table. Son and
Urchins take seats around the table. Father tries to push his way in. They push him
away. Father stands to the side, dejected,
while Son cuts up the heart and begins to eat
it with the Urchins. Father takes the pole
and opens the skylights. Snow begins to fall
into the room.
Father
Chicken Little was right.

Son and Urchins finish their meal. Urchin 1 goes over to the mannequin and
strips it of its gypsy garb. He begins to dress
Grandfather in the garb and then takes
lipstick from his pocket and places it on the
corpse’s lips. Urchins 2 and 3 begin to crawl
about on the floor looking for screws and
nails.
Father
All of the stars along with the sky are coming down. I will have to go to the shore tomorrow and see if anything interesting has washed ashore. Hopefully something more
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than sailor’s bones—one can’t even make a good broth with them. Those sailors are
not sturdy enough to build either house or nation with. What fools to think that they
could make it through the strait and if it wasn’t their thought to make it through the
strait, then it was their captain’s, and hence they are doubly foolish for signing on with
such a cretin.

Son picks up his violin and begins to play.
Urchin 1 places the stuffed dogs looking
USC. Urchins 2 and 3, unable to find any
nails or screws, become panicked and begin
to circle Father. Father is unmoved. Urchins 2 and 3 begin to remove the paintings
from the walls to get the nails that they hang
from. They both collect a handful. Son stops
playing the violin. Urchins 2 and 3 drop the
nails on the stage center. The three Urchins
run off and then come back with a Punch
and Judy set and place Grandfather inside of it. Urchin 1 stands behind Grandfather so as to manipulate him. Urchins 2
and 3 exit and come back with a large black
and white photo of the Concorde entrance
to the Tuileries Gardens and a stack of cue
cards. Son begins to play the violin again.
Urchin 2 takes up the cue cards and shows
the first one to the audience which reads:
THE GYPSY QUEEN KEPT COURT AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE TUILERIES
Urchin 1 (as voice of Grandfather)
Are you an American?

Father covers his ears but continues to look
on. Urchin 2 shows the next cue card.
IT WAS A PROFITABLE PLACE TO KEEP COURT
Urchin 1 (as voice of Grandfather)
Are you an American?

Father is struck blind. He stumbles about
and then falls to the ground and begins to
crawl around the stage. Puppet/Grandfather pulls one wallet after another from his
person, letting them fall onto the stage.
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Urchin 1 (as voice of Grandfather)
Are you an American?

He continues pulling out wallets. Urchin 2
shows the next card.
BUT THEN CAME THE TIME OF FAIR PLAY

Urchin 3 takes a billy club from behind the
Punch and Judy set and begins to clobber
Grandfather with it. Father comes upon
the chest, opens it, takes out the sack of cloves,
gets to his feet and begins to feel for the door.
Urchin 2 shows another cue card.
SHE LOST HER HEAD ON THE PLACE DE LA CONCORDE

Son sees Father about to exit and stops playing the violin. He goes towards Father, but
stops short. Urchin 2 shows the next card.
HER DEATH WAS BEFITTING OF ONE AND ALL OF NOBLE BIRTH

Son backs away from Father who exits. Urchin 1 drops Grandfather to the ground.
Son goes over to Grandfather and holds
him in his arms.
Lights fade to black.
The End
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Looks, Is, and Does
In 1954, Eugen Gomringer, in part on the strength of a positive review he had written
on Concrete Art, was offered a position as secretary to artist Max Bill, then director of the
Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ulm. In that same year, Gomringer wrote “From Line to
Constellation,” followed in 1956 by “Concrete Poetry,”—two statements formulating his
emerging foundation for a new poetic practice. These show the links between the concrete
art—of Bill, Richard Lhose, and others—and the concept of concretism as a basis for literary, poetic composition. The specific character of visual concretism—and a read of its
ideological stance within the Swiss context—is directly relevant. For just as early avantgarde experiments in graphical form were being absorbed and systematized into modern
design, so will Gomringer’s poetry exemplify high modernism in its form. Hans Arp, as
well as Stéphane Mallarmé, stand in immediate relation to Gomringer’s aesthetic—Arp
as a model for Bill’s non-abstract formalism, Mallarmé as the poet of spatialized texts. By
contrast, the Brazilian Concretists identify with a literary lineage of modern precedents:
Joyce, Pound, cummings, Apollinaire.
Gomringer provided an explanation for creating poetry in new forms (he’d been writing
sonnets until 1950). Mary Ellen Solt quotes: “the realization that the usages of language
in poetry of the traditional type are not keeping pace with live processes of language and
rapid methods of communication at work in our contemporary world” (10). Stephen Bann
provides a complementary, but differently formulated assessment: “Characteristic of his
style, and highly relevant to the whole field of Concrete Poetry, is an ambivalence that
leads us to associate him at one stage with the metaphysical regions of Concrete Art, and
at another with the sober world of modern linguistics and information theory” (8). That
ambivalence, and its attendant anxieties, provides the point on which Gomringer’s work
turns from avant-garde to modernist.
The pressures of mass culture language were evident. Could poetry compete? Matter?
Register as significant within the “mass”? Gomringer’s work in the mid-1950s shows that
he is trying to separate poetry from that realm. In 1958 he demonstrates this in poetic form,
extending the ideas in his essays. “Silencio” is the canonical and typical, even archetypal
piece from this period. It shows the tensions of metaphysics and formal structure. Why
is it so formal? What is the formalism doing? Suddenly the poetic work has the look of
design, not just any design, but Swiss design, culled from early avant-garde experiments
with form, tamed by Bauhaus and Soviet institutionalization, into a curriculum and tenets, now turning out (rather than into) standardized rules and visual behaviors. What
can we see here? How take the Helvetica mager type and read it as part of this work? The
metaphysics? Gomringer’s “Silencio” to cite Bann again, “exemplifies in structure and
content the transition from ‘the visible world’ to ‘silence, the inner being, reality’” (8).
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[silencio] by Eugen Gomringer
(quoted in Solt 91).

We hear echoes of an earlier impulse towards cultural renewal, vaunting the revitalizing capacity of art and poetry. But we are far from Dada protests and Futurist calls to
“revolutionize the word.” Gomringer’s concretism is neither nihilistic nor accusatory. Nor
is it radical in any sense. Solt suggests that De Stijl were still fresh in mind, filled with
statements like “The Word Is Dead” and “we want by all possible means / syntax / prosody
/ typograph / arithmetic / orthography / to give new meaning to the word and new force
to expression” (11). But the “syntactic revolution” replete with typographic pyrotechnics
and explicit graphical destabilization of the poem work created in flamboyant dialogue
with mass culture commercialism was outdated in the 1950s, quaint as Magritte’s bowler
hat and Picabia’s roadsters. 1950s Switzerland was the core of a new systematic corporate
mode, the international style. Max Bill’s definition of concrete art—“production of the
esthetic object for spiritual use”—would have been booed off the stages of Moscow, Paris,
and Berlin in the Futurist moment. Johannes Itten, an early member of the Bauhaus, was
another direct influence on Gomringer’s mentor Bill. Itten’s spiritual convictions were
well-known, and of an older, organic-holistic variety celebrating crafts and hand-work.
The new “spiritual” aligns with a decontextualized notion of universality and transcendence. The international style in graphic design, as in architecture, is conspicuous in its
impulse to deny historical location, cultural context, even as its hegemonic tendencies
speak volumes about the ideological effects of apparently value-neutral forms. Thus the
fit with the new vocabularies of communication and information.
Other examples of the shift from avant-garde experiments with form to industrial use
can be cited. The ultra-formalist style of Moholy-Nagy and Naum Gabo (who came to
Chicago to establish the New Bauhaus in the 1930s), lent itself to industrial design while
aestheticizing industrial methods of production and materials. Max Bill’s instructionbased visual productions, such as “fifteen variations on a single theme” produced in 1938
in Zurich, anticipate the conceptual projects of Sol Lewitt, Robert Mangold, Mel Bochner,
and Dorothea Rockburne in the 1960s, while extending principles of constructivist design
into a curiously non-utilitarian aesthetic undertaking. Removing art objects from utility
while using methods and forms appropriate to industrial design differentiated them as
“spiritual” in Bill’s justification (a long way from Wilde’s notion of “useless,” to be sure!).
Gomringer’s concrete poetry is fostered in the intellectual shadow of Bill’s production
aesthetic, and thus dismisses abstraction and replaces it with concretism to eliminate
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any trace of reference, association, or link to anything outside the work. The claim for
the concrete is that it is utterly self-sufficient.
Gomringer’s 1954 “From Line to Constellation” begins, “Our languages are on the road
to formal simplification.” But the examples he cites are not from poetry, but rather from
media publication: “Headlines, slogans, groups of sounds and letters give rise to forms
which could be models for a new poetry just waiting to be taken up for meaningful use.”
For poetry to function in this new communication environment it had to be simple, able
to “be perceived visually as a whole” in its “brevity and conciseness.” For Gomringer, the
“constellation is the simplest possible kind of configuration in poetry,” “a play area of
fixed dimensions.” How strikingly different Gomringer’s “Konstellations” are from the
spatialized dispersion of Mallarmé’s Un Coup de Dés, so obviously, evidently present as a
reference. But where Mallarmé’s configurations–constellations create a space of uncertainty, a field of radiant possibilities, Gomringer’s flatten onto the page, fixing relations
into forms whose gestalt is readily available, even diagrammatic. Bann mentions Charles
E. Osgood’s linguistic analyses as another influence on Gomringer, on account of the
schematic and diagrammatic approach to semantics.
“Synthetically rationalistic” and “positive” attitudes (Gomringer’s phrases) govern the
content of this poetry, and all the early 20th century distrust of rationality is subsumed in
a new ordered practice. “Modern communication” is intimately bound to “information” in
Gomringer’s rhetoric. The connection makes sense within a flattened mode of discourse.
The term “information” starts to have a great deal of currency in the post-WWII period.
The empirical, statistical, data-type underpinnings of its authority assume an objectivity
outside human judgment and subjectivity, an operational efficiency and instrumental
logic. In 1949, Bill composed “The Mathematical approach in contemporary art,” a good
long decade before Oulipian formulations. Gomringer’s praise for Bill’s analytical thinking
marks the affinity for procedural approaches. A decade later, in the late 1960s, Sol Lewitt
would extend proceduralism into conceptual art making, with the statement “an idea is
a machine that makes art.” Information theory and computational models of language
had their novelty appeal and their profound impact. The “Information” exhibition held at
the Museum of Modern Art in 1970, like the “Cybernetic Serendipity” exhibition curated
by Jasia Reichardt at about the same time, make it clear that a lively dialogue between art
making and information technology existed.
The leap from mathematical art to computational methods is not trivial. Though both
are procedural, the first is mechanical and direct and the second mediated through symbolic systems and information flows, usually inscribed with digital and/or electronic
instruments. Gomringer is not a digital poet, nor are Oulipians and conceptualists involved in digital manipulations. A set of tropes and metaphors come into the language of
composition in the late 1950s and 1960s, flaunting the vogue for information technology.
But a reading of the formal properties of Gomringer’s poems relies not one whit on any
extra-visual information. Nowhere do instructions, executable commands, or algorithms
appear in any explicit form. That all and any work may be explained in terms of the rules
governing its production may be true, but making these explicit is not a feature of Gomringer’s concretism. The poem’s spatialized field performs exactly as he suggests, through
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the interior relations of elements within an autonomous system. Its material expression
is not other than its ideation. By contrast, orthodox conceptualism relies on a separation
of idea and material expression. Attention to the distinction between the two, and the link
between them, calls attention to material precisely on account of the variations of each
instance of expression. Conceptual art adopts an explicit model of instruction / execution
/ material expression (giving lie to the dematerialized condition of conceptual art—a lie
Lucy Lippard, among others, recognized fully, as she makes clear in the Introduction to
the later edition of Six Years: The Dematerialization of Art).
Gomringer’s work stands in curious relation to that of the early Noigandres group.
Haroldo de Campos’s 1958 phrase, “To die and be born again,” articulates its semantic
value through the same kind of diagrammatically autonomous structure on which Gomringer’s work depends. The words work in relation to the defined limits of their spatial
arrangement. The graphical structuring is neither pictorial nor iconic. Walter Moser,
commenting on Haroldo de Campos’s work, provides a list of various visual techniques
to shows how distinct concretism is from each of these precedents, how unlike other visual poetry, shaped poetry, figured and iconic, it was: orphic forms (meant to change the
world), cratylist (mimesis of word/thing), mathesis (symbols of logic mapping the world
and thought), nostalgic visualizations (seeking the origins of language in music), and the
fantasy of a self-revealing (ideographic) language. Concrete poetry is none of these, Moser
shows, but an assertion of a “pure reality” in itself, with no fiction or function. Concrete
poetry was designed, Moser states, to create a “discursive and cultural locus of refuge to
undo the modern tradition” (144). Critical features of concrete work, its anti-subjectivity,
un-humanistic attitude, and rejection of radical rhetoric of the old kind are crucial to its
building on and turning away from early avant-gardes.

[se nasce] Haroldo de Campos (quoted in Solt 91103).
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The adoption of information theory and computational models of language in the
culture of the 1950s arises within the emergence of corporatized “systems.” The graphical character of Gomringer’s poems, set in the definitively Swiss Helvetica (released
in 1957 by Max Meidinger) is as absolutely symptomatic of the International style as
William Morris’s Troy and Chaucer types were of his organic arts and crafts aesthetic.
Even the names of these faces reinforce a historicist bent on Morris’s part and a blandly
nationalistic, supposedly neutral ahistorical sensibility on the other. Trim, streamlined,
machinelike, Helvetica makes a post-war claim to an ideologically neutral modernity.
So do models of generative aesthetics, which “seem” to arise directly as expressions of
contemporaneity. Max Bense’s essay towards a generative aesthetics calls specifically for
algorithmic productions, mediated by procedural expressions. We have still a ways to go
before full-scale digital productions will emerge, but the ideas of text modeling, content
models, and systematic design of graphic forms based on information were already appearing in management, business, and design (Ladislav Sutnar’s Catalog Design Progress
is a great example).
I come back here, then, to the theme of my title. What is it that visual poetry, by its
conspicuous use of graphic form, shows us about the function and identity of literary
work in an era of mass media culture? Can poetry carve a zone in the high-speed noise
energy of mass-mediated post-war communications?
The pressure on literary work to self-define as a zone of discourse forges responses
in its form as well as its theoretical formulations. Gomringer’s work marks a breakpoint
in the trajectory of the avant-garde. His work appears with self-conscious literary/artistic
reflection, announcing that it is of an experimental tradition. But is that tradition still
viable? Doubt shadows his convictions.
Early twentieth-century avant-gardists grabbed the conspicuous graphical means of
mass culture, bringing them to disturb the decorum of the literary realm. They flaunted,
in the case of Dada, their radical disregard for the value of reason, overturning order and
authority through disruptive graphical tactics. Or, in the case of Italian Futurism, aligned
their love of machines with a nihilistic will to speed power in an attempt to outstrip what
they saw as a cloying legacy of late Romantic organicism and classical harmony/order in
aesthetics. We could go on, into particular cases, to see the specific ways early twentiethcentury poets and artists undid the symbolic as a radical act.
But Gomringer’s response to anxiety about the status of art in an era of mass culture
is to appropriate its forms more directly, to align himself more completely, with the
emerging aesthetic of high modernism and design created to serve corporate entities.
Gomringer isn’t using form disruptively, but composes highly ordered forms that align
easily with the prevailing aesthetic of design, even while they make a space “within” that
aesthetic—as “Silencio” demonstrates.
The proto-info-tech features of concretism are difficult to discern, especially given later
work that is either more explicitly procedural—Oulipo, Lewitt, other serial artists, and
projects using computational techniques directly (e.g. Carl Fernbach-Flarsheim’s 1967
“Poems for Creative and Non-Creative Computers”).
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[beba coca cola] by Décio Pignatari (quoted in Solt
108).

Gomringer’s aspirations for poetry, however, reflect his own questions about the emerging authority of information-based models of linguistic performance and poetry as a specialized discourse. His response is to create work that sets itself apart by its formalization.
By contrast—and here another chapter begins—Décio Pignatari’s 1957 “Beba coca cola,”
reaches directly into that mainstream for the matter and substance of its expression. The
words of “Beba coca cola” and its red/white appropriation of the brand’s graphic identity
contain the very slogans that Gomringer is trying to avoid. Ironically, Gomringer’s conformist aesthetic is of that corporate world, while Pignatari’s appropriation manages a
skillful detournément of its techniques. Pignatari’s work does the one thing Gomringer’s
doesn’t, which is to deform that commercial language in a radical gesture of rework. Simple and procedural repetition and substitution shift “drink” to “drool” and “cola” to “glue”
to result in a “cesspool.” Rather than appear as a form, a fixed constellation of structural
relations, Pignatari’s image presents its flicker, the both/and dualism of a double-read,
constantly switching between received and remade texts by how it looks, and thus how
it is a poetical work.
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The Dead Letter Detective Writes to His Lover
I will caress your arm beside the water. We will recall the theater while you watch the
dog I am so used to that I forget. When someone comes around, I will look the other
way. When we get home, I will look nowhere but at you. Your slippers, worn at the
heel, are dear to my floor. I will breathe into your breath and want only that breathing.
When you go, I will write you these letters, haphazardly addressed.
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from Wroth: 101 Notes on Violence
29.
About human dignity and heavy clouds just above the horizon
but spitting out
flames
About rubber bands and tape
About into the cold and
eddies gunbeautiful
You don’t have to make something cry. In summer you’ll hear them sobbing into
their cells
About—classrooms acquire better locks. About
snipers in black with devices for spying snipers in black are dangerous are
dangerous / About
YOUR MOTHER’S HAIR IS TACKED TO THE WALL
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32.
The useless mother’s face is green, like a blade
of cut grass sticks
to your
foot
Her voice cold candid flat,
the Atlantic ocean, a credit
card, that
empty
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92.
THE BEAUTIFUL
Outside, the wind is in the scrub oaks, the sun is in the grass. No longer
finding shelter in the cupboard of words I have made, I lift my shirt and
reveal my wounds to the elements. Such drama is warranted by curiosity;
what really is at stake in these moments of exposure?
This too is a violence, though perhaps only to the self?
But nothing of the other goes away. Said one, we are at the end of our rope
here, we are ready to erase the circles we have drawn around ourselves:
Can we drink this water here? Should we breathe in that smell?
Momentous as a falling sun, a burned library, a diseased gut, a
wasp in the eaves is my baby’s eye.
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Black & White Picture #29
The posing shadows
have paused in my arms.
Developing slideshow,
release the stars!
Baby, go or go ahead,
I’ve been dreaming
of peach trees in Ohio,
I’ve been dreaming of you.
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Artist’s Statement: “Tin Scraps”
In childhood I often drew strips of fictional adventures starring neighborhood friends
and myself. In adulthood I began weaving paragraphs into stories. The idea to put “Tin
Scraps” together came from wanting to return to the visual medium while arriving at
nonfiction. While I could have written this memoir as an essay, the fact that I experienced
it made illustrating the people and machinery, or “bringing them back to life,” a given.
“Tin Scraps” is indeed nonfiction. Every word of dialogue is as I recall people saying it—
thirty years later, that is. The period depicted was nominally the end of childhood, the
first time I was making a dollar in the regular world.
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Pontius Pilate
The figs at supper were mealy. Just
as they were in her dream. It is
what she said by way
of excusing her favorite servant. A Thracian
who lost two fingers
to Herod’s cousin.
I despise these people
for what they would do with horses alone.
In my wife’s dream there is a man
with heavy eyelashes and long soft hands
and he reminds her of her dead brother
martyred with a mouth full of fire ants.
Like smoke almost
she says they reach my hair.
And, naturally,
the figs have turned to meal.
I tell her she’ll forget her brother,
that time heals
even the big bowl of vinegar
in its alabaster closet.
She says the sudden humidity has made
a face across the lavatory walls
and that our soldiers are talking about it
at their fires. The voices are
full of fear. About this
she is right.
Also, I’ll interject, there are fat
yellow striped worms in our rice. The Thracian
called them mule maggots.
I dread each night.
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The Early Evening Phenomena
of Winter Sabbath
The man who carried the snow awl
out of the far monastery wall
was charged with the full measure
of three night’s accumulation
was charged, of course, the certain thought
that this snowfall was historical
across centuries . . .
The old man was our cook and his apron
was stained with black tea and red roots.
He had already accomplished his task
while seated in the choir loft
but this gift for remote experience
brought nosebleeds and mild seizures
which upset the abbot
who thought all such afflictions
were attractive to demons, so
the cook bled from the pine trough
to the cobbler’s closet
where the ancient snow awl
rested in cedar chips with frankincense.
When the old man stepped out
onto the leviathan snows he was,
as he had seen an hour before,
swallowed utterly by them;
his body, discovered in late Spring, was
fresh but frowning.
The abbot said: Let this be a lesson
to you all
that even righteous acts of heroic laziness
are not forgiven
by our Creator who is
obverse and absolute like the leg bone
of a goose carved into music
that is issuing from a flute.
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la fille fragile
Her silver waist went out to sea
like petal debris, rain-tattered ma chère parfois
and my feet lessened into shore
so not even the biggest mirror could reach me
Now the sky sparks with remembering
her eyes afloat in the darkness
mon autre moi, my sad little nuptial glance
Who will risk more extremely the south of my sorrows?
Admittedly you sleep whereas your smile—
Nous avons dormi dans les beaux bâtiments;
light is remorse and what fades repairs her
Clearly, you very little til now not to be phase of phase
and the mascara is sad. She wilts the way I clutch purple
elderberries in my shirt
J’espère coïncider
How to risk more extremely la nuit? A small bridal fall?
How to make wither the quiet black city she left?
You play the door. I will play cumulus. La musique fait.
The song of lamp flowers festoons foreheads as they pass.
Probably rightly you the ailing repair, you the light of regret
Ne pas Ne pas ma chère parfois
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If the peaches fall and disappear
where the peonies parcel out the moon
and our fingers scatter like lightning
bugs, des serviettes oranges pour l’occasion
Elsewhere magic acquits us
Obviously il y avait beaucoup d’oiseaux,
obviously we sleep underneath amplifying
departure
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On Friendship
1.
Until her death, Anne Sexton spoke with Maxine Kumin on the telephone every day. Not
brief conversations, long phone calls. They talked about everything. Poetry. Their lives.
What they were writing. Sometimes, it is said, they would set down the telephone and
go off to write at their desks. The phone connection would remain open—a human or
psychic channel between them as they each worked alone. When they returned, new
draft in hand, each would wait for the other, sometimes whistling into the telephone for
attention, so together they could share again.

2.
When I was nineteen, I read not Anne, but Maxine. Anne was the literary lion revered
by the Poets on campus. Anne and Sylvia. My nascent feminism chafed at such terminal
options. I’d already been raised with the fear of early, horribly disfiguring death from
my mother, who told me, and my two sisters, that one of us would be cursed with the
family auto-immune disease causing our hyperactive body to kill itself. Depending on
her moods and our behaviors, the target of this genetic time bomb moved among us—
as unfathomable in its uncertainty as it was comprehensible in its fixity, deep inside our
DNA. At eighteen, away from mother’s morbid visions, I wanted to read not poets who
died but poets who thrived. Maxine fit the bill.
She was, to my late teen mind, already quite old, though in the pictures on the yellowed
books I gathered by her she looked more as I imagined myself in the future. Wearing
jeans and a thick leather belt. Smiling, sometimes at the camera, sometimes with her
eyes off in the distance as though what she was thinking at that moment was more important, more compelling than the requirements of the photographer nearby. This was
the type of person I wanted to become.
Although I focused on Maxine, it was her relationship with Anne, or more precisely her
survival after Anne’s death, that drew me into her poems. Not the beauty of her language,
not her close attention to craft; those would draw me to her work again later, but at nineteen, I was interested in what she did with the experience of losing her best friend. This,
I thought, was information I needed to know. Maxine reassured me, Our Ground Time
Here Will be Brief. To this day, I don’t think of that as a found title; I don’t think of its aviatic reverberations; I think of it as a reassurance about grief. Our ground time, our time
of touching and feeling this pain, our time of living inside the inconsolable, will be brief.
There Maxine wrote, “Shall I say how it is in your clothes? / A month after your death I
wear your blue jacket.” I read those lines over and over and I imagined the companion
whose clothes you could wear. What it would be like to live in a world with someone so
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intimately. To know someone and be, if not in their skin, but their shirts, their pants. To
know how they smell after a long day or fresh in the morning. I imagined being not the
one who died, but the one who survives.

3.
It was at summer camp at Interlochen where I first loved a woman. Two, actually. I was
too young and inexperienced to know the world would make me choose. One was quiet
and played the violin, the other loud and wild; she played clarinet in the band. The hit
movie the following year when I returned home from camp was Some Kind of Wonderful,
a John Hughes portrait of the teenage soul. My clarinetist looked like Watts, played by
Mary Stuart Masterson in the film. I saw it and cried. By then, outside the fabled bubble
of summer camp, I better understood my lesbian self and its implications.
The violinist-I-loved-at-Interlochen and I spent hours together in the northern Michigan
woods. We kept a practice room next to one another and would leave our instruments on
the pianos and go off for long walks in the woods or out onto the docks. We had to practice a particular number of hours each day and we would, but we would also wander away
from the four square room, the metronomic tick, tick, tick, the black and white pages of
musical notation, and hold hands and look at the sky and think about life. At night, it was
cold. We shared clothes. I kept one sweatshirt that we both had worn. It was navy with
the arts logo lacquered on it. One of us dripped catsup on it one day. The next, mustard. I
never washed it. It smelled of the woods, the bonfires, the sweet resin of bow rosin. When
it returned home in my trunk, I found a few strands of her hair bound in its fibers. I’ve
never washed it. Today it sits, carefully folded in the back of my closet.

4.
Maxine confesses, “My skin presses your old outline. / It is hot and dry inside.” Reading
this poem, I realized for the first time I want to have a friend like this. I was still lonely
for my northern Michigan summer, sometimes still smelling that sweatshirt. Clandestinely. I didn’t know anyone yet who would understand. It was Maxine who taught me
what to want: someone who will spend “years gathering our words” if I should be the
unlucky one of my sororal triumvirate. I wanted a friend who would write my life should
I not live to do so myself.
One day, sitting on green naugahyde next to an old walnut fireplace (I’m not making this
up—it was a public university in the Midwest but with pretentions to eastern sophistication), I looked up and my Maxine was sitting next to me. I’d like to say we met and immediately became fast friends, but we didn’t. She was enraptured with a young man, her
first-year college romance. We studied together occasionally, practiced Spanish (she was
always better than I), and shared a passion for poetry. It would take more months and a
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nasty breakup before our friendship came alive. Like Anne and Maxine, Lis and I had other
lives, even at our young age, but poems and books drew us together. Soon we learned we
had the same yearnings. The same aspirations for friendship. For a literary life.

5.
Maxine was the last person to see Anne alive. They had lunch together in downtown
Cambridge. Later, Anne walked to her garage, closed the door, stepped into her car. After
she turned the key, leaded gasoline smoke filled the small space. I imagine Anne coughing and choking and gagging. Lungs resisting, heart pumping. Mind screaming, Get
out, get out, get out. Her head ached. She felt dizzy. She stayed, holding the certainty of
her convictions. Eventually she fell limp. Noxious clear gas filled her lungs. Tachycardia.
Ischemia. Atrial fibrillation. Respiratory, then cardiac arrest. I wonder, what did they eat
for lunch?

6.
For two years, we were best friends. Long Michigan winters were filled with poetry read
aloud and hot tea. Simmering lentils and fresh apple crisp still remind me of all this.
Summers were for picnics with black beans and salsa. Beneath the penumbra of the
Arb, we imagined a future together. A large home in a college town. Children. Tenure.
We built banter that was easily recapitulated. Guess who has a new book? Marilyn Hacker?
Ah, that she would! But, no, now I’m reading. . .which lead inevitably to the greatest of discoveries, new poets, and resulted in gales of laughter from our own companionate code.
Although I left first (early graduation), I always say she left me for an Iowa Ph.D. Hers,
that is. She moved to Iowa City.

7.
The best day Lis and I had together was a Saturday. It was at the end of my senior year,
her junior year in college. We both couldn’t have been more than twenty. We went to
Borders bookstore in the morning. This was before Borders was a chain; then it was our
locally-owned bookstore. We bought Mary Oliver’s newest book, House of Light. We came
home and ate lunch—probably something cold, definitely something cheap. We spent
the afternoon reading Oliver’s poems aloud to one another. Always sequentially, but racing ahead, too, for what verse we might anticipate. We dog-eared pages of our favorites,
waiting to proclaim the most sublime when we reached the end. After our reading, we
each retreated to our own twin beds. To another book we had purchased independently.
We read and slept through the afternoon. I remember waking from the nap with the sun
down, our two reading lights pressing painful ellipses against the darkness. We both were
asleep in t-shirts and underwear. I know I wanted a Coke, but I waited; I watched her, my
book in my hands. I watched her eyes flick beneath her lids; I imagined her dreaming.
Mouth open, glasses still on her face. She was breathing deeply, in and out. I watched.
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Our room was a mess. I was warm in my bed. She had her down comforter wrapped
around her legs. I probably sat there for twenty minutes just watching her breathe. This
is the magic of the world: life after sleep. When she started to awaken, I looked away—
remembering her peaceful slumber, I pretended to be arousing just now myself. We
dressed. We went out for dinner. To this day, that sequence of events defines my ideal of
a perfect day. To this day, there is no one else to share those events.

8.
I resisted the books of Lucy Grealy and Ann Patchett for many years. I didn’t want to know
about their storied friendship. On one hand, I wanted to read Ann’s homage, but I was
afraid of the despair it might bring to me. Another set like Maxine and Anne. Another
literary companionship to remind me of what I wanted in the world. I feared the stories
of Iowa City where they met would be familiar, too familiar for me. A decade after Ann
and Lucy lived there, I visited Lis in Iowa City. She was an English graduate student; her
academic success, a counterpoint to my school shame. While she studied on a fellowship,
I licked my wounds of rejection and worked, contemplating life in social work. In Iowa,
Lis and I trod the same streets and bookstores as Ann and Lucy. We harbored the same
dreams and aspirations, so I avoided their books; I didn’t want to compare their lives to
ours. I was certain their friendship would be another against which I would measure my
own and see nothing but deficits.

9.
She had a best friend before me. Nicki. I’m not sure if that is how she spells it, but that
is her name, Nicki. I’ve only met her once. They were best friends in high school. Nicki
is excellent at everything. Writing, music, science, math. You know what I mean. She is
one of those women who excels at whatever she tries. I’d like to have such mastery. Now
she is a doctor—an anesthesiologist—one of the most highly-compensated specialties.
Nicki did everything perfectly. She always knew the right words to say to console or cheer
or celebrate. She always had the perfect story or bit of information to solve any problem.
Nicki took a pottery class and made Lis two mugs, perfectly sized, for filling with ice cubes
and splitting a two-liter of Diet Coke. The one time I took a pottery class, my glasses fell
in the kiln or cracked. I don’t think I was strong enough for the fire. I imagine them sitting in their high school dorm rooms drinking Diet Coke and reading poetry. When I am
feeling generous, I think that Nicki prepared her for me. When I feel insecure, I wonder
if she still talks with her.

10.
I hated all of her boyfriends. This was never difficult. They took her time, though she always saved more for me, and I, being young and angry and something of a separatist, was
never troubled with getting to know them. She was too much of a feminist to obsess about
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them. They were more like puppy dogs who could be sent away for our time together. She
bought me my first pair of “sex underwear.” Cream and lacy. They itched. I didn’t know
how to tell her that the sexiest thing I ever did was go without underwear. I kept her gift
underwear in my drawer for years thinking things might change. They never did. A few
years back, I threw them away. I wish I could discard other things as easily.

11.
She spent a semester in the northeast retracing the path of Thoreau and reading nature
writers. We wrote incessantly then. She wrote on maps from their travels. The letters were
often soggy and dried after they had been wet. I was working my first year out of college
while she was in her senior year. Her letters were profound and heartfelt. Mine were exhausted. I still thought then that she might move with me to Detroit. I thought that we
might have a life together as non-sexual partners. A companionate marriage? They did
it in Boston at the turn of the century, certainly Detroit at the turn of another was not so
different that we couldn’t live similarly.

12.
We went to college with Nicki’s older sister, Annie, who became my friend. They had three
girls in their family, like me. The summer after our senior year, their other sister killed
herself. A gun. In her mouth. This is what feminism did for us. Women kill themselves
violently. Kristin was a lesbian. I think Nicki was, or is, too. Annie never was a lesbian,
but I slept with her. After a fight with Lis. She was still mourning her sister. I wonder if
she thought sleeping with a woman would bring her closer to her dead sister. I wonder if
I thought sleeping with her would bring me closer to Lis. Annie cried that night when she
came. We were both drunk from Franzia. We both wanted something the other couldn’t
give us. The next morning, I left her apartment quickly. Sober. Slightly embarrassed.

13.
Today, my friend Melissa assures me she will publish a book of poems, and then, she
promises, we will talk every day until she develops a wicked meth habit, which will accidentally kill her. Oh, good, I gleefully exclaim. I will write of our days at Maryland. It will
make her poems more poignant, more powerful. She could be the next Anne, and me,
by proximity, Maxine. There is only one problem. It is not true. This we both know. We
do not have the intense friendship with one another. We may exchange emails or texts at
some point in the future, but we will never have the intimate friendship with one another
like Anne and Maxine. Or even Lucy and Ann. We’ve each had it with other women and
lost it, not to the glamorized early death, not to the pain that engenders words, but to the
intense discomfort of humanness. We grew apart. We grew up. Now we fear there will
never be another.
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14.
I want a friendship with the long narrative. The days of good phone conversations. Reading together. Making new discoveries together. A first reader. An obsessive companion.
Or I want a friendship that flames out spectacularly. Lucy and Ann. Maxine and Anne.
Instead, I have a difficult, unresolved relationship. She sometimes emails me with inane
updates. I respond. Then silence. Or I travel and we visit three hours. We talk nonstop
after the initial fifteen awkward minutes, and I think, oh, here is my friend again. Then
I leave and—silence. Maybe silence is part of the long narrative. We’re both still alive. I
can’t even write what took us apart. My bad memory. The insignificance of it. This isn’t
what I want. No one is writing about me.

15.
This is how it was meant to be: every new album or new collection of poetry I share with
you. A quick phone call. Email. Technology enabling our enmeshed lives. I stayed alive
with the promise of the life we would build together, but now I live the life we dreamed
without you. I study quatrains and rhyme. Read books. Write poems and papers. When I
write my autobiography I am going to say we were like Maxine and Anne, talking every day,
exchanging dozens of email messages each hour. I’ll write you to be the friend I wanted.
The friend you promised to be. I’ll tell no one you raised a baby without me, married a
man, and were happy teaching high school. This will be better than the truth. I’ll not tell
what you abandoned. How I tap out beats on my barren fingers and live in a house I do
not own. How I try to paint the walls with words, but emptiness bleeds through. How
there is nothing that doesn’t remind me of you.

16.
I think of Maxine. Her grief. In the poem “Oblivion” she writes it again: “We are trapped
in the plot, everyone / left behind, there is no oblivion.” She yearns for oblivion, but I
want to write her and tell her I am in it, and that the fierce determination of certainty, the
hum of the engine, the final gasp, would be preferred for me, but then I remind myself,
I’m not Maxine. I’m trapped in a different plot, looking for the lyric in a different narrative. This is what I want to ask Maxine and Ann. What are the good things about being
the one who survives? Tell me about wisdom. How did you recognize the second half of
a life? The half without?

17.
I want the perfection of friendship without the complications of sexuality. For years I
denied that I desired Lis as more than friend, as lover. Now, twelve years into a committed relationship, I must admit, yes, this is what I wanted from her. There are a million
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things I share with my love, my paramour, my wife. Don’t be mistaken. Our household,
our animals, travel. There are daily discoveries and narratives of perfect days we spend
together—coffee, newspaper, gym, reading, afternoon naps, dinner out. I love those days.
I can say with all honesty, I married my best friend. But always there is this longing. Longing for what I don’t have. Is that the consequence of being human—to want what is not?
Or maybe there really is a difference between friendship and loveship?
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The Man from Istanbul
Every other night that summer they ran the length of Route B. Michael, half a block ahead
of Elle, bobbed up and down. No cars at ten p.m. No people. Just Michael and Elle and
the amazing flat greenness of Iowa.
They lived in Swisher, a place stopped in time, unaffected by recessions or economic
booms. The main street had one bar and one gas station with old-fashioned yellow-andblue pumps that said Sunoco on their faces. Three flagpoles stood in a grassy median with
American flags that chimed their ropes against the poles. A few homes sprouted from the
edges of town, and the blacktop receded into gravel roads and low fields of soy, except for
Route B, which ran the two-mile length between Swisher and Shuyville, a dead-eye run,
with no streetlights, only fields on both sides of the road.
At the opposite end of Route B, in Shuyville, stood another bar and another gas station
with old-fashioned pumps. Like running into a mirror, Elle thought.
On their run home from Shuyville that evening, Michael turned to look at Elle behind
him. The air smelled mossy and wet. Frogs from an unseen pond chirped. Michael jogged
backwards to talk to Elle.
“I used to think that frogs were the voices of the dead,” Michael said, panting softly. “I
read it in a children’s book when I was a kid. They were the dead calling out to the living,
to their lost loves.”
Elle and Michael had met at a reading at Prairie Lights Bookstore. His thick dark hair
was textured with wax, and his glasses were out of style. He was awkward yet attractive in
a scholarly sort of way. She mistook him for a thirty-something grad student like herself,
not a professor. They talked about the intersections between postmodern rhetoric and
film theory, a conversation that seemed a million miles away from frogs and lost loves.
Michael lifted the hem of his shirt to wipe off his face, revealing a pale, dewy stomach.
“You okay?” he asked when he put his shirt down.
“Yeah.” Elle barely caught enough breath to respond. “I’m okay.” She was reminded
of a story about frogs that she wanted to tell, one of dozens of stories that she hadn’t told
him yet, but she was too out of breath to talk.
Michael got a second wind and sped up, running ahead of her. His foot patter grew
more distant. Sweat burned into Elle’s eyes and she trundled onward, far behind Michael.
Her pulse beat into her eardrums all the way home.
By the time she reached the wooden porch of their house, Michael was inside stretching against the armrest of the sofa. Elle opened the screen door, huffing and sweating.
Michael watched her as he curled a leg behind himself and stood like a flamingo. He
yanked the toe of his shoe to stretch his front thigh muscle.
The frog story was still on her mind, her own frog story. Elle picked up a glass of water
that she’d left on the coffee table and guzzled it down. “My ex-husband once told me,”
she began breathlessly, “about a horror movie he was working on when he first got out
of film school. It was a horror movie about frogs.”
Michael grabbed his other foot and stretched. She took the last swig of her water.
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“He had to film the money shot where all the frogs are just sitting, hundreds of glistening frogs just sitting and staring at the camera. When it came time to shoot the scene, they
filled this room full of frogs, but the frogs wouldn’t stop jumping all over the place.”
She bent over, panting. Michael waited for her to finish. “So anyway,” she began, “they
nailed each and every frog to the floor.”
Elle remained bent over. The harder she breathed, the more she seemed to sweat.
Michael stopped stretching. Without responding, he walked into the kitchen and turned
on the faucet.
“What is it this time?” Her voice followed him into the kitchen.
“Nothing,” he replied. He came out with a glass of water in his hand.
“C’mon. What is it?”
“Your stories,” he said.
“I’m sorry. It’s a terrible story. What kind of person would nail a living creature to the
floor? I’d forgotten all about it until you mentioned the frogs.”
The muscles in his thigh twitched. “I’m going to bed.” His voice sounded reedy, shrinking away from her as he walked up the stairs.
She sat on the sofa and wanted him to return. When he didn’t, she went up to their
bedroom door. It was shut. She was sure she heard him in the bedroom talking on the
phone. His voice sounded like an agitated stage whisper. She left him to himself and went
to the bathroom to wash her face and brush her teeth.
Michael had a way of being unpredictably sensitive that made Elle feel as if she’d been
cruel to him, more like a teenager than a thirty-three year old woman. Even after six
months of living together he had no patience with the awkward nuances of their relationship, with the fumbles and miscommunications. It didn’t take much for him to cubby
himself in his office to research his book. Lately he’d been worked up about whether he’d
make tenure after a colleague’s disastrous tenure review.
Elle entered their bedroom a few minutes later. Michael was reading in bed with a copy
of Plato’s Gorgias on his lap.
“So who was that?” she asked.
“Who was what?”
“On the phone. Weren’t you talking to someone?”
“I was reading out loud.”
His running shoes were flung at the foot of the bed with the laces still tied in a knot.
A thin white cotton sheet covered his legs and waist. Underneath he was naked, and she
wanted him to ask her to get naked too, but instead he sat there with his book perched
on his thighs. He didn’t watch her slide off her running shorts. When she took off her
shirt, she used it to dry herself off, still sweaty from the run, hair tousled and damp and
curly. Michael didn’t even look up to see her remove her jogbra.
A fan overhead moved stale air in a circle. Elle stood there, bare-chested. Yellow light
from the bed lamp spilled over Michael’s book. He kept his head down, the dull thud of
Greek in his ears.
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When they finally moved in together, it was because Elle had been so damn tired of being
between—between her apartment and Michael’s house, between careers, between cities.
Her divorce from Heinz had been final a few years earlier, and now she was practically
engaged to Michael. She hated how her whole life seemed broken and without continuity.
Her past was cut into clumsy polyhedrons, each corresponding to a different relationship in a different house, a different job, a different car. When she met Michael, she just
wanted wholeness again.
Elle and Michael lived in a two-story wood-shingled house with a creaky wooden porch
swing where they could sit and watch fireflies on the lawn or farmers putter up from the
fields in rusty Ford trucks. She had given up her Iowa City apartment in a five-story brick
building near Prairie Lights Bookstore for a life of solitude while she worked on her Ph.D.
dissertation, a collection of academic essays on film noir. Meanwhile Michael composed
a book on the intersections between postmodern and classical rhetoric. He wrote in an
upstairs room full of sunlight that revealed how lustreless and dry the floorboards were.
Beyond his window lay a field of young tender soy, endless rows of green, with only the
occasional truck rucking up a cloud of dust in a narrow field row. Elle’s office looked onto
Route B where she could see cattle being driven to slaughter during the day, and at night
could watch the mosquito fogger truck spray a cloud of pesticides into the air.
Within the confines of the continental United States, this home in Swisher seemed like
the farthest point from her childhood home in the Hollywood Hills. Her family’s property
line trailed down a steep hillside that bordered the back lot of Universal Studios where
trams of fatted tourists drove through ridiculous landslides and flashfloods. A favorite
studio tour trick was to cruise down the main street of a Wild West town, only to drive
the tourists behind the storefronts and saloons to show they were only façades, just the
faces of buildings propped up on wooden stakes. It struck Elle that the whole purpose
behind the Universal Studios Tour was to show people how they’d been deceived.
Elle liked Iowa for being exactly what it was—not phony or pretentious or false. As
much as she liked the isolation of Michael’s house, she sometimes worried that the house
had no history, no ghosts, no tattered edges of Michael’s former life with his ex-wife Leah.
During the long summer days, when the rooms upstairs became too humid for writing,
she walked by Michael’s door and momentarily listened to his clatter of typing. While he
was locked up in his mental activities, Elle was free to wander the two stories of the house,
opening closets and looking through drawers. In the basement, where there could have
been some tangible remains of Leah, Elle found nothing but boxes of paperwork from
his years of teaching and stacks of final exams in bluebooks unclaimed by students. On
the first floor, the storage cabinets in the pantry were devoid of clutter. Upstairs, in their
bedroom, he lined his shoes neatly over the floorboards of the closet. She once walked
through the dusty drapery of clothes to a hidden spot where boxes could be stored, secrets
kept, and still there was nothing. It occurred to Elle that she wanted to find something.
Anything. A scrap of nostalgia. A longing for permanence. Instead, she felt like they
were living in this house temporarily, keeping all of their personal baggage packed, only
inhabiting their relationship until the lease was up.
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The next evening, Elle stood behind Michael and watched the image of him in the mirror.
He’d grown a dark scruff of facial hair since classes had gotten out in May and was looking more bedraggled than scholarly. They were freshening up for a Rhetoric department
party, so Michael decided to shave. Coarse black hair stuck to the sides of the sink. Elle
noticed the brown mole on his cheek, big as a pencil eraser. She’d forgotten it was there.
The more he shaved, the more he looked like a stranger to her.
“Last night I dreamt of a secret room in this house,” she said to Michael, “and I found
boxes of things that you’d been hiding from me.”
In the mirror, his mouth tensed; the line of his jaw grew more defined. “I’m not hiding anything from you,” he said.
“I didn’t say you were. It was just a dream.”
He dragged his razor down his cheek. “What’s this dream supposed to mean?” he
asked, then brought the razor to his other cheek.
“It’s just the dream of the secret room. I’ve had it in every house I’ve ever lived in. I
thought everyone did.”
“Well, I haven’t.” He rinsed his razor under running water, then looked at her in the
mirror where she leaned against the pink bathroom tiles. “So what did you find in the
boxes in the secret room?”
“I can’t remember,” she lied. “I think the boxes were full of books.”
“That’s all?” His face was so close to the mirror that she couldn’t see it; she could only
see his hand holding the razor against the side of his jaw.
In truth, when Elle opened the largest cardboard box, she found his ex-wife Leah’s
corpse curled into a fetal position with her hair limp and sticking to her face. A dark joy
had filled Elle’s soul. Here was the corpse that Michael couldn’t get rid of. When Elle knelt
closer to inspect the body, she discovered that it wasn’t a corpse at all, but a scarecrow
woman with long elephant grass for hair and a body of twigs and twine. The white frock
that the scarecrow wore was Elle’s, not Leah’s.
That evening they went to a party held in a grassy backyard under low Chinese lanterns.
Rhetoric grad students mingled with professors. Elle tried to blend in but felt as if Michael’s colleagues were comparing her to Leah. It was a silent comparison, a nod of the
head, a feeling of being appraised. Carl, one of the more personable professors in the
Rhetoric department, insinuated that he didn’t like Leah when Elle met him earlier that
year. It was clear in the way he smiled at Elle, in the paternal way he praised her and patted her on the back. Elle had to piece these things together, the tiny nudges and smiles.
She’d been looking for Carl and finally found him alone in the kitchen washing dishes.
Elle sidled up to him and placed her hands deep into the suds, nudging him aside so
she could wash while he dried. She chatted him up by talking about her dissertation on
unstable ontologies in film noir, about the way film noir destabilizes the known universe,
turning it into something no longer easily understood. “Even people can become unstable
ontologies,” she said.
“Like our parents,” Carl replied. “People no longer easily understood. Christ, my own
father had photos of another woman in his desk drawer when he died.”
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“Your father was an antihero,” she said. “Mine was just an accountant.”
Carl laughed a deep laugh. He had the presence of an aging stage actor still capable
of self-deprecation—the smooth baritone voice and the dark, dignified features. “He had
audio tapes too,” Carl said. “Those old reel-to-reel tapes from the fifties. He had her voice
on those tapes. Just talking. Mostly she talked about how she wanted to know everything
about him. And her voice, it was so . . . I don’t even know how to describe it . . . eerie and
disconnected from her body, like someone in a trance. I could only listen to those tapes
a few minutes before feeling disturbed. But even after stopping the tape, I’d return an
hour later or a day later to hear more.”
“You must have been mortified.”
“I was in my fifties, too old to be mortified. I’d already been divorced twice, made my
own mistakes. Different mistakes. Not cheating. Nothing like that.”
Elle pulled her hand out of the suds and took a sip from a wine glass she’d brought
into the kitchen.
“I’m sorry,” Carl said. “I’ve been mulling it over recently. Sometimes I’m still stuck in
that old place. It was twenty years ago that I discovered those tapes and my father’s secret
disgrace. And here I am, still discovering those tapes, still trapped in that emotional loop.”
Carl dried a glass and carefully placed it on a cabinet shelf. “I don’t understand deceit. I
know that’s naïve-sounding. But it’s true. I couldn’t lie to my family like that.”
Elle nodded and looked down to scrub a dish under the soapy water. Some guests had
migrated into the living room where Dr. Klein was telling a story. She could hear people
laughing. Outside, salsa music was playing. Elle held her hands under the water and felt
a spoon, then a knife. “What were your mistakes, if you don’t mind my asking?”
Carl lifted his head to think, his eyes moist and bloodshot. “My mistake was toeing
the pool instead of diving in,” he said. “I wasn’t ‘all in’ in my first two marriages. I held
parts of myself back.” He picked up a plate and dried it off in a circular motion. “I didn’t
trust my wives. I either trust someone or I don’t.”
“Michael mentioned that you didn’t trust Leah,” Elle said, though she was lying.
“Did I say I didn’t trust her? I might have hinted to him one time or another that I
didn’t care for her much, but I never said anything outright.”
“Maybe it was obvious.”
“She probably said something. Michael wouldn’t have picked up on it.”
Elle handed him a wet dish, and Carl took it absently, still sorting out his thoughts.
“Michael was always so damn in awe of her,” he said. “But Leah could be abrasive, overly
opinionated. And she was always reading between the lines. Nothing got past her.” He
finished drying his dish and placed it on the shelf. “You’re much nicer.” He smiled, trying to pass it off as a compliment.
It was insulting, really, to be compared to Leah. Leah and Michael had been college
sweethearts, both virgins when they met. It seemed absurd to be compared to a woman
who’d had one lover and then gone straight from college to graduate school, a life of
sexual and academic seclusion. Meanwhile, Elle had been out there living, really living—
making films, navigating a rocky marriage, simultaneously succeeding and failing in the
real world. And people had the nerve to call Elle nice?
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In Hollywood, nice was an epithet, a career killer. During a brief period in college Elle
had worked as an actress. She’d already done a few movie roles and got in touch with a
brittle sixty-year-old agent who wore heavy makeup and reeked of cigarettes. After five
minutes of interviewing Elle, the agent said, “Listen, honey. I’ve heard enough. I’m just
not seeing a real person here.” Elle was only nineteen, still a girl—not yet divorced, not
yet bitter or judgmental, not crafty enough to realize she was supposed to sit in front of
an agent and put on a show by exaggerating her personality. Up to that point in her life,
Elle had been too cautious to be a real person. Not being a real person, that’s what Elle
now feared the most—being nobody all over again. It was okay to be nobody at the age
of nineteen. But at thirty-three, experience had turned her into somebody. Not a fake
somebody, but a real person with a real past. With the agent, Elle had thought it a good
quality to not be a real person. “I can become anything you want,” was Elle’s reply. But
the agent said, “You’ve got to be someone right now. You’ve got to be somebody all the
time. You can’t just turn it on and off. Look,” the agent finally said, “I’m not seeing an
actress in front of me. But you seem like a very nice girl.”
A nice girl. For some reason, that was the part that stung.
“Listen,” Elle said and turned off the running water to get Carl’s attention. “I’m not so
nice.” It came out weak, lacking conviction.
Carl laughed out loud, a hearty laugh that traveled into the other room. “Of course
you’re nice!” he said. “You’re the nicest person I know.”
Elle and Michael left the party early that night. It was only 10:30, so they watched The
Lady from Shanghai. Halfway through the movie, Michael went into his office to write,
and when he didn’t come to bed, she sat on their mattress and worked on her dissertation. She was still jotting down ideas on the last scene in The Lady from Shanghai when
Orson Welles tries to shoot Rita Hayworth in the hall of mirrors, a laughable scene by
today’s standards. Welles can’t see Hayworth because he sees too many of her. No single
Hayworth exists.
Elle had been writing on Hayworth when Michael walked into the bedroom wearing
his running shoes.
“Let’s go for a run,” he said.
“It’s already past midnight.”
“I’ve been writing for an hour,” he said. “I need to clear my head. Come on.”
That evening, when Elle and Michael were running between Swisher and Shuyville,
Michael started talking about anarchy and ‘pataphysics in postmodern rhetoric. Topics
she knew nothing about. Elle dodged dark plugs of manure in the road and was running
to keep up, but Michael kept getting ahead of her.
“Slow down,” Elle finally said into the darkness. “Tell me a story.”
Michael turned around and ran backwards for a moment. “I’ve run out of stories to
tell.”
“Then make something up.”
He was silent for a while, jogging onward. Elle ran in the darkness behind him, running
toward the silvery glint of reflectors on his shoes. She waited, and eventually he said, “If
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we run fast enough, if we run hard enough, we can run straight from here to Istanbul.”
He paused. Cricket song filled the space between them.
“Imagine it,” he said. “We can run straight through to an evening street bazaar where
vendors are folding their wooden tables and rattling olive-shaped worry beads on long
tasseled strings. You can smell the spicy incense.” He slowed to run alongside her. “Beyond the street bazaar, I point to a red door, and we enter a motel. Behind the reception
desk, a door leading to the domestic dwelling of the motel caretaker exudes the smell of
allspice and food simmering over low blue flames. A half-awake child with enormous
dark eyes stands in the dwelling’s doorway. ‘We need a room,’ I say to the boy, and from
under the reception desk he produces a key; not a flat key, but an old-fashioned round
key that fits in the type of keyholes that children can peep through.”
Michael broke from the story. Elle could hear him breathing. They were running into
darkness, between open fields with not even a light from Shuyville visible ahead of them.
“Go on,” she said.
Michael was quiet for a moment, his feet landing gently on the pavement. “The boy
leads us up a flight of stairs. At the end of a hall, he points to the door that will be our
room. Then he motions to an open door beside our room where the bathroom is,” he
continued, “I enter the room, but you go into the bathroom. There’s no shower, just a
stained tub. The bathroom has a yellow-tinted mirror and an iron-stained toilet. When you
look into the mirror, you don’t see yourself. Instead, the mirror looks straight through to
the room where I am. I’m on the bed, naked, waiting for you on stale linen sheets. After
you bathe, you come to me but realize that I’m not me anymore. I’m a familiar stranger,
someone you’ve merely passed on a street dozens of times but never officially met. When
we look into each other’s eyes, we are both unsure, just strangers, you see, until I smile,
sheets over my torso, chest bare and damp with sweat from the run.”
In Shuyville, they turned and ran back. When they reached their home, the house was
dark and the windows had been left open, so the warm moist heat from the outside was
now inside.
“Don’t turn on the lights,” Michael said.
She followed him upstairs to the bedroom, to their low bed on the floor without a bed
frame or headboard, just a box spring and a mattress, and Michael sat on the edge, drew
her toward him, and took off her running clothes. He placed his hands on her wet skin,
then ran his fingers up the perspiration on her spine.
That night she fell in love with the man behind the mirror; it was the other Michael
from Istanbul that she was loving as he recited the rhythmic opening from the Iliad in
ancient Greek, the drumbeat of poetry pulsing through her body, chanting about mortals
who cut deals with gods.
In the morning Michael was Michael again—Michael who had run out of stories to tell,
Michael who read Aristotle out loud in Greek as he waited for his coffee to brew. Michael
who shut his office door to work all morning and afternoon.
“Don’t interrupt me today,” he said. “Don’t even knock on my door.”
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Meanwhile she went down to the basement and scavenged through several boxes
she’d never unpacked—old sheets, impractical high-heeled shoes, items from her home
in Brentwood. Then she opened one of Michael’s boxes by accident and peered inside at
the childhood items she’d unearthed—a tiny plastic human skull, a leather sack full of
dominoes, an unopened pack of Black Jack gum. She was hoping to find something bigger, beyond easy comprehension, a personal history he’d been hiding from her, the other
lovers, the life he’d been running away from like Robert Mitchum in Out of the Past.
With her ex-husband Heinz there were twenty-five years of clues to his former lives.
Heinz was fifty when they met. Elle was a twenty-five year old director’s assistant working
on his film crew and doing bit parts in his films. A whole graveyard of dead relationships
littered Heinz’s past, so many that he couldn’t remember all of their names. With Michael,
there was just Leah. His One. A whole number. Elle was merely his Two. Second place.
A mere understudy number. Not quite good enough for the starring role.
Forty-five. That was the number of men Elle had dated in her life. She’d counted them
one day and was embarrassed that the number was so high. Granted, twenty of them
were in high school and junior high, just boys she went to the movies with once or twice,
nothing fancy or sentimental. She only had sex with the guys she was serious about, so
she’d only had sex with eleven. Not terribly adventurous, she thought. Yet it would forever
be held in contrast to Michael’s One.
The next evening, Michael went to the university’s main library in Iowa City to research his
book, leaving Elle alone. After he left, Elle turned on some bossa nova music and opened
a bottle of wine. She remembered a stash of cigarettes in her desk drawer, a relic from
another life in L.A. when she smoked and drank and went to parties once a week, a life
Michael barely knew about. She never mentioned the movies she’d acted in. Michael had
a tendency to cringe when she brought up Hollywood, especially in front of professors.
Elle had to hold her hair back to light her cigarette on the electric stove. The tip didn’t
catch at first, and surprisingly, when it did, it didn’t taste as bad as she’d expected. In
fact, it tasted exactly like the first time she’d ever smoked, kind of exciting, like she was
getting away with something by smoking in this kitchen with its white porcelain sinks
and daisy wallpaper.
Michael was supposed to be in Iowa City for a few hours. She could take a bath in the
clawfoot tub upstairs and air the smoke out of the kitchen. Before she had a chance to
finish her cigarette, she heard Michael’s Honda pull onto the gravel in the driveway. He’d
only been gone ten minutes, and the next thing she knew he was walking up the wooden
stairs of the back porch and coming in through the kitchen door, catching her smoking. It
was twilight outside. His arrival brought in a stray june bug that plinked against the ceiling light. Michael dumped his book bag on the warped floorboards and looked at her.
“Look who’s back.” Elle took a drag from her cigarette. “Did you forget something?”
The june bug continued to plink against the light. Elle ashed her cigarette into the sink,
then took a sip of sour red wine. She was still feeling pretty good, too good to act defensive about the random cigarette she was smoking or the bottle of wine she was drinking
by herself.
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“Fine. Don’t say anything.” She stared back at him—a challenge—waiting for him to
make some curt remark.
Instead he took the cigarette from her hand, gently, and she thought he was going to
douse it with water under the faucet. He then took the pack of cigarettes, removed one
for himself, and lit his own cigarette off hers before handing it back to her. Together they
looked at each other, blowing big gusts up to the light where the june bug was thwacking
itself. They were in some kind of standoff. He wasn’t talking. She wasn’t talking. Eventually he grabbed the bottle of wine she’d opened and took a swig, being deliberately rough
about how he tilted his head back, then wiping his mouth with the back of his hand when
wine dribbled down his chin.
“Follow me,” Michael said. He flicked his cigarette in the sink and began taking off
his clothes.
Upstairs he stood in their bedroom naked for a moment, stared at her, then kicked
around some dirty clothes on the floor. Under a pair of jeans, he found his running shorts
and put them on, so she changed into hers.
Again they went for the evening run. Michael took the lead down Route B, into the
dusk. Still not talking, she followed. Her lungs were tight with smoke.
“Tell me another story,” Elle said.
“I can’t.”
“Please.”
Elle was keeping a good running rhythm alongside him. It wasn’t too dark yet, so they
could run without worrying about what their feet might land on.
“It’s going to be harder this time. You’ll have to run faster.” He sped up a little and
moved ahead of her. “If you run fast enough and hard enough, you’ll be able to run through
walls.”
Elle was running to keep up with him now. “Slow down,” she said.
“If you want a story, you’ll have to run faster,” he said. “Imagine that we’re in our house,
and you can walk into the walls, between the fusty joists and beams, sliding sideways
into creaky corridors where the electrical wiring runs through the house like a network
of blood vessels. I can hear you sometimes. I hear you standing in the walls, breathing,
watching me from between the cracks. Sometimes you watch me work at my desk. You
scuttle about like a cockroach, moving from one room to the next. I’ve heard you under
the floorboards, too. I’ve even placed my foot down where you were trying to lift a board
to peer at me and held my foot there, keeping you down.”
“What am I searching for?”
“What are you searching for? That’s precisely what I’d like to know. I hear you scratching around all the time, especially when I’m working, so one day I run fast and hard, and
I follow you into the walls, chasing you through the maze of corridors, not just trying to
corner you but to reach inside of you, to run straight through the wall of your skin and
hear your thoughts. And so I catch you by my room, in a space behind the closet, and I
run at you hard and fast, and we run right through each other—just like that—and I see
you run out from behind me, back through the wall and into the house, so I peer between
two boards and see you in my office. There you are, and you are me, inside my body, and
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I am in yours. And I watch you sitting at my desk, working, and it is me working. Me.
That’s it. That’s all I see.”
The next morning, in the yellow light of dawn, when a lone farmer walked the field
rows picking weeds, Michael became the man from Istanbul again. With sweaty bed sheets
twisted around his legs, he pulled Elle toward him. His body language was relaxed. He
didn’t talk, and as long as he remained silent, he could be anybody.
In the following days, sometimes Michael would smile mischievously or stroke her shoulders instead of speaking, and it was if he’d slipped into the man from Istanbul. Eventually he stopped shaving, and an ethnic-looking five o’clock shadow grew in. He looked
almost Arabic—dark eyes, dark facial hair. The hair on his head was overgrown and
getting curly. Pomade wouldn’t hold it down anymore, so it fell over his eyes. His skin
was tan from summer gardening. But the minute he started talking about rhetoric, his
personality reverted to plain Michael again, the uptight professor, the man locked behind
his office door.
As the weeks passed, the movement between those personas became fluid, unexpected;
all he had to do was reach around her waist while Elle washed dishes, and she knew which
man she was dealing with. It was as if his cerebral persona was gradually being replaced
by a sensual one. With his old cerebral self, everything was clinical and safe. This new
persona was volatile and exciting. The transformation finally seemed complete when Elle
caught him in the backyard dancing. He’d been gardening and had brought out a radio
to listen to NPR, but the news had changed to Lebanese music with cymbals and sweeping violins and a singer chanting habibi habibi habibi. When Elle heard the music, she
walked into his office and looked out the window. He was standing there with his hand
up to his eyes, staring at the radio, and must have felt Elle looking down. He smiled up
at her and drew his arms out, snapping his fingers, swiveling his hips. There he was, the
Man from Istanbul, opening his arms and inviting her to join him.
Soon afterward, their habits changed. Michael stopped obsessing over his book, stopped
staying in all night. Instead he and Elle went to bars or parties with grad students. It was
Michael who suggested that they run to Shuyville, get two shots of Jäger at the Crowbar, then
run back to Swisher where they could get another shot at Joe’s Bar if they felt like it.
Michael started out playful on the run to Shuyville that night. His skin tone had grown
dark and his chest muscles were toned. He ran bare-chested and kept a spare shirt rolled
in his back pocket.
“Tell me a story,” he insisted on Route B, in the darkest part of the run.
Running felt good to Elle. It was the end of the summer, and she no longer got winded.
“I’m no good at stories,” she replied.
“Tell me anything, Elle. Anything.” His voice had become intense, putting pressure
on her to perform.
“All my stories are too long,” she said.
“Then tell a long one.”
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Elle felt like the girl in the agent’s office all over again. She didn’t know the right story
to tell. Things were going so well with Michael that she didn’t want to spoil it with a story.
She’d worked hard to become something, somebody, a person who wasn’t nice. But with
Michael she suddenly wanted to be a blank, a void to be filled, a screen upon which he
could project any identity.
She thought about her dissertation instead. It would be much easier to go back to that
place where they met, where they talked about ideas instead of themselves. She wanted
to talk about fragmentation in film noir, how noir breaks the illusion of unity.
“Never mind,” Michael said. “Forget it. You’re thinking too much.” Michael ran silently
ahead of her, his mood completely soured. Elle said nothing, not a word. No stories. No
theories. No talk of ideas.
When they arrived at the Crowbar in Shuyville, Michael stopped running and put on
his shirt. He was being deliberately silent, not even looking her way when Elle paused to
catch a breath by a streetlamp swarming with moths and gnats.
“Give me a minute,” she said, but he’d already entered the bar. A satellite dish sat in
the lot with pickup trucks parked in gravel. For Sale flyers for tractors and combines papered the entrance.
Inside a few men wearing seed caps turned to look at Elle.
“You could have waited for me,” she said as she sat beside Michael at the bar.
Michael shrugged and said he’d already ordered two shots.
The Crowbar was almost identical to Joe’s Bar in Swisher, except this bar had a map of
the United States where a bar mirror should be. Elle longed for their reflection—the two
of them joined side by side. The map said “You are here” on top. Where there should
have been one star marking Shuyville, Iowa, numerous gold schoolteacher’s stars dotted
the map.
Elle rested her arm on the surface of the oak counter. The place stank of stale cigarettes.
Two men glanced at Elle over the tops of their beers. Her hair was tousled and stringy
from running, her white t-shirt damp with sweat.
Elle turned and said, “I thought they’d have a pool table,” but Michael didn’t reply. His
white shirt was clinging to his skin. He took the crewneck and drew it up to wipe off his
face.
Michael stared at the TV above the bar and sucked in his cheeks. A ’70s horror film
was playing, a film Elle didn’t recognize—a young woman in a skimpy slip was fleeing a
man in a white theater mask.
“I saw you in a movie once,” Michael finally said without looking at Elle. “Just after we
started dating. You were being murdered.”
Elle was taken by surprise, almost afraid to look up at the TV to see what was happening
on the screen, afraid she might see herself up there. Michael kept staring at the movie.
“I told you I’d done bit parts,” Elle said. “Nothing worth bragging about.”
“No. It was nothing worth bragging about.” His voice darkened. Michael’s jawline went
rigid as he stared at the TV. It was humiliating to watch, seeing that woman run for her
life.
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“Make someone turn that TV off,” Elle said. A shiver of perspiration ran down her back.
She wanted to invoke feminist film theory. The male gaze. The lack of female agency. The
objectification. Like the woman on the screen, Elle had merely been the object of that
gaze. But there was more to it than that. The only horror film she’d made was directed
by her ex-husband Heinz. Her relationship with Heinz had been on the rocks, and ended
the night of the film’s wrap party. The producers had rented the Castaways Restaurant
in the hills above Burbank, clearing out one of the dining rooms so people could dance.
By the time Elle and Heinz arrived, everyone was already drunk. While Heinz went out
to the dance floor, Elle sat at the bar and watched actors and crewmembers. She watched
as though they were all far away from her. The thrill of seeing actors had died. It was just
a party with a lot of drunk people whom she didn’t really know, although she seemed to
know them since she’d seen so many of them in movies, but there they were, exposed,
themselves—not pretty, but plain; not handsome, just dull.
Heinz was dancing with the actress Sharon Knight. Sharon was drunk, enjoying the
dance, swinging her hips into Heinz’s groin. It was not jealousy that Elle felt but tedium.
Everybody was only acting happy, pretending to have a good time, forcing themselves to
make the most of the bad horror film Heinz had directed.
While Elle watched Heinz dance, a German man at the bar turned to her and asked if
she were an actress in the film.
“I think my character is called Dead Girl #2,” Elle replied, then explained that Heinz
needed to shoot an extra scene, that he needed an actress to say things like “Help me” and
“Please God, no!” before being cut into pieces. “He buries my hands in a corn field,” Elle
said. “My feet end up in a garbage bag. I don’t know what happens to the rest of me.”
The German was an older man, conservative, in a pearl-gray suit. “You shouldn’t see the
film. It will be very disturbing for you to see yourself being cut into pieces,” he replied.
“It won’t be me,” Elle said. “I’ll see that girl as someone else.”
He shook his head. “It will be you,” he said. “You will hear your own voice screaming
for help.”
At that moment Heinz came running back to Elle, hurt, literally hurt, with a handkerchief held to his ear.
“Sharon Knight bit my earlobe,” he said. “Look.” He held out the white handkerchief
to show Elle the blood. “She damn near bit through it.”
Behind him, Sharon Knight tiptoed toward them, giddy, hand over her mouth, acting
twenty years younger than she was. “How rude of me!” she said.
Sharon Knight inspected Heinz’s ear, too drunk to be clinical. When Heinz looked
down at the bloody handkerchief, it was no longer Elle’s husband that she was watching
but his doppelgänger. The actress was not the Sharon Knight but a sloppy stand-in, her
double—the Sharon Knight who gets hit by cars and tossed off cliffs. The real Sharon
Knight wasn’t something that could be contained within her skin. Even the actress Sharon Knight was merely an idea created with soft lights and the right setting, a persona
that only existed in the context of heightened surroundings. Outside that context she was
nobody, seeming to be nothing but skin without a self inside. That’s what Elle was seeing:
Sharon Knight’s skin.
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Elle was about to tell Michael this—about Sharon Knight’s skin—when Michael put
his fist over his mouth and exhaled loudly through his nose.
“It was just a bad film,” Elle said. “What are you so upset about?”
Michael shook his head, seeming almost disgusted. “It was you.” And just like that,
Michael winced in a way that let her know the long spell he’d been under was broken:
Michael was Michael again, not the Man from Istanbul but the Michael who sequestered
himself in his room, the Michael who overreacted unexpectedly.
Elle looked up at the map, wanting to go home instead of sitting in this bar where everything felt wrong, as if they’d run too far and now they were in some other place where
neither one of them belonged, as if they’d broken through the looking-glass and tumbled
out the other side.
Michael knocked back his shot then pushed himself from the bar. “You know the sickest part of all,” he said. “The camera doesn’t look away like a decent person would. It kept
looking as the axe cut off your hands one at a time. Like you were just a prop. And the
axe was the actor.”
“It wasn’t me,” Elle said. “Just the close-ups were my face. Jesus, you’re making too
much of this.”
Elle didn’t know what else to say. All she could think of was Sharon Knight’s skin, how
skin was merely artifice, an illusion of self and nothing more. This is what she wanted
to explain when Michael stood up and threw a handful of dollar bills on the bar.
“Don’t leave me here,” she said. “It wasn’t me. I was just acting, just playing a role.”
Michael was already walking away. Elle looked up at the map on the wall, looked for Istanbul, but instead saw all of the stars, dozens of schoolteacher’s stars stuck on towns
and cities all over the map—stuck in Ohio, stuck in Idaho, stuck in Iowa.
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The Art of the Placebo
We don’t get well. We draw the curtains, paint the shades with silhouettes. Passersby
see a house asleep, see willows weeping. We don’t weep. We wear lace veils and kiss
stray dogs. We set places for ghosts at Nocebo’s table. Our children crawl into corners
and clean themselves, toe-to-mouth. War makes feral out of fact. We don’t wear hats;
when it’s cold we stay inside, and when it’s balmy we stay inside longer. We pitch tents
dreaming of stakes in hearts. Television tells us who’s dead and who’s tops.
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Spud Serenades the Artichoke
When your heart fans the occasional pizza
like a sloppy child’s exclamation point,
I want to be the gymnastic of words
tumbled into your body’s avocado.
Sweet, green, balled-up porcupine, roll. Bump.
Then please, cling to my Dijon jumper,
right where the chest is forced to expand
every time those wallflower lungs expatiate
on Love. And how it is not pumped by hearts,
though their shape does make for lovely chocolates,
charms and cakes. Crammed and spiked with pins,
you are a mum piñata, a finger of tequila, a patience
minister, a swing and a miss. Go on, hit me.
Sizzle my stomach. Black out, and wake with me.
Let me convince you to strip down
in a snowfield. Before the indigo static of dawn
swallows each tablet of light that prophets
once mistook for coordinates to gods, to myth s.
Leave the safety of warm soil, tired constellations.
We’ll displace them with dermafrost, ice estates
broadcast like crystal kudzu
across our bare, bitten, earth-bound skins.
O thistle flower, promise me you won’t
return the basket of lemons, thyme, and salt
I’ve left outside your door. Don’t you know?
You are the answer to my every why and who.
You are the creation of seasons and destruction.
The reason, every morning, these eyes multiply.
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michele glazer

The rabbi is pressed into service
annually, on Ellen’s birthdate, as every year
the day passes she would have turned 14, 15,
now 21, and we who are rapt,
annually, in the gaze of the officiate
who in perfecting sonorous makes monotonous
the journey whereof he speaks, scatter, turn
our gazes to the patterned
wallpaper or that vase of carnations
and the drive-by rabbi
presses on, impressing
harder upon us, the assembled, the undifferentiated
living, the journey as he would
have us imagine it.
There is the losing and finding,
with assumptions of purpose
or ending at least
where there is a bed for the body
and a pillow to take
the impression your head leaves and briefly,
briefly keep it.
Rabbi,
I am not wise, I
am not
lost.
It is not her
journey anymore.
Rabbi,
won’t you go home now,
lay your pressed
pants over the back of a chair,
and say a few words to your wife?
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from Friend of Mies van der Rohe
full-paunch cigar, my 1st young
suck . . .
CHORUS: (Not touching the glass with their noses but close enough to see the reflection of each other’s eyes)
    If he offers an animal from the flock as a fellowship offering to the Lord, he is to offer
a male or female without defect. From the fellowship offering he is to bring a sacrifice made
to the Lord by fire: its fat, the entire fat tail cut off close to the backbone, all the fat that covers
the inner parts or is connected to them, both kidneys with the fat on them near the loins, and
the covering of the liver, which he will remove with the kidneys—
“undermining, we call this.”
can this be incense, “Cuesta-Rey, Havana Sun Grown, Robusto 5¼ × 52˝
—bewildered by choice, of ‘Chase’ over ‘Miles’ naming
naming it minutes before you
scrawled its birth . . .
—acquired imp’ecise lick of warm confusion on my front stoop years
	  after your second
epidural, SNAP-SOUND
over word
to spinal disc to crowning-pelvis-shudder, to name so where
line ∧ smoke ∧ signal ∧ dwell?
¬
sense?
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you never
did Mom, but nearly born
could have died or carved
shoe-lasts at Fagus,
(you did work in a bomb factory) haunting(,) there(,) I will place ourselves
(Dwelling takes place
by being outside the factory or inside? Does this indicate most industry? Is this the
fault with industry? Yet that is how it is built. Does this necessarily infer functionality?
Does the purpose of the factory show on its outside, its construction? This could be
also a manner of poetry: a transubstantiation of furniture, therefore procession?)
(I find myself directing questions to the wrong person—Father, rather than God because I confound them, and confuse humanity with God: is this inevitable in Buber’s
theory of the intersubjective?)
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CHORUS: (At night outside, walking around it, looking entirely through
the glass home for the Ghost House)
“It seems that only good texts give good results. The reasons for the
qualitative relations between the original text and the terminal text are
still rather mysterious, and the question remains
open.”
I cannot wake with you
Zukofsky    knocked
the door was not open
tho it is spoken
it would
being,
that, “They’ll never understand . . . ” tho
a tryst must be perpetually conducted
thru
glass
alchemizing obscurity, anxiety and
influence,
(buttered and salted vegetables) gold constructively opaque
as long as one
signals one,
salt   ones’   self   as   an   other
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or this poem, of its slip or lisp, vocalic in
exchange, of offering-scent,
conceived as a parse(l)
of symmetrical tradition
obvious to those in a house, on the podium, over the green and pink twigging,
this year or
a pillar of fire thru
charred prongs on the gas range
his attempts, braising
asparagus, crisp stalks across the tender, mem’
ry, linking thumb, firstfinger
our quotidian weight
arrhythmic
with mélange
with topology as its
boiling
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from Medea with Child
for Eleanor
In the known story of Medea, Daddy falls in love with a younger woman and Mom
says it’s okay, but then she murders the woman, her father and the kids. In Medea With
Child, King Crayon decides that he’s not going to let the story follow its usual course.
He has a plan. The trouble is, Media won’t shut up, Chasten wants his youth back, and
the kids are gay and punk, respectively. The trouble is, Medea’s story is necessary to
us—whether it comes through myth or journalese—to let us pretend to make sense of
what we abhor.

cast
Media, the mother
Chasten, the father
Fairies, the son
Murmurous, the daughter
Glossy, the other
Crayon, her father
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Media
is in her early fifties, hamstrung at the height of her power. She is big, and black, or
Romany or Indian, or a Native American, or a Russian Jew. She’s the outcast underdog
made good but not good enough; she’s magic but not quite society. She’s got a depressive streak and more than a touch of grandiosity. She gives good party. She dresses
black. She has different notions of herself and they don’t mix—like oil and Flood. She
stalks and talks; with Chasten she dwindles, cowardly and silly.
Chasten
is in his late forties, looks younger, heavily hirsute. He was a hero when he was still a
kid, and he never got over his youth and he wants it back. He stands for the old values:
honor, family, country, piety and profit. He can do six deals by noon. The trouble is,
he’s got a vulgar foreign wife. The trouble is, his kids are gay and punk, respectively.
And besides that he’s in the mid-life thing, flagging but full of last minute lust. There’s
probably a gold chain underneath his pure silk tie.
Murmurous and Fairies
are twins, in their twenties, identically dressed in retro-punk—tights, tanks, bumbags, workmen’s boots, and spray-bright quiffs. They sometimes engage in childhood
games, but they are never childish in speech or manner.
   Fairies
is plump, gay, camp, and out; he’s aesthetically fussy and very quick. He’s also powerless, disenfranchised, victim of homophobes and maybe HIV; but somehow out of this
family mess he has carved himself a place at home. He expects little but he gets a lot
out of life. He does all the set and prop changes with the manner of the martyr tidying
up somebody else’s clutter.
   Murmurous
is prettier, pent storm and bottled loss. She’s a dreamer, mostly nightmares, but now
and again a Utopian current surfaces. She’d be a poet if she had the words. She carries
a foot rule in her back pocket with which, when she refers to a newspaper article, she
sometimes shears out. Her ubiquitous newspaper can be folded into increasingly fantastical shapes.
Glossy
is nineteen, she has the golden hair, the golden thighs, she’s porn-to-be. She’s the
bimbo who has everything, including self-esteem. She’s the generation Media’s generation fought for, and she means to take advantage of it. She’s tough and pure. She’s
organized. She has seen the future and it’s Me. She wears little and less; at some point
she’s bound to appear in gilded breastplate like Madonna the Recent. Sex is not her
undoing: it’s the way she does. All the same she can get screwed.
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Crayon
is sixty, a nice old fuddle, the boss of everything. The world has got away from him, but
the habit of leading is so long and strong that the minute you turn a spotlight on him
he’ll make a speech. He puts a high value on truth, though he’s confounded as to its
whereabouts. He carries his bank of microphones around with him, or always knows
where it is to fetch.

setting
High walls at extreme back and sides, capped with red tiles, suggest ambiguously a courtyard or an interior, ambiguously Greece or Gulf. A widesilled window somewhere, some doors and arches, six chairs.
Two seven-foot discs, like half-spools, one UL and one slightly down of it
R. Maybe each is painted as an Earth hemisphere. The right disc is at step
height, and can serve as podium, pedestal, bench, and bed. A back section
hinges up to make a headboard and gives access to a storage area for Fairies’ props. The left disc, at table height, can be pedestal, dining table, piano,
desk, and kitchen sink. It can be mounted by a set of steps behind. When
a front quarter-pie wedge is folded aside on its hinges, a bench section is
revealed, which can also provide a step to mount the disc from the front; it
opens a hollow core where more props may be stored, in which Murmurous
can hide, or from which Glossy can burst bimbo. The quarter-pie section
can be propped up like the lid of a grand piano. Maybe a shelf slides out,
for keyboard, desktop, Media’s stove.
At extreme DL is a pile of building blocks, the sort that are sawed-off
lengths of 2" × 4". Ropes in various positions dangle or can be dropped
from the flies, and these can be used for rappelling and to support the apparatus hooked to them as needed: map, hammock, swing, ladder, net, and
noose.
Alternatively, the play may be staged with a table, a bench or platform, a
prop box and six chairs.
Time: Warped.
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act i
Darkness. Spotlights pinpoint each of the speakers in turn, then spread and
merge to general visibility.
FAIRIES
On the larger disc, emerging from a nest of bedclothes & duvet. Takes a
bodybuilder pose. Drops it.
It’s a very simple story, a plain story, you’ve heard it dozens of times before. (Pose; drop.)
Well, Dad falls in love with a younger woman, and Mum says it’s okay, but then she
murders the woman and the kids!
MURMUROUS
Wrapped in one of the hammocks as a cocoon, a hiding place. Unrolls herself.
It’s that old old story. Once upon a time, Daddy went off with the wicked bitch and
Mama said no big deal, who cares. But did she mean it? She’s in the kitchen. She’s got
weird in mind. This is the question you have to ask yourself: Why doesn’t she go for
him? Why does everybody else get done? (Rolls herself up again.)
GLOSSY
On the window sill, polishing her nails, in a white towel, vaguely Grecian.
It’s a plain old story, same old same old: man screws girl, she gets screwed. (She blows
on her nails. Smiles.)
CHASTEN
Seated, suited.
They’re hard, these young things; they know what they want, there’s no romance left in
them. A man of a certain age is putty. We’re notoriously . . . flesh is grass! And then a
wife like mine—a wife like mine exacts a toll.
CRAYON
Leaning against a wall, tux and cigar.
I remember the first time I ever saw Media; it was in one of those chicken-and-pea affairs, a meeting with heads of state, or something to do with the animus mundi—an
animators’ conference? Never mind. What is perfectly vivid is that this Media—half a
cigarette between a couple of rings, real knuckle dusters—she reached over and put the
cigarette out in a mound of mashed potatoes.
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Amazing sight.
She’s a barbarian.
MEDIA enters upstage, sweeps a tour of the stage and exits down on the
other side. The OTHERS are aware of her and wary of her. SHE wears
black, something ethnic—dirndle? sari? jogger?—and boots. SHE carries
a baby constructed thus: it is made in the proportions of a human baby, as
realistically as possible as to shape, but of any fabric of the designer’s choice.
It is filled with kidney beans—no fewer than twenty pounds of them—so
that its head and legs hang heavy over her supporting arms. MEDIA carries
the baby protectively but otherwise makes no reference to it. SHE reappears
up immediately, strides/thrashes a diagonal. Stops.
MEDIA
Wherever you were born is the hub of a wheel, you travel the spokes out and back
again. (SHE indicates this movement with the baby.) But when you leave that place, when
you are not returning to the hub, when you take yourself and your permanent baggage,
your memories, your childhood—then you must travel thin, on a thinning branch to
the far reach of the flat world. You hang precarious, dipping in the wind.
Until, unless, that tree is bent and mastered, and becomes your wheel.
Home is the hub of the wheel that rolls the world. I’m not from here. (Exit.)
FAIRIES
Somebody’s going to say “The Medea is the message.” Somebody’s going to say
“Medea event, Medea blitz.” There won’t be any joke too low. Tacky is where we live.
The end of a scene is often punctuated with a flashbulb and a freeze held
long enough for the next scene to establish itself. These tableaus may
suggest family portraits of increasing oddity or ambiguous signification
throughout the play. If an actor is in both scenes, s/he freezes, then reactivates into the next scene. Exits do not need to be motivated and may
be various, energetic, surprising, like the exits in dance. Such a flash occurs here. This first time, though, the ACTORS move as they speak, and
regroup. On her line, MURMUROUS swags her hammock to the side and
hooks it on the proscenium.
CHASTEN
You may wonder why I’m spelling it all out like this, but I like to be perfectly frank in
all my dealings.
CRAYON
(To his microphones.) “You can fool some of the people some of the time . . . (Consults
his notes.)
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CHASTEN
Honesty is the best policy, as it happens.
GLOSSY
Even if you leak the plot.
CHASTEN
It’s good advertising.
CRAYON
“And you can fool all of the people all of the time . . . ”
GLOSSY
(Establishing CRAYON as her daddy.) Daddy washed my mouth out if I told a lie!
FAIRIES
Of course, the truth has a tiny tendency to be elusive.
MURMUROUS
And besides, they all talk horseshit all the time.
Flash and freeze. Exeunt at will. FAIRIES remains, flips the catch on a map
that unscrolls, suspended on two ropes.
It is of an unrecognizable shape with unpronounceable names.
FAIRIES
Unidentified country. Our town is, um, (HE has no pointer, he’s not pedagogical, just
helpful)—about here. Airstrip out the door to your left and left again. Population a hundred and seventy-four thousand, ladies downstairs at the end of the corridor, dial nine
for an outside line. The principle crops are lingonberries and bamboo, the local cuisine
is melange de takeout, principle export . . . tourism. Rich ancient culture. You can get
those little water purification tablets in the drogerie . . . ? The social structure is based
on the extended family, which consists, typically, of a mother and father and two children, the ex-wife of the father and the two ex-husbands of the mother, six children by
former marriages, and one lesbian aunt.
The map disappears. FAIRIES crosses to open the piano.
CRAYON
Enters, is caught by a spotlight, begins speaking before he’s quite had time
to put on his public persona.
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I look around me and I’m baffled. It looks to me as if . . . most human problems aren’t
solvable. You see. And all the same we’re required to solve them. You take the war.
They’ve got a fleet of surveyors trying to redraw the border between the McDonald’s
parking lot and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. You take abortion. They’ve got a team of
doctors trying to figure out how many nanoseconds after the sperm hits the egg it has
a soul. They have a soul? No, it. Anyway. There’s a gaggle of psychologists and a pride
of wardens working on how many buggerings adds up to a rehabilitation. How we can
patch up the ozone over the air conditioner. Now we’ve got a bunch of apathy activists
in the capital, and the scientists are coming out for chaos.
HE takes command, locates his microphones. For the public:
But I know all about these naysayers and these doom boys. My sense of the thing is
that we won’t let it happen, is my plan. This Media business? I’ve laid this out; there’s
a bunch of ways to head it off. A, Chasten doesn’t go after Glossy. B, Glossy doesn’t
respond. C, Media doesn’t get to know about it. D, she knows about it but she takes a
sensible line. E, we don’t take any deliveries from Media, and F, we get the kids out of
town. She’s a barbarian, but that won’t deter me, nossir. I can treat it as international
diplomacy on our own home soil, yes. And that’s what I intend to do.
Flash and freeze. Official portrait.
CHASTEN
(Enters.) You should have seen Media in those early days. When she came into a room
the wallflowers bloomed. It was a generous sort of energy; it didn’t just enlarge her;
everybody in reach of those—rays—was suddenly larger than life.
Party sounds. FAIRIES brings a tray with glasses and hands it round.
MEDIA enters, wonderfully black-gowned, regal, looks around. The baby is
hooked by a foot from her hip belt.
FAIRIES
We’re beginning in Medea res.
CHASTEN
She lost it gradual. No, she didn’t lose it, either. It—hardened. It had been luminous
light, enlightening—and then it hurt your eyes. (Exit at will.)
MEDIA
(Expansively, to CRAYON) My old friend.
CRAYON
My dear.
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MEDIA
You’re well?
CRAYON
Oh, yes, fine, fine.
MEDIA
How are you?
CRAYON
Can’t complain.
MEDIA
And how do you feel?
CRAYON
(Brief pause.) Old.
MEDIA
Old! Don’t tell me.
CRAYON
No.
MEDIA
You don’t have to tell me.
CRAYON
No. Few aches . . .
MEDIA
Heel spurs, do you have heel spurs?
CRAYON
I’m not sure.
MEDIA
Diverticulitis?
CRAYON
I really couldn’t say.
MEDIA
The quality of the skin changes, don’t you find?
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CRAYON
Oh, yes, certainly . . . But not you! They speak of some people as being over the hill,
you’ve heard that expression, but you, you’re in the foothills, barely on the climb, still
down some little bitty ravine . . . (MEDIA laughs.) But the worst is the halfheimers, eh?
Ha! (SHE doesn’t get it.) Heh. Alzheimer’s? Half . . . ? No. The worst is the memory going, eh?
MEDIA
Ah, no, this is not my problem.
CRAYON
I have no memory left at all!
MEDIA
What a blessing that would be.
CRAYON
Yes. I’ve lost my twenty-twenty vision, good, but do I also have to lose my spectacles?
(HE waggishly looks for them in his pockets.)
MEDIA
No, it isn’t the memory going that I mind . . .
FAIRIES sits and opens the piano.
But I do consider it an indignity to lose my pubic hair.
FAIRIES strikes a note. The music that comes out is from some different instrument; guitar and/or saxophone, perhaps. HE registers surprise,
shrugs, strikes another.
CRAYON
Ah yes, well, um . . . dear girl.
SHE laughs. MEDIA and CRAYON wander upstage, chatting. FAIRIES
produces a fanfare and GLOSSY bursts from the center of the disc as from
a cake, bikini ’n fringe outfit. She climbs out, onto the piano, sings and
vamps (FAIRIES joining on the indented verses):
GLOSSY
And all the clockwork people
Living clockwork lives,
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They watch the lazy world go by
Through their cobwebbed eyes.
Now your brother’s in the army,
And your mother’s at home,
And your father drinks the day away
Sitting all alone.
SHE descends.
And I’m sick and tired of playing it by the book.
Think it’s time to open my eyes,
Baby, take a look . . .
MURMUROUS enters with newspaper and hunches on the lower disc
reading it.
GLOSSY (cont’d.)
At all the clockwork people
Living clockwork lives,
Running round and round in circles
Using money for their alibis.
GLOSSY sees MURMUROUS, dances to her and sings for her benefit.
MURMUROUS remains unaware.
They got the whole world turning,
They got their wheels in spin.
You know, they take it all for granted
It’s a battle they expect to win.
And I don’t think I can take much more of that.
Got my head inside out,
I’ve got the sweat running down my back.
Gyrating for MURMUROUS’ attention:
Off to Barcelona
For a week in the sun,
Enjoy yourself
and live on the run.
But it’s raining,
And I’m complaining . . .
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’Bout all the clockwork people,
clockwork people,
clockwork people,
clockwork people . . .
The song dwindles and dies. GLOSSY stands uncertainly before MURMUROUS.
MURMUROUS
(Reads.) “A 14-year-old girl suffered a slow and agonizing death by electrocution at the
hands of her stepfather after she accused him of sexually abusing her, an Old Bailey
judge was told yesterday.”
A burst of friendly laughter from MEDIA. FAIRIES tries to make cheerful
with the music.
MURMUROUS (cont’d.)
“At some stage the wires were taped to her legs. She died from the paralysis of the respiratory muscles, which collapsed through exhaustion during the muscular contractions she suffered.”
Fanfare on the piano. GLOSSY awkward. MURMUROUS looks up, back
down at paper.
“The girl’s body was found by her mother, who unaccountably left her daughter where
she was, without turning off the electricity, to collect her other two children.”
GLOSSY
Hey, Murmy. Long time no see.
FAIRIES
Put it away, Mu.
HE crosses to HER, puts out a hand for the paper, and after a beat MURMUROUS gives it to him. HE folds it, taps her on the nose with it, mockgoverness, takes it offstage.
Continued . . .
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Neshaminy
You liked to pretend it was us who found this child, though it wasn’t. I was expected
to play along.
“This is where we found it.” The railroad bridge, tracks leading away in both directions
like parallel knives, the sun barely stabbing the water through the smother of trees.
“Right here,” you would say, “right here,” and point to the slow wake sloshing against
the muddy bank. You would stare as though you weren’t really in the moment, but back
in the one where we made the discovery we never made.
You tell the story still, even though we’re grown and you should know better. You tell
it like you don’t know the difference between us and the two girls they locked away.
We got lost a few times, had a few tumbles, some black eyes, run-ins with authority that
ran ugly, but we were never gone like that. Sure, there were things we couldn’t explain,
things we held on to, maybe too strongly, ways this affected us we couldn’t account for,
but our heads were mostly clear. Backed up against too much loving that the other girls
would call wrong but dream about, you liked to think you could control people. And I did
too. I knew what a mattress was for. The forest floor. You liked to think you could make
every guy weep with wanting you. And then the way we loved. And then this.
“I don’t ever want children,” you say. “I couldn’t after that. And men are always going
to want them.” I don’t know whether you believe this or whether this is an excuse you
use when you find out a man doesn’t have enough money, or enough time, or has too
much time, too much interest in you and gives you black eyes when you get home late.
“This one,” you told me, “is different.” Yes, I always tell you. I imagine he is.
You start again, telling the man you might marry but will probably only sleep with for
a few months, and then move on. We’re eating bread in my apartment. Now that the salad
is gone and the pasta, the bread is all that’s left. I’ve made dinner for the four of us. You
start, “Now that we’ve eaten . . . ” You know it turns my stomach to hear you talk about
the past. You use this story as an explanation for thin‑gs that have gone wrong, or to put
distance between you and the people you might get used to.
You start again once everyone, drink or bread in hand, looks up at you. Attention is a
neat little package you like to open slowly.
“One floated muddy side up, half-submerged in the river,” you say. “The other we
found twenty yards or so downstream, snagged on a tangle of water-logged branches with
a revealing tear on its underside.”
“Found what?” your boyfriend—his name is Tad or Todd, something with a T and a
thud at the end—asks. You don’t hear him or don’t listen. You continue without answering him directly.
“The tear wasn’t more than four inches in length, but it showed more to me of human
physiology than I had ever hoped to learn. Ellie wasn’t very strong of stomach in those
days, though if heart was the measure, she was tops.”
I shrug at this because I know the trope so well and because both men look at me. I
wonder if you ever wrote this down. Your story remains so consistent—even the asides
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are timed. I wonder how many times you practiced the story when we were twelve—or
how many times it took you to convince yourself that you actually saw it, if that’s what
you believe. As well as I feel I know you, I don’t know this. You ignore me when I question like you ignore everyone else.
“Elle turned away while I—with one black garbage bag in hand—tore the other open
at its small slice with a stick I found along the shore.” Here you usually reach your hands
out in front of you and mimic the way this might have been done. This time you just pick
up you glass and drink.
“Oh,” Tad or Todd says, “that’s what it was.” I can tell now that he’s drunk by the way
his eyes loll when he looks at you.
This time you nod at the interruption, which surprises me. Maybe this time it really
is love. To think of love I remember your black boots, shiny in the sun, kicked off and
snaked under some bushes by that tree. Who am I to talk of love? I haven’t held down a
job or a relationship for more than six months since high school.
“I knew it was bone right away,” you say. I wonder how well the men follow, whether I
know what you’re saying only because I know what you’re saying. “That first look we had
inside I knew—bone washed clean by the steady swirling of creek water into the bag. It
had that pure whiteness of a new sheet of notebook paper under the fluorescent lights of
grade school at the beginning of the year.”
I look up from my plate. I always cringe at this metaphor. It’s too long, but I thought it
was junior high at the beginning of the year. That’s how old we were when we would have
found it, us in training bras with a fistful of condoms wondering when life began. That
was the year you played duck with Mr. Swan, the science teacher, while I took pictures
through the window you left open. Junior high, grade school. It doesn’t matter, I think.
It’s not my story, even though I was there, too. No matter how you call it—our “legend,”
our “rite of passage”—I know it’s only yours. “You never go back,” you say dramatically
and drape your pale arm over my shoulder, “you never go back once you’ve seen something like that. You just can’t.”
You go on and Tad sits up a little higher in the chair, pulls the back of his shirt down
where it has come untucked. “I turned my head to the side quickly. It was summer so
the air was especially dense by the river. I turned my head into a swarm of gnats, but I
knew the air coming out of that bag was not going to be sweet. Some of the dragonflies
had even left their usual place there at the pools along the bank for the mystery in front
of us. They must have been drawn by the smell.”
I try to remember if dragonflies were there before. I see the wingspan, humming. It
seems now that I’m not remembering the way I once did.
“The dragonflies hovered around my head and arms expectantly and I tried to wave
them away with the stick I’d used to open the second bag.” You wave your wine glass back
and forth in front of your face. What little cabernet remains in the bottom of the glass
splashes silently in a circle.
“The hole was now twice what it had been. I reached down to open it more because
the stick just wasn’t doing it. I think this is when Ellie walked away. I held the bag to the
ground with one foot and pulled at the hole.”
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Here my boyfriend, Drew, leans forward and eyes me with the look that says Is she for
real?—the look he usually reserves for the things I tell him I’m learning about in anatomy
class, like how midgets happen or about parasitic twins—women born with four legs and
two vaginas. He has an affection for absurdity, which is one of the reasons I agreed to go
out with him. He appreciated my history right from the start and besides, he’s not bad in
bed—something I can’t say about most of the men I’ve been with. I feel controlled when
I’m with him, like he’s in charge. Sometimes I can let go.
“ . . . the plastic made no sound as it opened. The mess of rubberband that held the end
closed disintegrated in my fingers as I tried to work it off the plastic. After this the bag
seemed to explode like a water balloon, and it released a quick burst of sorrel fluid.”
“What’s sorrel?” Tad asks.
“Brown,” you and I say at the same time, and you glare at me because I knew this was
coming.
“Why don’t you just say brown then?” he asks. “I thought sorrel was a horse.”
I say, “Because that’s not how the story goes.” I want you to say Can I continue now?
or Are you done? to show your separation from it—narrator and narrative—but you pick
up where you left off; scripted, sure.
“The brownish hue from the water and the red from what I now understood to be
blood—”
“Wait,” Tad says, “How could you see both brown and red at once? Wouldn’t they
blend?” I really believe he is just asking this, head swayed sideways.
You continue, “the feeling on the back of my neck kept changing with the wind and
making me uncomfortable. The wind would blow—hot and humid, but enough to dry
my neck to itching. And my hands were too messy to scratch there.”
Here I can’t decide if Tad is grossed out or enticed by this image of your skin and sweat.
He stares again, with interest and something else almost like respect, like I can tell if
anyone interrupts you again it’ll probably be me, like he’s figured something out about
you. I look over at Drew, who has started running a butter knife under his thumbnail,
smiling. He looks up when he feels me looking. I wonder if he’s been listening to this
about the heat. I sweat a lot and it’s one of those things he doesn’t like about me. He never
says anything, but pulls away after sex until I cool down enough so that our skin doesn’t
stick. Or, if the lovemaking goes on particularly long, he’ll shower after. Sometimes, he
said once, I feel like I’m drowning in you.
You start up again and I try to stop thinking about sex, because I realize I’m doing this
to avoid hearing the story. Boots under a bed. I catch a flicker from the kitchen’s fluorescent lights and look there while you talk, to look away from your mouth.
“I tipped one end of the bag forward toward the surface of the water to allow the rest
of the water in the bag to drain.” I realize much of this story goes on before we ever see
the body or what’s left of the body, what’s been done to it. I don’t know if this is suspense
added for the sake of drama or how it really happens; that time slows before significant
moments. “ . . . that gleaming white of bone was attached to—one small chubby arm.”
The men are still now in their chairs. Drew’s hand rests on his glass, but he makes no
move to lift it.
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“It seemed to have been poorly hacked from the shoulder in a downward motion.” I
wonder how well Drew and Tad can see this, the physicality of your description, the violence. “The top part of the flesh, where it would have become a shoulder, had just a fold
of skin. It was quite sloppy, I thought, and I told Elle this.”
——“This is some sloppy work here,” I note as I flip the arm over with the toe of my
sneaker. A length of flesh that must have been a part of the child’s chest loosened itself
from the arm.
I gag as revulsion momentarily overtakes fascination. I turn my head, call up from my
throat what had migrated there from my stomach, spit thick liquid the color of cherry KoolAid into the water. It isn’t vomiting really, though I can tell Elle is hoping it is. Hoping—
like the end to a bad hangover from sneaked beer or Boone’s Farm—that vomiting will
be the way out. I know it’s sick, know it in the moment, but I turn back smiling, wiping
my lips with the muddy back of my hand. Smiling. I can feel my cheeks burn with the
heat of it, my mouth opening, full-teethed. A dark brown smear spreads thinly over my
cheek from my wiping. Later Elle will clean it with a fist full of leaves.
“Come here and look at this,” I say. I know Elle will still be there, even though most
would have been gone by this time. It’s why we’re friends. She has nowhere else to go.
“Nope.”
“Please?”
“No.”
“Come on, who am I going to talk to about all of this in twenty years?” I angle my head
around to find Elle crouched deep in shade up the bank, her bare shoulder pressed into
a tree. “If I can’t talk to you, who am I going to talk to?”
“Your therapist, probably.”
We both begin to laugh, Elle uncomfortably while trying not to open her mouth lest
the dead air creep inside her. I laugh with full force that begins in the chest and rattles
around in the head and erupts from everywhere at once—eyes, nose, mouth. I laugh so
hard until a convulsion causes my foot to slip out from under me. I stumble around trying to maintain my footing. And the second bag—the one we’ve not seen into yet—flies
out of my hand. I hit the side of my face on something sharp along the river’s edge as I
come down.
Birds chirp noisily in the trees, like they’re surrounding us. The bag hits the bank and
rips, a wet sound flies over the wet sound of the creek. Every time I think of it, it’s like
it’s happening again. There’s nothing I can do because it’s happened already and I’m
only seeing the result. But I think I see how it happened, possible scenarios raging on my
inside-screen, the wall above my brain, the moist dark of my eyelids. As quickly as I can
grasp on to one possibility, another possibility muscles in, equally horrid, poor child. The
death of so much smallness. An axe or something. Big blade. Anger. Eyes screwed and
sweating, a forehead lost in lines. Rustle of plastic on a bath mat, clunk of steel against
a tub. I can’t stop knowing how a child could get here. A father’s angry hand. A mother.
What it would take. Out of the second bag a child’s head rolls. So round. Did you know
they were so round? Big blue eyes still open, a small bruise on one cheek—or maybe that’s
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mud too. There’s mud on all our faces. I roll over to keep clear of it and let out a yell that
makes the birds scatter finally.
“Shit.” Elle’s laughter gives way to gags. “I’m think I’m going to be sick” is what I think
she says.
——“No,” I say, “I said, ‘this is sick.’ I said, ‘I don’t want to be here. I don’t want to be
seeing this.’ I’m amazed you’ve forgotten this detail because then in the moment you
said, ‘Just shut up.’ You weren’t so much angry as you were relieved to be yelling at me,
‘just shut up, of course you don’t want to be seeing this. You’d be out of your mind sick to
be wanting to see this.’ And then we fought a little because I said you were sick because
you really seemed to want to be there, and then you threw up onto your bare legs, onto
your knees, and I could see the hairs there you’d missed shaving, that you still miss when
you’re shaving. Or maybe I didn’t see that from where I was under the tree, pressed up
against it, but you puked—I know you did this. I didn’t. I really didn’t, just said I thought
I’d be sick. But you were the one who did it.”
Drew gets up, brings back another bottle of wine from the kitchen. I like that he’s this
comfortable in my house. This gives me a sense of us rather than just me and him. And
he opens it. I watch the fluid motion of his hands twisting, then pulling. The vein on the
inside of his arm puffs out from exertion, and I think about him holding my arms over
my head. And then he puts his hand on my back as he pours. You wait through all of
this, though you make like it’s a natural pause in the story. Nothing in your face admits
you stopped because of our discrepancy or because Drew got up, but this pause is always
there in the telling for people to soak in the terrible. But I can tell it’s killing you, eating
you up to have this change, like you’re losing control. You look at Tad, or Todd, and I can
see you weighing damages. You’re weighing the damage done to your control over emotion, like you may stop liking him if you can’t get the story out the way you’re supposed
to.
Once Drew sits down and pulls his drink towards him, close enough that he can rest
his hand on it again, you start again.
“It rolled down, picking up mud and leaves as it went, bumping into my shoe once
before launching itself again towards into the Neshaminy.” It’s good, I think, that you
use this name again. It’s a good name, sounds good in the mouth, feels like a river.
“You saw all of that from where you were?” Tad asks.
“Then Elle said she was going to be sick.” I don’t correct you this time. “‘No you aren’t,’
I told her—‘now don’t let it float away.’ Yet no chiding on my part would move her to get
away from that tree—or to even stand up. So I favored my hurt ankle how I could and
started splashing through the sludge, throwing myself toward this tumbling egg.”
Tad snorts then, “an egg?” I’m always bothered by this too, but I am bothered less today
because at least this hasn’t changed.
“As I scrambled after it I said to myself, What’ll it be, heads or tails? I can’t remember
if I said this out loud or just to myself. Elle says she didn’t hear it.”
“No,” I say. “I didn’t hear it.” I say this because it is what is expected from me.
“Heads,” you say. “Heads. Tails. Heads. Tails. Blue eye, black bruise, blue eye, black—”
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“Cass, stop,” Tad says to you. Maybe he knows you better than I thought. I’ve always
thought you needed someone to tell you when to quit. Someone who could hold you better than I could.
But you don’t listen, of course. You can’t. “—it came to rest—she—because I think it
was a girl child—came to rest against a curve in the shoreline. I didn’t have to stop it,
her—she stopped herself. Then I stopped. I had no idea what I would do once I got it
under control. I hadn’t thought about this. So then you said, ‘Shit.’”
——“Shit is right,” I said, standing up finally. I still had my back pressed to the tree
to steady myself. For days I would see striations there in loose parallel to my bra straps.
I would feel the heat. “Cass, let’s just go home and leave it alone.”
“Her,” Cass said.
“Oh god, Cass. It doesn’t matter,” I said.
“But it does.”
“It doesn’t matter, he-she-whatever, it’s dead,” I said. “What matters now is getting the
police.”
“Oh, that’s so cliché, Elle—Let’s get the police,” she said. “This could be ours for a little
while.”
“What are you talking about?” I said. I started to walk away. Sweat sticking shards of
bark to my back and arms, my legs wet behind the knees, sticky from crouching. I wanted
to walk away and forget she even existed. The sky through the trees was so sharp, bright
blue stars that moved with the wind. I looked there at the complicated mess of blue and
green, then at Cass, who wasn’t moving. I walked away.
——“and when she walked away, I knew, I mean, I guess I told myself that the child
deserved more. More, obviously, but my own fascination for this—for finally something
happening, something cinematic, you know, to be happening in front of me—to me—was
a force too great to be denied.”
A force too great to be denied? A child in a plastic bag, in bags, in pieces? The way you
held that stick, your grin. I wanted to erase those years of our friendship. We met in the
woods behind the school. Met in the water, the stream there. How we were always in it,
the damp cuffs of our pants, wet shoes or barefoot, even in winter. We had to be touching
the water. That stream, and then the Neshaminy. We joked later it was the Pisces in us,
when we knew about things like that. When I met you you were wearing your mother’s
long coat, you were sure-footed, seemed confident, slipped. I laughed as you dragged
your mother’s coat through the mud. This was the third grade. We weren’t supposed to
be there, weren’t supposed to be anywhere. Lola was there, before we left her behind, too
attached to rules. I don’t remember her name now, but we called her Lola after some song
I’ve now forgotten. Maybe you would remember. You always remember so much better
than me. I laughed when you fell and you went home, sulking, sodden. Angry. You said
you started smoking that day. Took a pack of Trues from your mother’s drawer, creased
the filter with your thumbnail, the shape of a fish, or of two moons overlapping. Smoked
three in a row and felt—
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——“like a woman. I felt like my mother, I think. But I burned my hand while I lit the
third. Somewhere between the head and the hand something went wrong. I lit the cuff of
my shirt—it didn’t catch, it only flared. And then the arm hairs. Blackened some of them
on purpose. I had to rake some of them off. I had ashes on my arms. For two years after
that I shaved my arms. They were so smooth, like a—like babies. But this isn’t what we
were talking about . . . this isn’t some game, I thought. I thought I knew this. And Elle
didn’t go far. She went to leave, but I knew she was in it just as much as I was.”
I was, but what to do with our find? We were at last discoverers. The finders of things.
Things Not Yet Known. Whose child was this? Was? Could it still be—would someone say
This is my child if they saw it? And was it still a child, these pieces? I scanned the bank for
more, searched the surface of the water, walked down the bank. Walked to Cass, curled
my fingers through hers. Stood next to her, but apart just a little so we remembered there
were two of us. For a moment I thought maybe we’d done this. Maybe. Or was this now
our child?
And the men go away, it’s only us here now. Always now locking eyes over that river,
over our glasses. Wine dried like blood in small circles at the bottom of them. Always
locking eyes over something between us, the table, the child, the time, the failed attempts
at love, the bare skin of our youth, the rivers and rivers and rivers of things we swim
through to get to each other.
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from I go by Edgar Huntly now
to keep
a river out
of your house
this land gets its treason
around us
slow coffee while a bullet
casing’s dropped
the robber across
trees just walks into the ditch
lies down when
the rains turn into a broom
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February 2nd, December 29th ,
August 3rd, etc.
Un-tethered from particulars
today is another, other
day with no time
and a void voice ringing
reminding me
every few seconds
that I am less than
I should be
a fog covered fog
reading you a story
in a book in a minute . . .
I wake up tomorrow even older.
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It’s Late, and Then It’s After
A part, but against, without movement,
a dream (in the oyster) of a time to come:
The body and light of the dream
finally engage the invisible noise
of the past (not yet complete)
and you, not missing, but still not there,
somewhere in sleep and love,
folding your water out of tomorrow,
out of its turgid fullness—
your thatch by other fingers spread.
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DOUBLE LOVE QUARANTINE
Moonlight quivers, a hooked fish on the rail.
Is there such a thing as chiral light? Love.
Polarized light. A gardener loves a woman
who looks like you. Before the blindness,
you are mother-of-pearl inside. Cost of falling,
a whisper. Vertebrae on vertebrae. Sight
of ancient prophets, genealogies. Numbers
for intelligent design. Zero for chaos. Your hand
counts the living blue rivers. Irrawadiensis blooms.
Quarantined for our double portion, hiddenness.
Saturday is how our bodies are made new, he says.
Question about a white photograph, years past:
I was traveling in Asia then, you say. . .
Is the body several years ago still mine
or did new cells replace old ones, sloughed?
Are you still the man who lost his suitcase?
Who lost the books inside the suitcase?
Who was I before I loved you?
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Urmuz
An Aquatic Comedy

characters
URMUZ, court clerk and absurdist writer
THE GENERAL, URMUZ’s alter ego—exists only in URMUZ’s imagination
DEBBIE, URMUZ’s secretary/LORELEI, the Mermaid
Throughout the play, URMUZ and the GENERAL play the parts of many of the fictional
characters in URMUZ’s stories: ALGAZY, GRUMMER, ISHMAIL, TURNAVITU,
FUCHS, STAMATE, GAYK.
Urmuz was first performed by the Milena Theatre Group at Fletcher Theatre, Lafayette,
Louisiana, on November 17, 2008. The cast was as follows:
URMUZ
Mike Berntsen
THE GENERAL Seth Johnson
DEBBIE/LORELEI
Conni Castille
Set Design
Susan David
Lighting Design Jamie Pharis
Stage Direction Dayana Stetco

chronology
Avant-garde, absurdist writer Dem Demetrescu-Buzău (pen name Urmuz) is born in
1883 in Curtea de Argeş, Romania. Although his dream is to become a composer, he
studies law and works as a magistrate and, later, as a court clerk in Bucharest.
In 1922, the poet Tudor Arghezi publishes Urmuz’s “novel in four parts,” The Funnel and
Stamate, in the literary journal Cugetul Românesc (The Romanian Thought). The “novel,”
which is 1400 words long, empties traditional narrative forms of their expected content
and establishes Urmuz as an incredibly complex, though reluctant, absurdist writer.
On November 23, 1923, Urmuz kills himself. Collected under the title Pagini Bizare
(Bizarre Pages), his work influences the entire Romanian avant-garde, including writers
such as Saşa Pană, Tristan Tzara and Eugene Ionesco.
Urmuz’s fame is almost entirely posthumous. His anti-prose can be best described in
musical terms: his stories are dissonant. There is an internal harmony sustained by
Published by permission of Dayana Stetco.
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the fact that his pieces mimic the form of traditional stories, but under scrutiny these
elements disintegrate: the settings change at will; the characters appear human mostly
because of their mechanical qualities; the plot turns into a series of loosely connected
and impossible adventures.
A gigantic portrait of Urmuz hangs against the back curtains, with a large opening through
the portrait’s mouth. Stage right, URMUZ’s work space, which consists of a toilet (used as
seating) and a sink (used as a desk). Stage left—the GENERAL’s area. Large lectern draped
in camouflage netting. Sand bags, rifles, binoculars, bottles of water, hand guns, the whole
paraphernalia of war. There is a constant battle between URMUZ’s characters and the world
they inhabit. The GENERAL’s headquarters signify this perpetual state of unrest. Upstage
center, just in front of the gigantic portrait, there’s a claw foot tub; that’s the MERMAID/
SECRETARY’s area. A plank of wood set across the tub holds a typewriter. Pillows inside the
tub make for a pretty comfy seat.
Blackout. Music: a waltz. Lights on two men, center stage, regarding one another. The public
sees them in profile and, because of the chiaroscuro lighting, almost in silhouette. The smaller
man approaches the taller one hesitantly. He gets closer and starts removing the weapons the
other one carries, one by one. The effect should be comical: lots and lots and lots of weapons
from pockets, belt, socks, etc. When the taller man is “disarmed,” the other one steps back,
as if to admire his work. They regard each other. Then the taller man bows. They get closer,
pause for a second, then start dancing. Big waltz moment, like in the movies, where the cameras (in this case, the lights) follow the dancers all around the room, in a whirlwind. The music gets louder. Ends. The new soundtrack signals the SECRETARY’s entrance. She emerges
through the portrait’s mouth while the taller man, the GENERAL, collects his weapons and
URMUZ settles at his “desk.” The GENERAL fixes URMUZ with an angry look. URMUZ
is clearly lusting after the SECRETARY. She takes her time, inspecting the stage, the GENERAL’s space, URMUZ’s desk. When she reaches URMUZ, she takes a time card out of her
purse and gives it to him. URMUZ takes it, makes a note, and returns it. With slow, seductive movements, the SECRETARY removes her jacket, takes a shiny mermaid costume out of
her large bag, and puts it on. She takes off her glasses and lets her hair down—literally. Total
transformation. The SECRETARY/MERMAID now advances with some difficulty—the mermaid skirt is really tight—to the tub/desk. The effect should be comical, as she’s still attempting to walk sexily in the long skirt that is so tight it almost prevents movement. She hops,
walks tiny steps and finally manages to get into the tub. She puts on a different pair of glasses
(the sexy librarian kind) and starts typing. The moment she speaks, the GENERAL moves
towards URMUZ. He grabs him and, together, they set up a boxing ring: basically, two coat
trees to which two parallel rows of rope are attached.
MERMAID (Reads from the manuscript she’s typing): An airy apartment consisting
of three main rooms, with a terrace, small window and buzzer. In the front, the
sumptuous living room whose back wall is covered in massive oak bookshelves
always wrapped tightly in wet sheets. A table without legs, based on computations
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and probabilities, supports a vase which contains the eternal essence of “the very
thing,” a clove of garlic, a statuette representing a Transylvanian Pope who holds
syntax in his hands and . . . a twenty-dollar tip. The rest is irrelevant. We must,
however, remember that this room—always submerged in darkness—has no
doors or windows and communicates with the outside world by means of a tube
which, at times, releases puffs of smoke through which one can see, at night, the
seven hemispheres of Ptolemeu, and during the day, people descending from apes
together with a finite row of dried beans and the infinite and useless Auto-Kosmos
...
GENERAL (Interrupts the MERMAID with a booming voice): Name.
URMUZ (At attention): Dem Demetrescu-Buzău.
GENERAL: Pen name.
URMUZ: Urmuz.
GENERAL: Date of birth.
URMUZ: 17 March, 1883.
GENERAL: Place.
URMUZ: Argesh Court, Romania.
GENERAL: Occupation.
URMUZ: Magistrate.
GENERAL: Occupation!
URMUZ: Court clerk.
GENERAL: Occupation!!
URMUZ (Barely audible): Writer.
(The GENERAL roars. Nothing happens. The MERMAID is filing her nails. The GENERAL roars again and marches in the ring. He signals URMUZ to follow him.)
MERMAID: Oh. (Beat) Ladies and gentlemen!!! Welcome to the Match of the Centuryyyyy!! Stage right we have The General, heavyweight champion of the
woooooorld . . . Stage left we have Demi, flyweight aspirant. Round One: survival
of the fittest. Demi keeps out of range. The General throws a right hook to the
head. Demi ducks under. The General unleashes a flurry of savage punches. Left
hook to the body . . . blocked! Vicious right hook to the head . . . misses! Demi attempts a right hook to the head . . . misses! The General charges . . . Demi sways
out of range . . . The General launches into an all-out attack . . . One moment . . .
There appears to be some confusion as Demi is seen leaving the ring . . . He goes
to the pantry . . . grabs several boxes . . . (Loudly, enthusiastically) . . . which he
throws at the General’s head . . . The General gets silent . . . and then he gets angry
. . . He mouths the words “This is an insult . . . ” Demi keeps throwing boxes at his
head shouting—
URMUZ: Boxing Day!!
MERMAID: And now for the inevitable finale . . .
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(The GENERAL massacres URMUZ. The MERMAID sounds the end of the first round.
URMUZ crawls to his toilet/sink area, drinks some water which he spits into the toilet, takes
his pulse and promptly passes out. The GENERAL is flirting with the MERMAID.)
MERMAID: Round Two: song.
(URMUZ springs to his feet and launches into a catchy tune. The GENERAL shouts “Stop”
and then continues with “Collaborate and listen,” from Vanilla Ice’s “Ice Ice Baby.” The
MERMAID is speechless for a second, then quickly sounds the end of Round Two and beginning of the next round.)
MERMAID: Round Three: poetry.
GENERAL (Concentrates, suffers, bursts into another roar and then, very loudly . . . ): I AM
NOTHING BUT A BLOOD STAIN THAT TALKS.
MERMAID: The General opens with a haiku.
URMUZ (Timid, at first, then more and more pleased with himself):
Once, some dainty chroniclers
Were in need of their shalwers
And asked Mr. Rappaport
To give them a passaport
Rappaport, the lovely fool
Was just then playing some pool
Aristotle—he knew not,
Hadn’t seen the stew in pot
“Galileo! Galilei!”
So he shouted night and day
“Will you stop pulling the ears
Of your older boots and gears?”
Galileo pulled a note
Out of his French riding coat
And exclaimed: “Hey, Sarafato,
Help yourself to some potato!”
The moral:
The pelican or the cormorant.
(Silence. After a brief, dramatic struggle with himself, the GENERAL collapses.)
MERMAID: And the winner is . . . DEMI!
URMUZ: Stop calling me that!
GENERAL: Name.
URMUZ: Urmuz.
GENERAL: Occupation?
URMUZ: Writer.
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GENERAL: Political affiliations?
URMUZ: None.
GENERAL: Religious beliefs?
URMUZ: None.
GENERAL: Hobbies?
URMUZ: Suicide.
GENERAL: Why?
URMUZ: I hate my job.
GENERAL: But you’re so good at it!
URMUZ: I have no friends.
GENERAL: Why?
URMUZ: My name is too long. By the time I introduce myself, the spark is gone.
GENERAL: Spark?
URMUZ: Of interest.
GENERAL (Kitchen philosophy): You don’t need other people. Every man is an island.
URMUZ: Yes, but mine is full of cannibals. (He laughs loudly at his own joke. The GENERAL ignores him—awkward moment) Ah, nice. The silent treatment. Like that’s
going to work. (Pause) I’m all alone. (Pause—crescendo) I never talk about my parents. I hate my job. I have no friends. My name is too long. (Pause) I’ve never had
a love affair.
GENERAL: Why?
URMUZ: I don’t . . . I’m not manly enough.
GENERAL: What else?
URMUZ: 1923 is a good year to die.
MERMAID (With great enthusiasm): 1923 is a good year to die! Breton declares the
death of surrealism. Cocteau’s Antigone opens in Paris with a set designed by Pablo
Picasso. In the role of Tiresias—Antonin Artaud!
URMUZ: I would have liked to matter.
MERMAID: Time Magazine hits the newsstands for the first time. William Butler Yeats
is awarded the Nobel Prize for literature. (Gossipy) The Peace Prize is not awarded.
URMUZ: I would have liked to travel.
MERMAID: A good year to die.
URMUZ: I want to change my name. I want to have a romance. I want to die originally
and without a cause.
GENERAL: Urmuz.
URMUZ: Excuse me?
GENERAL: It’s a good name. Wear it. Then we take care of everything else.
URMUZ: Like what?
GENERAL: Tell me how you spent your evening.
URMUZ: I don’t underst . . .
GENERAL: Your evening! Tell me!
URMUZ: I brushed my suit . . . Had a little dinner . . . Did a bit of writing . . .
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(Music. URMUZ becomes the first of his characters, EMIL GAYK. While the MERMAID
reads from GAYK’s story, URMUZ warms up, then gets ready to lift a large book entitled
MORALE off the ground. He tries repeatedly and fails. The GENERAL is disgusted by this
demonstration of weakness. He pushes URMUZ/GAYK aside, and lifts the book without a
problem. Humiliated, URMUZ returns to his “desk.”)
MERMAID: Gayk is the only civilian who wears a gun holster on his right shoulder.
His neck is always skinny and his morale extremely high. His hostility is shortlived, but judging by his sideways glances, by the direction his sharp nose sometimes points in, and by the fact that he is almost always chickenpoxed and in need
of a manicure, you get the feeling that he might, at any moment, jump on you and
start nibbling.
GENERAL: This is what you write.
URMUZ: Only to amuse my kid sisters.
GENERAL: Does that work for you?
URMUZ: What?
GENERAL: Playing the fool. Being the evening’s entertainment. (Pause) Tell me about
your evening.
URMUZ: I told you. I did a bit . . .
GENERAL: NO! Are you a man or a mouse? Look around you. What do you see?
URMUZ: My room?
GENERAL: It’s a graveyard. Nothing lives here. Nothing can live here. Wake up! Be a
man!
URMUZ: But . . . I don’t know how . . .
GENERAL (In the raspy voice of a hard-boiled detective from a noir flick): The night is
young but you’re tired. It’s been raining all day and business is slow . . . You went
out once but the bar was full and the dames—ugly. You took out your gun—
URMUZ: I don’t have a gun!
GENERAL: Get a gun.
URMUZ: What kind of gun?
GENERAL: It’s not what kind, it’s how many.
URMUZ: How many?
GENERAL: LOTS. (Pause) You went out for smokes and a Baby Ruth . . . But you had a
change of plans . . .
MERMAID: 1923 is a good year to die!
GENERAL: You went behind the store on Kessler Street and killed yourself . . . in the
morning they found you stiff behind the bushes.
MERMAID: On November 23, 1923 at 11 PM, the body of an unidentified man was
found in the bushes behind the grocery store on Kessler Street. In his pockets
there were several letters and notes, a membership card for the Association of Public Clerks in the name of Dem Demetrescu-Buzău, and a receipt for the sum of
943 lei paid in full.
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GENERAL: Here’s what I always say: if your head is empty, don’t put a bullet in it.
URMUZ: I’m really sorry . . . I felt . . .
GENERAL: You settled your debts and then shot yourself in the head. (Pause)You are a
small man. You make me sick.
MERMAID: The General is angry . . .
GENERAL: Why don’t you get angry? I am insulting you. Why don’t you fight?
URMUZ: I want to rip out—
GENERAL: What? Speak up!!
URMUZ: I want to rip out your fingernails and eat them with my cornflakes!
GENERAL: Speak up!
URMUZ: I want to tear you limb from limb and use your head as a coffee mug! I want
to eat your babies and stomp on their testicles—
GENERAL: I don’t have any babies.
URMUZ: Make some babies! Make love! Gorge yourself!! (The GENERAL roars) Oh,
yes . . . the battle cry . . . Do you know how often I think of killing you? Do you
know how much that comforts me? Do you know that I want to wear your skin like
a dinner jacket . . . and go dancing? . . . I want . . . to beat you . . . until you love me
. . . Do you hear me?! DO YOU SEE ME?! DO YOU LOVE ME!!! (Pause; barely audible) I want to be you.
(Fade. Typing. Lights. Having discarded her shiny tail, the MERMAID leaves the tub and
walks downstage, ballet slippers in hand.)
URMUZ (Adoration in his voice): This morning you were ten minutes late. Again.
MERMAID (Puts on slippers and starts warming up): There was an accident on the
bridge.
URMUZ: You don’t take the bridge.
MERMAID: I do. Every morning.
URMUZ: Your name is Lorelei.
MERMAID: My name is Debbie.
URMUZ: You’re a mermaid.
MERMAID: I’m your secretary.
URMUZ: We met on a ship bound for Nirvana.
MERMAID: At the grocery on Kessler Street.
URMUZ: Now why does that sound familiar?
(The MERMAID attempts a pirouette en pointe. She stumbles and falls. URMUZ runs to
her rescue. She steadies herself against him, then attempts the pirouette again. Ballet moment
with URMUZ enraptured and the MERMAID graceful but hesitant. The moment ends. The
MERMAID sends URMUZ away. Devastated, he sits before his sink by now overflowing with
manuscripts. Using large cardboard boxes, the MERMAID starts building a wall downstage
center. Because the black boxes have colorful numbers painted on them, the wall looks like something a child would build with building blocks.)
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Persuasion (Conni Castille). Photo by Susan David.

GENERAL: The critics say: “Urmuz goes out of his way to prove that, pushed beyond
its limits, the comic smile turns into a tragic grin.”
URMUZ: Impossible.
GENERAL: They say: “Urmuz’s characters—Gayk, Ishmail, Algazy, Grummer—live
inside a perfect irreality. Their only contact with real life is death.”
URMUZ: Improbable.
GENERAL: They say: “Herein lies the paradox: this simulacrum of life does not end
in a simulacrum of death. The absurd at its most absurd does not yield logic. The
apocalyptic scenario in Urmuz’s stories signals a failure, a hypothetical ending, a
literature in agony.”
URMUZ : Inconceivable. (Pause) I was raised in soft clothes and in women’s apartments. I write for pussies. (Laughs loudly at his joke. Pause. To the MERMAID)
Where were we?
MERMAID: Rewriting Antigone.
URMUZ: Ah, yes . . . yes . . . (Pause. To the audience) A barren stage with the exception of a wall, downstage center. Antigone, frail in her summer dress, is walled in
up to her ankles. (The MERMAID steps behind the wall) To simplify the staging,
the “wall” can be a length of fabric held by two actors, or boxes used as building
blocks.
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(From this point on, URMUZ, the MERMAID and the GENERAL act out URMUZ’s little
play, his version of Antigone with the GENERAL playing CHORAGOS, the chorus leader,
the MERMAID playing ANTIGONE and URMUZ himself directing the production.)
CHORAGOS: Answer the question.
ANTIGONE: You said it was a game.
CHORAGOS: It is a game. Answer the question.
ANTIGONE: I don’t understand.
DIRECTOR (Makes a note): She refuses to understand.
ANTIGONE: I love games. They make me laugh. But I am not laughing.
DIRECTOR (Makes a note): She refuses to comply.
CHORAGOS: This is a sad game.
ANTIGONE: I’m not crying, either.
CHORAGOS: Raise the wall! (More building blocks are added to the wall. The wall reaches
ANTIGONE’s thighs.) You’re crying now.
DIRECTOR: Here’s the thing: Antigone was caught trespassing on the construction
site. She was alone. That night, the body of her brother disappeared from the public square where it lay exposed. She may have dropped it into the wet concrete
foundation. There is no proof, but the builders know how to make her talk. The
chorus leader is impatient. Antigone’s stubbornness hinders the plot and interferes with his best lines.
ANTIGONE: I thought you loved me. (To URMUZ) You, my uncle. (To the GENERAL)
You, my lover. (To the audience) I don’t know you. Who are you? Why am I here?
CHORAGOS: The impartial witness is missing. The one who makes sure the trial proceeds with proper decorum.
DIRECTOR: Décor? You said décor? (Quick look at the text) I thought we agreed on a
minimalist staging.
CHORAGOS: De-co-rum.
DIRECTOR: Ah. (Beat) Here’s the thing: budget cuts have reduced us to tragedy. Comedies are expensive. Too many doors, too many characters, too many props. Tragedies are clean and simple. The main actions happen off stage. I like that.
ANTIGONE: Am I on trial? What have I done?
CHORAGOS: Where is your brother’s body?
ANTIGONE: I don’t have a brother.
DIRECTOR (Makes a note): She denies it.
CHORAGOS: Raise the wall! (The wall now reaches ANTIGONE’s chest. She’s struggling
to breathe.) Confess. Where were you this afternoon?
ANTIGONE: In my bedchamber.
DIRECTOR: Alone?
ANTIGONE: Yes.
DIRECTOR: She’s lying. There are no witnesses.
CHORAGOS: Confess.
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DIRECTOR: This is the most delicate part. Persuasion. The prisoner has to understand
the complete absence of hope. It is a slow process. In the beginning, she denies
everything. Then, as the pain becomes unbearable, she begs for forgiveness. This
is the payoff. The builder’s hand slips down the side of her neck—there’s a small
drop of perspiration there, proof that she’s afraid . . . The hand barely fits between
her waist and the inside of the wall . . . She whimpers, like a child. Oh, Antigone,
where is your strength, the anger, the passion that turns men feeble . . . Frankly,
we’re unimpressed. (Whisper) Shhhh . . . Look! (Loud, to the lighting designer) We
need a light here! Illuminate the face! (Lights increase in intensity) There. The terror
in her eyes . . . It’s not so much the fear of things that have already happened, but
things that are to come. More light! More light! This is my favorite part.
CHORAGOS: What is your answer?
ANTIGONE: I don’t remember the question.
CHORAGOS: Name?
ANTIGONE: You know my name. You work for my family. This whole town is indebted to us. (To DIRECTOR) How could you let this happen?
CHORAGOS: Why are you here?
DIRECTOR: Do you come here to look at the men? Do you like looking at men?
ANTIGONE: No . . .
DIRECTOR: You don’t like men? (Beat) You like women? (Beat) Do you like women?
(Beat) Do your
shoes match your purse? (Beat) Do you know your syntax? (Beat) Are you a good girl?
(Silence—to the audience) Here’s the thing: tragedies . . . are old. The public has a
problem connecting. A slight hint of cruelty, a touch of modernism, pushes things
along. Not that tragedies aren’t cruel, but there’s a sense of stylized violence that
nobody appreciates. We want real suffering. More light! See that? The blood on
her arms, the scratches on her forehead, they’re all real. Go ahead, check it out.
(Pause) No? Nobody? Pity. (Pause) RAISE THE WALL!
(The wall reaches ANTIGONE’s chin)
CHORAGOS: This is your last chance. Do you have a brother? Did you bury him? Did
you hide the body?
ANTIGONE: I did! I carried him in my arms, and kissed his face, and mourned him.
Then I let him go. He’s a part of your building now. Ironic, isn’t it? The King’s
palace rests on the bodies of men . . . What are you waiting for? You’ve killed my
brother, burned the town, slaughtered the animals. Raise the wall! Raise the wall!
Raise the wall!!
(The wall covers ANTIGONE’s face. Silence.)
DIRECTOR: What an unpleasant evening. I hope we’ll get some peace now.
CHORAGOS: What do we do about her cries?
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Antigone (Conni Castille and Seth Johnson). Photo by Susan David.

DIRECTOR: Nothing. People will pass by and think, “Funny, the wind sounds quite
human in these parts.”
(Slow fade. Typing. Lights. The MERMAID is back in the tub, ready for secretarial duty.)
URMUZ: My name is Dem Demetrescu-Buzău. (The GENERAL removes the “wall,”
grabs a piece of chalk and draws a map outline on the stage floor.) I am a court clerk.
In my spare time I amuse my little sisters by telling them stories. Despite evidence
to the contrary, I do not write fiction, but some people are more difficult to convince than others. In 1922, the poet Tudor Arghezi publishes my novel The Funnel
and Stamate. The novel is three pages long. Arghezi calls me Urmuz. I like it. In a
relatively short time I acquire friends and a fan base. In 1923, however—
MERMAID: Gayk! I want access to the sea!
GENERAL: Lately, his stories have found a way into his daily routine.
MERMAID (Armed with a toilet plunger which she holds like a fencing sword): Gayk! I want
my two-inch access strip to the sea!
URMUZ: This is very confusing. (The MERMAID/GAYK’s NIECE starts throwing paper
planes at URMUZ’s head. With every plane that hits him, URMUZ/GAYK becomes
more enraged. The anger registers in the way he tells the story.) Gayk is the only civilian
who wears a gun holster on his shoulder. While in high school, he adopts a niece
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he promptly commits to an institute meant to provide her with a well-rounded
education. When the niece grows up . . . (Another paper plane makes contact with
URMUZ’s head. URMUZ grabs his own toilet plunger and shouts) WAR!
(Civil War ensues inside the blank map drawn by the GENERAL who watches the battle
from a distance, through binoculars. URMUZ/GAYK and the MERMAID/NIECE take
turns planting the plungers onto the stage. Every time the plunger hits the floor, they shout
“Flag!” as if the gesture alone signals the conquering of a territory. In the end, the NIECE
wins. GAYK crawls back to the sink while the NIECE, victorious, surveys her access strip to
the sea. Slow fade to black. In blackout, the GENERAL starts crying. Lights.)
URMUZ: Problem?
GENERAL (Sobbing): I’m worried about the gas crisis.
MERMAID: Ishmail consists of eyes, sideburns and dress and is rather hard to come
by. In the morning he can be seen around town with his pet badger whom he devours raw, with a touch of lemon. For the most part Ishmail lives in a jar, in his
father’s attic, protected from bee stings and the corruption of the electoral system.
URMUZ (Having slipped inside a large,bottomless trash can on which is painted the word
GAS): Turnavitu is a café fan. A ventilator. He meets Ishmail at a dance party. (To
the GENERAL) I like your dress. Would you like to dance?
(They start dancing, repeating the waltz moment in the opening scene. They stop, breathless.)
GENERAL: I like your momentum. (Pause—sniffs) You smell like gasoline.
URMUZ: Let’s be friends. (Sneezes)
MERMAID: And so Ishmail takes him under his wing. Out of gratitude, Turnavitu
turns into a canister often filled with petrol and starts pouring. The friendship
blossoms until, on one of his faraway trips he gets the flu, which kills the badgers
in Ishmail’s green house. Ishmail is furious. Turnavitu commits suicide (URMUZ collapses inside the trash can), but (URMUZ stands up) not before removing
his front teeth and burning Ishmail’s dresses. Now Turnavitu’s dead and Ishmail
consists of . . . (The GENERAL/ISHMAIL carries a sign that reads “Eyes and Sideburns Only” meant to finish the MERMAID’s sentence.) Devastated, he crawls into
the greenhouse where he can be found, even today, in an embarrassing state of
undress.
(Blackout. Music. Lights. Center stage, the GENERAL is towing a boat—in this case a large
crate on casters—toward which the MERMAID runs, wearing her shiny tail.)
URMUZ: The ship! Debbie! The ship is here!
MERMAID (in “mermaid voice,” tremolo): My name is Lorelei.
URMUZ: You are my secretary. You never take the bridge to work. You are always on
time.
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MERMAID: I am a mermaid. There’s an accident on the bridge. I am late, but I’ve
come for you. Follow me and I’ll take you to your fate.
(URMUZ runs in slow motion towards the ship. The MERMAID is waiting for him with
open arms. The GENERAL continues to tow the boat until he reaches the opening of a gigantic funnel, upstage right. URMUZ is fascinated. He leaves the MERMAID behind and disappears inside the funnel. Angry, the MERMAID exits towing the empty boat.)
GENERAL: Stamate lives underground with his shaved but legitimate wife and his
son Bufty. Though small and plump, Bufty has a savings account from which he
pays his father on a daily basis. The entire family is tied to a pole stuck in the dirt
floor of their sumptuous living room. One night Stamate hears the siren sing and
follows her to a gigantic, rusty funnel with which he promptly falls in love. Each
night he thrusts inside it vigorously while trying to sever his connection to the
pole. One night, however—
URMUZ (Jumps out of the funnel): Piff, pow and zing-ding-a-ling! What the drevil is
growing on? (Dramatic pose, then, to the audience)
My name’s Stamate. I’m in love
With mermaids typing in the tub
With funnel holes and pessimists
And with ball-crushing feminists.
I love my wife and her bald head,
But I prefer funnels instead.
My name’s Stamate and I’m told
That I grow old . . .
That I grow old, that I grow old . . .
(Slow fade. Lights. URMUZ is back at his “desk.” On top of the GENERAL’s lectern there’s
a pile of paper planes which the GENERAL throws at URMUZ as the latter tells Algazy and
Grummer’s story.)
GENERAL: Urmuz! (No answer) Gayk! Emil Gayk! (No answer) Stamate! (No answer)
Ishmail! (No answer) Grummer?
URMUZ: Here! (Reads frantically from his manuscript) Grummer has a large rubber
balloon screwed into his back side. When the clients walk into his store—Grummer owns a luggage establishment together with his friend, Algazy—they squeeze
the balloon as a sign of affection. Algazy’s beard is supported by barbed wire. He
speaks no European language, but likes to read. One day, famished, Grummer devours all the best world literature. Deprived of his treat, Algazy stabs Grummer in
the balloon. Feeble but angry Grummer responds. Soon, the store is a gigantic rubbish pile and Algazy and Grummer end up eating each other. (A paper plane hits
URMUZ in the head) What’s with the fucking planes?
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Urmuz at his desk. (Mike Berntsen). Photo by Susan David.

(Dozens of paper planes fall from the sky. The GENERAL attacks URMUZ, immobilizes
him, straps him to a chair, then, inspired by the background music, starts dancing. URMUZ
whimpers. The scene is vaguely reminiscent of the torture scene in Reservoir Dogs—psychotic Mr. Blonde dancing around his earless victim. Fade. Lights. URMUZ has been replaced
by a puppet that looks exactly like him and is now tortured by the GENERAL. At the end,
breathless, the GENERAL pops the large balloon attached to the puppet’s side—Grummer’s
rubber balloon. Fade.
Lights. The GENERAL is back at his lectern. URMUZ stand next to his “desk,” his back to
the audience. When the GENERAL calls his name, he turns around swiftly. He’s wearing a
strap-on of sorts—a curious contraption consisting of a short tube with a large flower at one
end.)
GENERAL: Name?
URMUZ: Fuchs.
GENERAL: Occupation?
URMUZ: Composer.
GENERAL: Birthplace?
URMUZ: My grandmother’s ear. (Pause. The GENERAL gives him a long look.) What? I
couldn’t come out of my mother’s ear, she can’t carry a tune.
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GENERAL: Address?
URMUZ: Inside the conservatory piano . . . to the left.
GENERAL: Peculiarities?
(URMUZ approaches the GENERAL and whispers in his ear. The GENERAL speaks loudly
as he writes this down.)
GENERAL: Genitals consisting of vine leaves . . .
URMUZ: Thanks for nothing!
(Fascinated with FUCHS’ genitals, the MERMAID, sporting one gigantic ear—FUCHS’
fetish—grabs him by the hand and drags him toward her bath tub. There, she drops on her
knees and worships FUCHS’ contraption. The flower growing out of the tube makes her
sneeze. FUCHS is only interested in her ear. Furious, she grabs the flower, pulls, and . . .
FUCHS collapses to the floor genitalless. He remains crouched on the floor for awhile, then,
with new determination, he gets up, walks to the lectern and grabs one of the GENERAL’s
guns.)
GENERAL: What are you doing?
URMUZ (Faces the audience, gun in hand): I’m going out . . . for smokes and a Baby
Ruth.
GENERAL: You don’t have to do this.
URMUZ: Yes, I do.
GENERAL: This means nothing. Your stories don’t prove that you are losing your
mind. They’re just . . . literature . . . A simulacrum of life.
URMUZ: But not a simulacrum of death.
(URMUZ winks at the audience, then shoots himself in the head. At the same time, the
GENERAL collapses. The MERMAID leaves her tub, goes downstage center, takes off the
mermaid costume, puts on her jacket—the clothes she came in with. She takes her briefcase,
walks upstage, turns around briefly as if to survey the disaster area that is now the stage, then
disappears inside the portrait. Fade to black.)
The End
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X
The warmth annihilating. You were meant to be here.
I see your heart beating as the shadowy records suggest.
No exit wounds.
We go home to the home of the body.
The bottleneck of flowers.
A stem of birds hearkening.
A shift in pattern.
In the throat, hiss,
a downed shelter. What has no resolution
extends to its own points.
The draping leaves.
We go where we will go, into the undertaking.
Truth’s black-eyed Susan.
To bless is to undo.
I am here in the delegation.
I am here to break open, like a wave.
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From Fragments
Scaling with grass and fire.
*
Higher up a splash of pink—what remains of a day. The perfect fleeting image. You
would be happy to sign your name to this canvas, to vanish into it.
*
Morning flower, reconciliation flower—a very fragile flower blended with our roots.
*
My space is the wildness of the air.
*
Here you are safe. Falsehood can come only from you. Be careful because of that!
You have to be worthy of this silent friendship, this diffuse presence that you sense.
Open up the path for it, open up yourself like a path.
*
The surrounding landscape standing out like a stain becomes ink, writes me,
accepts me.
*
Without stopping its song, the cicada lets me go by. To encourage me to become
invisible?
*
As you face the sunrise, listen to your bones cracking and choose. Choose this
untainted world that rises to the call of the sun, this world whose sweet scents
envelope you. Listen no longer to your bones. Simply listen. Let yourself be guided.
*
When the rope has finished burning, I will show you your true face.
*
Here begins. Here always begins and immediately ends. Leaving waste. Which
usually burns rather badly.
*
Is it because we have not really chosen?
*
Chrysanthemums only clarify chrysanthemums. Indeed. But it is also the
chrysanthemum in us that beckons to be clarified.
—Translated from the French by John Taylor
Pierre-Albert Jourdan, a selection from Fragments (1979), included in Les sandales de paille. Paris: Mercure
de France, 1987. © Gilles Jourdan and the Estate of Pierre-Albert Jourdan.
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Your Time between Ghosts
Today, a satellite falls. You watch as children pull off its gold sails, leaving only a toastersized motor which beeps incessantly. You came here after some sort of falling out though
you struggle to remember specifics: something about a dairy farm gone bust or a pyramid
scheme involving collectible plates. Sunlight leaves a greasy film. Wind leaves scuffs and
leaves stain the wind. At last count, the stars are down seven from the previous year. You
write a letter to a woman named Annabelle, an unintelligible diatribe ending with the line
“here’s your muffled rain” and funnel into the envelope dried flies from your sill. They
were wrong—you’ve no more claim to your memories than breath does to language. But,
it’s not a total wash. Though they could stand a polish, you’ve two pairs of leather shoes
and a fine wool suit, only a little shiny at the elbows. In your pockets, there’s enough to
buy dry soup, a half-gallon of milk, and leave enough left over to tie one on.
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Queering Love: (Private) Conversations as Counterpublic
ChildhoodFriendofEvilPenguinz: “Why do you have to make everything so complicated?”

CoworkerofEvilPenguinz: “Nothing with you is ever simple, is it.”
Shanman2000: “Well, what exactly do they mean by simple?”
Ten years ago, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick added yet another layer to her extensive queer
project of interrogating boundaries that aid the maintenance of heteronormativity in
Western culture by offering readers her queer memoir of her psychotherapy. A Dialogue
on Love consists of an almost seamless blend of material emerging in and from her
therapy sessions—from her “private” doubts about her therapist’s abilities to understand
her queer subjectivity, to his own session notes (which he amazingly gave her permission to publish), to recollected bits of their conversations, to her haiku poetry. Sedgwick
expressed non-normative modes of love toward her friends and family throughout her
book in descriptions of relationships. For example, she described her relationship with
Michael, someone who might be termed a “best friend,” in ways that challenge the traditional boundaries of love: “I don’t know a category that describes my friendship . . .
There’d be nothing untrue about saying I’m in love with him. Our bond is very passionate
. . . it’s very physical, though we don’t have sex” (25). Similarly, there are limited words
to describe dynamics in our chosen family, a friend group replete with family drama,
shared experiences, intimacies and feelings.
In the Fall of 2007 we took a Queer Theories graduate seminar where Sedgwick’s A
Dialogue on Love was required reading. Our conversations about Sedgwick’s text conducted via instant messaging (IM) conversations became a seminar paper on how to
theorize and politicize seemingly private aspects of our lives. We picked up the threads
of thought/feeling produced in the space of Sedgwick’s therapy and pursued them from
our own vantage points as queer feminists, likewise fiercely committed to blurring the
constructed boundaries between thought and feeling, between personal and theoretical,
and between public and private. For instance, how and where might our own circle of
“friendship”—with all of its complex flows of intimacies and desires—help us to unsettle
the primacy and privileging of “romantic” and “sexual” relationships, narrowly defined.
That is, while our dialogues illustrated the immediate effects and personal questions
raised, they also asked us to think about extrapolating what we had learned, theorized,
and felt beyond our individual family romances. Through our individual and collective
journeys through intimacies, queer theories, and public feelings, we were inspired by
Sedgwick to reposition previously private conversations among friends and situate them
as public and valid productive spaces of differing but related knowledge, resistances,
and queerness.1
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queer world-making and counterpublics
In “Sex and Public,” Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner linked intimacy and the blurring of public and private to a queer world-making and counterpublic project, explaining
that the formation of a queer world requires separating sex from intimacy and recognizing that “intimacies do bear a necessary relation to a counterpublic” (Berlant 1998, 322).
A counterpublic, they wrote, “constitutes itself in many ways other than through the official publics of opinion culture and the state, or through the privatized forms normally
associated with sexuality” (ibid). Likewise, counterpublics, wrote José Muñoz (citing Nancy
Fraser), contest “the exclusionary norms of the ‘official’ bourgeois public sphere, elaborating alternative styles of political behavior and alternative norms of public speech” (147).
Further, he envisioned spaces that make “an intervention in public life that defies the white
normativity and heteronormativity of the majoritarian public sphere . . . social movements
that are contested by and contest the public sphere for the purposes of political efficacy—
movements that not only ‘remap’ but also produce minoritarian space” (ibid).
In our work, the creation of counterpublics is a highly politicized process that aimed
to counter and challenge various forms of normativity. We explored whether Sedgwick’s
piece and our conversations about her piece could be viewed as counterpublics. Sedgwick’s
book brought traditionally, yet non-normative, private thoughts, feelings, and therapy
sessions into the public view through the publication process. Similarly, we publicized
our non-normative private conversations, thoughts, feelings, and personal lives as a way
to challenge meanings of intimacy, love, thought, feeling, and knowledge.
Our discussions took place via the use of instant messaging software, a form of electronic media that is highly linked to capitalism, consumerism, and debates about access
and equity. This forum allowed us to raise epistemological questions and to queer the use
of such media as we transformed it into a counterpublic for theory, intimacy, thought,
and emotion. It also allowed us to discuss A Dialogue on Love while we cooked dinner, put
away clothing, constructed papers for other courses, and procrastinated on Facebook. It
allowed us to conduct multiple conversations even as we performed the mundane activities of everyday life.
The use of electronic media for creating a queer counterpublic, however, does not come
without risks, as these sites are often maintained and controlled by the dominant public
sphere. We are aware of these risks and concerns surrounding technology and work on
and against them through this forum.2
Our use of this instant messaging technology to build queer intimacies and theories
challenged normative structures, practices, and intents, particularly as we blurred the
imagined boundaries of internet privacy with academic publicity. In these conversations
we asked, What is meant by sex? What counts as theory? What are the limits of what is
sayable and when? How can meanings of academic space, love, friendship, sex, thought,
feeling, and intimacy be reconfigured in queer ways? How can we, like Sedgwick, use
our intimacies as resistance?
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non-normative intimacies:
Shanman2000: does the book talk about sex?
Evil Penguinz: yeah. a lot about desires, sexuality, some sex acts, attractions, intimacies
found in friends but not lovers, wounds, etc
Shanman2000: sounds like a good read
Evil Penguinz: bodies, body images, emotions and beliefs tied up to all those things
Shanman2000: wow
Evil Penguinz: at least, that’s what i’m seeing
Evil Penguinz: i think other people call all that stuff, Love 9:
I was raised in a religious family and attended private, Catholic schools until college. Two
people were allowed to talk about sex: our religion teacher to tell us not to have it until we
were married and our biology teacher to tell us all of the biological necessity of procreation in
the animal kingdom. Most of my high school teachers strongly encouraged an understanding of love (a prerequisite for marriage and then for sex within marriage) that fell in line with
Christian author and scholar C.S. Lewis’ categories outlined in his book, The Four Loves:
philia, eros, agape, and storge.3

Human sex, love, and marriage are often tangled together with morality, God, and faith.
C.S. Lewis’s loves center on the relationship between the subject and the object of love. In
the formulation, love occurs between an identifiable subject and sets of acceptable objects:
family, partners, neighbors/strangers, and/or friends. The loves are rigidly divided and
hierarchically ordered. The most admirable of the loves is agape, which is conflated with
a Christian sense of virtue and charity. The least natural, in the sense of evolutionarily or
biologically unnecessary for survival, is philia, the love of friends (Lewis).
My younger selves asked questions like, Is it not possible to be in love with a friend? Can you
not love your friends like family? What if I think of my family like strangers and treat them
that way?

Perhaps, as Berlant and Warner suggest in their article “Sex in Public,” “nonstandard
intimacies would seem less criminal and less fleeting if as used to be the case, normal
intimacies included everything from consorts to courtiers, friends, amours, associates
and coconspirators” (Berlant 1998, 323). We prefer our complicated, complex, fluid relationships that look more like stacks of feelings and experiences strewn about a room
with the plaque above the door that reads, “Queer lives here.”
We developed and continue to maintain these nonstandard intimacies, relationships
not inherently linked to “domestic space, to kinship, to the couple form, to property or to
the nation” out of necessity and desire and in so doing, participate in a broader, optimistic
world-making project. We have created an “indefinitely accessible world conscious of its
subordinate relation” outside and beyond officially sanctioned spaces and roles. We strive
to join what Berlant and Warner describe as a “world-making project” in our efforts to
“cultivate what good folks used to call criminal intimacies” (322).
Shannon wants to know if I have other friendships that work at all this
way. The weird thing is that I do: I’ve moved from job to job so often
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as an academic, and the map is spangled with friends I’ve been in love
with rather like this. By now I feel almost promiscuously skilled in such
intimacy. (Sedgwick 25)

“normal” feelings: blurring the thinking/feeling divide
Shanman2000: the sedgwick book might make me cry
Evil Penguinz: why?
Shanman2000: idk, i’m only on page 8 but the talk of past therapists and intellectualizing and not feeling like other people feel resonates a little too much
Evil Penguinz: i’ve been reacting to it pretty strongly myself
Evil Penguinz: hang in there
Shanman2000: i will
Shanman2000: but i’ve also been thinking about writing on my emotional reactions to it
BeeWear—E: me too!
Shanman2000: cause there are parts taht make me want to cry
Shanman2000: or parts that i feel like i really relate to
BeeWear—E: right

Sedgwick’s text elicited emotive responses among us and simultaneously challenged the
idea of “normal” feelings. While reviewing her therapy sessions with her therapist Shannon, Sedgwick remarked that she does not have normal feelings or more precisely “what
are normally called feelings” (6).
BeeWear—E: she’s talking a lot about not having “normal” feelings
Shanman2000: yeah
Shanman2000: what are normal feelings?
BeeWear—E: right
Shanman2000: i’ve always felt like i don’t have them
Shanman2000: we assume “normal feelings” are something that actually exist
BeeWear—E: they don’t
BeeWear—E: it is

Later while speaking about not missing her sister, Sedgwick notes that “that kind of
thing is why I say I don’t have emotions” (21). For us, Sedgwick’s connection of not having emotions to not missing her sister suggested that there are particular ways in which
one is supposed to feel about people who are typically described as family. In “Love: A
Queer Feeling,” Berlant questions what would happen if we “distinguished the affect
from the feeling that we recognize” and think about “clarity of feeling” as the “object of
desire” (Berlant 2001, 435). Affect becomes a destabilizing break or puncture “with respect to which we are righted when we find for it and for ourselves, a name and place in
taxonomy” (436). Without the promise of such clarity it can be difficult to know the self,
to understand the self as coherent, complete with classifiable feelings (435).
BeeWear—E: i really liked her discussion of depression and suicide at the beginning too
Shanman2000: mee too
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BeeWear—E: where she writes that she wants to not exist but won’t do that to herself
because she doesn’t want to put violence on her friends/family
Shanman2000: i’ve been there. its a weird kind of guilt
BeeWear—E: i’ve been there too

‘That’s enough. You can
stop now.’
Stop: living, that is.
And enough: hurting. (Sedgwick 69)
Shanman2000: i liked that she talked about it as a desire to “not be” or “stop being”
BeeWear—E: me too
Shanman2000: i think thats a good explaination
BeeWear—E: i agree

—I don’t think vampires are so bad—she said
What’s wrong with living forever?
No heart beat,
No sun light
Eternal night
Shadows, darkness a healthy relationship with death and dying
Living and lying
She could get used to not feeling
she could be a monster
Maybe already is
When Sedgwick spoke about suicide, she noted that since she had “never attempted
suicide” she knew that she “never would or could.” There were a number of years in her
teens and early twenties when she spent “hour after hour, the thought of it was constantly
with me.” She goes on to explain that suicide is “several things at once,” the desire not
to be, “an aggression against the living” and “a message.” She only had one aspect, “the
wish not to be” (18). Although thoughts of suicide are often depicted as feelings outside
the norm, there seem to be specific ways in which this feeling is understood: either you
want to die or you don’t want to die. Suicidal thoughts are not considered “normal” feelings but they are still understood and classified in specific terms. Sedgwick’s discussion
of not wanting to be complicates the either/or of suicide. How can one not want to be
and still be living? Does thinking in terms of not being provide new language for others
who want to stop? Can thinking about not-wanting-to-be help us better understand depression? Are the two linked? What could be revealed or challenged by speaking about
not wanting to be?
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to say or not to say: that is the question
In the land of false dichotomies, the thought/feeling split is rendered almost invisible
in the shadows of other polarizations. Even when we set on a path to break with the conventions of form and function, make public our previously private conversations, and
re-entangle the personal and the political, we struggled with questions of validity and
appropriateness.
Evil Penguinz: i just have no idea what to write about for this book (:
Evil Penguinz: i can’t exactly write for sandy what i’ve written to you (:
Shanman2000: can you write about how you can’t write for Sandy what you’ve written
to me
Shanman2000: and think about why or what that means

As we discussed and worked through Sedgwick’s text in our instant message conversations, issues about what is sayable and writeable in a seminar response paper kept coming
up. Sedgwick’s text blurred the boundary between public and private by making public
her therapy sessions. The emotions, experiences, and ideas that she made public are ones
which are usually regulated to the private sphere. If these things are even talked about at
all, it is to partners, close friends, or family. The exposition of those things which should
only be uttered in private provoked in us a number of emotional responses.
There were several moments in the text with which we could identify. These moments
stirred feelings of sadness and frustration, but also a sense of relief that someone else had
experienced something similar. For example, during one session Sedgwick and Shannon
looked at some childhood pictures of Sedgwick. Shannon noted that “to view that kid
[Sedgwick] as fat is really—really to be at the very edge of being in contact with reality”
(67). Sedgwick explained that her body was always “going to appear as a problem.” Fatness aside, braces, poor eyesight and talk of a nose job made it clear that her body was
unacceptable (68).
In some ways my childhood was somewhat similar. I was the fat kid in the family. A review of
childhood photos shows that I was not fat but rather muscular and chubby. My body as muscular and chubby was problematic for my family in terms of appropriate bodily expressions of
femininity. My seemingly unfeminine form coupled with the inability to walk like a girl, sit like
a lady, and look good (as opposed to looking like a football player) in a dress made my body a
problem for family members.

In terms of realizing that these sorts of things happen to other people, it also raised questions about what is sayable and writable. Making childhood body experiences public as part
of a conversation with A Dialogue on Love held and still holds the possibility of producing
readings of ourselves that raise some discomfort for us and broaden our possibilities.
To write myself as a girl, when that is no longer how I understand myself is to open myself up
to understandings of my life or how I conceptualize myself that are not my truths. As a transgender guy I am supposed to denounce, ignore, or reinvent my childhood so that it matches
with my current gender expression. Refusing to reconceptualize my childhood to make it “fit”
with who I am now, has potential for disrupting dominate ideas about transgender narratives.
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The information given above about not being able to act or look like a girl though also makes
it possible for others to say: “Look, see, you’ve always been trans. Your inability to act like a
girl shows that you have always been this way.”

This fear about what others might do with this information suggests that some things
feel like they can’t be said because saying them might disrupt the version of the self that
one works to present.
BeeWear—E: i like that shannon is the shrink A
Shanman2000: lol
Shanman2000: i like that its a guy named shannon
BeeWear—E: yes exactly
Shanman2000: its weird to read my name
Shanman2000: and not on a girl
Evil Penguinz: i know!
Evil Penguinz: i was so hoping that she wasn’t going to find a deep voiced woman
Shanman2000: lol

The writing of personal resonations with the text and emotional responses themselves
continues to raise questions about the limits of what is sayable, when, and where.
Evil Penguinz: i think you’ll find she thinks a lot like you
Shanman2000: if it does make me cry well then maybe i’ll write about that
Evil Penguinz: i wouldn’t be surprised if there were several of us who wrote about our
tearful experiences
Evil Penguinz: or at least had them
Shanman2000: thats interesting to think about

Our responses to the text inspired a desire to write somewhat more emotional responses
for our graduate seminar. Yet this desire conflicted not only with what we assumed a
response paper should entail but also what it would mean to write an emotional paper.
Does an emotional response have a thesis? Am I not thinking critically enough if I’m
writing about my feelings? How much do I want the professor to know about me? These
questions suggest that an emotive response in the space of a classroom or seminar paper
feels forbidden. The classroom or our scholarly work as public space is not the place for
supposedly private thoughts. This sense of the forbidden extended past the classroom
and our position as students. That is, to tell seemingly private information or feelings
threatens the façade of the sane, mature, and emotionally stable adults and the version
of ourselves that we have produced in order for others to recognize us. In order to say or
write things that some might characterize as private, we must be willing to expose the
farce of the coherent self. Expositions of feelings risk exposing us as “a work in progress”
rather than coherent recognizable subjects. It creates a relation of intimacy where dominate discourse says none should be.
In Disidentifications, Muñoz argued in a discussion of James Baldwin’s novel Just Above
My Head that fiction can be understood as ‘a technology of the self.’ The supposed divide
between fiction and the real falters under disidentification. Fiction becomes “a contested
field of self-production” that is not produced by the “real self” but produces it (20). The
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reworking of fiction to produce the self opens up a messy space in which the self is at
once fiction and not fiction (21). This suggests that the coherent self which we attempt to
present to the world is produced by fictions of the self; that coherence is a fiction.
Perhaps we can better think through what is sayable/writable by thinking about the
ways in which the relationship between students and professors or graduate assistants
is constructed. In these roles we are not supposed to reveal that we are works in progress. During our class discussion of A Dialogue on Love, students raised the question of
what Sedgwick’s students think or thought about her text and what they learned about
their professor. The fact that this question was raised suggests that the intimacy created
through knowledge of another’s private life is, for some, questionable in terms of the
student/professor relationship. What we feel we can say and can’t say is circumscribed
by the positions we inhabit. In Intimacy, Lauren Berlant noted that normative forms of
intimacy, intimacies that adhere to what we can and cannot intimate, support dominant
social structures (Berlant 1998, 20). To question the boundaries of what is “acceptable”
to say and write has the potential of disrupting this support:
Evil Penguinz: i think i was telling Queenof<3s that my experience of therapists sounded
like hers pre-shannon (:
Shanman2000: yes the very few i’ve had as an adult do. though i’ve tried to stay away
from them because the experiences i had as a child were horrific
Evil Penguinz: :-(
Evil Penguinz: bad therapists suck
Shanman2000: yep and its even worse when your taken to them by parents as part of a
custody battle
Shanman2000: after awhile i stopped talking
Evil Penguinz: i bet
Evil Penguinz: sometimes i want to hit parents and therapists
Shanman2000: indeed

Or of blurring the lines between supporter and supported:
BeeWear—E: the other thing i love about this text is how she is both analyzed and analyst
BeeWear—E: we get to see how she reads her therapist
Evil Penguinz: and also how he reads her and how she reads his readings of her
BeeWear—E: how she challenges when he says things that are normative
BeeWear—E: i laughed at her comment “Deconstruction 101”
Evil Penguinz: yes! out loud

Many times throughout Sedgwick’s therapy sessions, as she critically analyzed Shannon’s
suggestions and language, Sedgwick expressed anger, fear, and frustration, which often
led her to question his intelligence. For example, when she told Shannon that since undergoing chemotherapy her fantasies have disappeared, he suggested that she try to find
new fantasies to replace them, starting with exploring porn. She did not immediately
express her anger at this, but wrote of her fear about his stupidity and of her need for
him to change her (Sedgwick 49–51). Later, she discussed this with him and explained
that it also made her feel as if he were more anxious about discussing sex than she was.
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He admitted his anxiety rather than echoing her or being an “objective” sounding board
(54). Likewise, she challenged his normative formulations of family and caused him to
remark on this boundary blurring potential and to think about things differently:
I’m angry at having to say all this to Shannon. I’m angry and frightened at the ingenuousness of the formulation he’s offered. Though he didn’t say so, I feel sure it was a
description of the family he grew up in—and their invocation sends me reeling between
contempt and envy. But, funnily, I seem to actually have given him some pause.
“I think I am finally really hearing this,” he says. “I need to get more from you about it, but
I think I am starting to be able to imagine it. It’s just so much easier for me to envision
things in discrete parts. But then you come along and smudge up the barriers, and it’s really different. It’s important for you to keep doing that—I really think I am getting it.”
Deconstruction 101, I do not say impatiently. (31)

Throughout their sessions, as he inquired and tried to understand what she wanted to
convey, she challenged his assumptions and language sometimes angrily:
He nods, pleased. “There was a part of you that could say—’Wait a minute, I’m not fat
at all! I’m just fine!’”
Me. Rather bitterly. “Well, I think—actually, I hope—there was part of me that was saying, Yes, I am fat, and I’m great.” (68)

And at other times with bemusement:
[Shannon]: “when it comes to (what we call) ‘working hard,’ I really do think I see what
makes sense and how we can do it.”
[Eve]: Pleasurably I muse on “Oh, what you call ‘what we call working hard’ . . .” (40)

She also reformulated the therapist/client relationship through analogy by referring to
herself in the third person, by blurring her notes and Shannon’s in a way that readers and
even Sedgwick herself cannot tell which of them is speaking; by describing herself and
Shannon as “Eve’s parents” and by referring to herself as Eve’s parent and to Shannon
as Eve’s teacher (59). Shannon began to talk about personal thoughts and feelings with/
about her as well. He revealed to her his own experiences with depression and she took
on the role of therapist, probing him to talk more about it. His notes also began to talk
about his own feelings about interactions between the two of them. He explained to her
that therapy with her is not routine as it is with other patients and how this scared him
at times (98–104). The two learned from one another and developed a sense of emotional
and physical intimacy, troubling boundaries and creating a queer therapeutic counterpublic as this often-private intimacy was made public.
BeeWear—E: i was also thinking of it in terms of queer counterpublics
Evil can be Good: ah interesting
BeeWear—E: since she’s putting her most intimate stuff out there in the public
Evil can be Good: yeah, for sure
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Evil can be Good: i feel like, when i’m reading this . . . that i’m the only person reading
this
BeeWear—E: right
Evil can be Good: i must be, right?
BeeWear—E: like it’s snooping on someones journal
BeeWear—E: it’s really a very personal publication so i was also thinking about the book
in terms of queer counterpublics
leoshan99: oh nice
leoshan99: i’ve been thinking about what it means to make this stuff public
leoshan99: what sort of potentials does it have
leoshan99: but i didn’t think about queer counter publics

conclusion: permission to stop?
Our process of conversing and theorizing about our conversations raised more questions
than it gave answers. We resisted linear paths, the heterosexual dyad, and traditional written forms throughout this personal, political, academic, intellectual journey. We sought
to trouble boundaries between cynicism and optimism, lived experiences and theoretical frameworks using Sedgwick’s brilliantly textured queer work as inspiration. In 2007
we stopped, recognizing this piece, like any queer world-making project, is an ongoing
process and a work in progress.
However, in the Spring of 2009, ten years after Eve Sedgwick published A Dialogue
on Love, we sat in our professor’s dining room with other graduate students, professors,
friends and colleagues to remember our paper in the context of greater recollections of
the life and works of Eve Sedgwick, just a little over a week after Eve died. We three had
not met Eve, nor do we pretend that we knew her. But each of us was moved by a profound feeling of sadness and loss usually reserved for and expressed only at the loss of
a more traditionally formulated relationship. Yet even as we mourn and remember, we
recognize how Eve’s works continue to inspire us to find ways to fit in old places and to
make room for new spaces. We have carried and will continue to carry flecks of her brilliance and queer perspectives with us and into our other works and experiences in the
fields of higher education, gender and women’s studies, and law. In that spirit, Eve may
have stopped, but her work has not.
SHE REMEMBERS TELLING ME HOW SHE WAITS FOR SOMEONE TO TELL HER SHE
CAN “STOP NOW”—E.G., DIE. SHE IMAGINES ME DOING THIS SOMETIME IN THE
FUTURE. SHE ALSO TALKS ABOUT HAVING COME TO BE ABLE TO HEAR A VOICE
INSIDE HERSELF WHEN IT IS QUIET THAT SHE CAN TRUST AND HAVE CONFIDENCE IN. I CAN IMAGINE THE VOICE TELLING HER SHE CAN STOP. (22)
ah, alas, they sigh
with the pounding of their hearts
pulsating reminder of the
metaphorical humanity
they’d sooner forget
or better yet
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abandon
embody this
disconnect that
if they can contain it
they can sustain it
or at least die
trying

notes
1. Much of the direction of this paper and form of the introduction came at the guidance of the fabulous
Professor Sandra K. Soto. We owe many thanks to her tireless efforts and fantastic support.
2. These are not new concerns within Gender and Women’s Studies. Feminist science studies scholars
have long debated the limitations and possibilities of internet technology for women’s studies. On this
debate, Laura Briggs and Kari McBride write, “The Net is a technological medium invested with the
values of the military (and now, the worst of transnational capitalism as well), but nested within it is a
digital world that carries radically democratizing potential. For too long, feminist debate . . . has relied
on simple, predictable dualisms of technophobia and technophilia” (314). They, and we, ask, “To what
extent will the Net . . . simply place more resources (information, capital, production, capacity, skills,
etc.) in the hands of the global ‘haves’? In what ways might it offer the potential to put resources in
the control of the ‘have nots’?” (315). In addition, they explain that the structure of the Net renders it
both resistant to “‘outside’ attack and ‘inside’ control” (316). Rather than fully embracing or rejecting
this technology, Briggs and McBride, along with Haraway, suggest a critical engagement with it in ways
that challenge normativity.
3. See C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves.
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Snow that Falls like Amnesia
For the big nouns/truth, faith, trust, love/all her images
have been stripped/She can’t recall /everywhere lies crystalline sundials/She can’t recall every/where lies/She bundles
up, goes walking in statistics, disinterest, reversals/Can only
think she once thought this: beauty/If she kept walk/ing
kept/walking/kept walk/ing until she slept/a snow mummy
who/when found /would only be remembered for being
found/in snow/perfect/as if/she would open her eyes and
speak/were she not shattered/What image now /can she
claim? This evidence/small animals tracking among the
stones/The field beyond indicated by an absence of trees/
Or the graves themselves/her new lake to walk around/the
world on her left/death on her right/or/an image of death/
The snow/like a calm hand/stays the clock hands of the
dewy dead
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PRAYER OF TRANSPARENCIES
I. S M O O T H P R I N T
First transparency is
rain in distant acacias,
silver olive grove
photographed
on a dollar-colored hill.
My left hand
is umbrella-satin
water, raised white print
for the sightless.

II. S M A L L F I S H
The second transparency
is the ala wai fish, no longer clear
one year after birth, a large eye
near two stripes: Would it live?
Yes, unlike the salt water one, short-lived
in the day room’s glass box, slipping
through a woman’s callused palms.

III. W A R N A M E S
Aroma is the third.
The blind woman passes
a flower box of lost letters
into the mailman’s glove.
Years of sealed prayers,
sewn requiems, draped
thoughts addressed to war,
expired names. Silence,
her mother’s secret name:
one fragrance
concealed within another,
broken flowers in a time of fruit.
White blossoms? Orange pekoe?
The son she birthed who died
is a broken blue plum
or a drop of expensive perfume
poured in a stone box
sealed with wax and twine.
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Artist’s Statement: Sears Tower
I treat a canvas like a blueprint and then build up the layers step-by-step until the painting
is finished. I’ve been working in black and white for almost one year now. It’s a simplified
form of painting, life made easy by the beauty of monochrome. I often use photographs as
a starting point but eventually break away and just let the paint be. Sears Tower emerged
from a set of photographs I took on January 19, 2009. It was a bitter cold day, with blue
skies and a beautiful low arcing sun to the south, and Chicago was blanketed in snow.
I could see the Sears Tower from my studio, but I wanted to paint what it saw. I walked
to the Sears Tower, went to the top, took pictures, and walked back. The paintings are a
combination of those photographs and my own familiar relationships I’ve developed as
an inhabitant of Chicago.
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january 19, 2009; sears tower; north view
96" × 96",
oil on canvas, 2009
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january 19, 2009; sears tower; south view
96" × 96",
oil on canvas, 2009
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january 19, 2009; sears tower; east view
96" × 96",
oil on canvas, 2009
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January 19, 2009; Sears Tower; West View
96" × 96",
oil on canvas, 2009
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Two-Tagged Ekphrastic
A painting uncertain of its name,
My Unquenchable Hope comes laden
with shrouded lineage—backside bearing
the faded tape of a tag that didn’t stick.
It believes it was born
to Spanish radicals forbidden to speak
their native tongue. Bifurcated
memories of bullfights and psychedelic orgies
mingle in botched unconscious.
The painting wants to be a love poem
but its brain is crawling with bees.
In it, a halved mannikin grinds stars
in a summerhouse, doling out protein
promises to the lumpenproletariat.
In it, a force-fed cross from a cardinal’s fist.
The painting looks for itself in store windows,
newspaper clippings, a match unlit.
When it dreams, its dreams are mother
of pearl, smuggled ivory.
It is a painting where the dead come
for coffee. Receptacle for the wrecked
umbrella, broken jaw, feral cat.
In it, a rubber key, a lock of hair. I am smitten.
For a song, the painting agrees
to come home with me. I set my watch
by its leaky heart, its honeycomb complexion.
Celebrate its unframed existence.
The veins of the painting, once pale,
now glow. I call it bonepicker’s child,
larder for the lost and crumpled
found, my bifurcated wound.
Sing: You’d Be So Nice To Come Home To
as the sun sets. My Unquenchable Hope hums
The Nearness of You as I nail it to the wall.
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A bladder bag to split the earth’s water
This sunshine reveals our loneliness
to the tip of grass’s light—light that also lassos
concertina wire
below the gargoyles. It is still possible
to step outside of light. We could lay our heart out in clay.
Clay to warm our eyelashes,
warm our throat and its brown flame will rot
even our memory into the slowest heartbeat of all.
We could throw ourselves,
like our grandmothers threw their cast iron,
into the burning leaves to be cleaned. Monsters
do not remain monsters forever.
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The Director of the Flyover States
The Midwest is a land with no boundaries. There are no mountains, few hills, and the
rivers neither mark the beginning nor signal the end. Sometimes people argue where the
Midwest is (West of the East, only not that far West), what states it includes (no, those are
the Plains States), what epitomizes this flat expanse of farmland and industry and rust.
The flyover states. But such arguments are rare, and normally conclude with all of the
interlocutors ceding the point, understanding that what delineates the Midwest is the fact
that it can’t be delineated. There may be someone, someday who understands this land,
but not us. Time to get back to playing Euchre. More casserole? Looks like it’s gonna be cloudy
today. Again. Chicago, as the capital of the Midwest, can be likened to King Arthur’s seat
at the Round Table: his chair is somewhere, the rest are nowhere.
John Hughes’ characters often find themselves lost in this placeless place. In Planes,
Trains, and Automobiles (1987), Chicago acts as the endpoint in the Zeno’s Paradox structure of the film; when Neal (Steve Martin) and Del (John Candy) finally arrive, one of
them realizes he’s still nowhere. In Vacation (1983), the family aims to go to Walley World
in Los Angeles. California! The West! A place with place! But even though they arrive,
they never really arrive. They’re never able to escape the Midwest. All they’re left with is
each other. Perhaps the reason Hughes could write such good dialogue for teenagers in
movies like Sixteen Candles (1984), The Breakfast Club (1985), and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
(1986) is because he understood that teens often believe they reside in a void no matter
where they live. The Midwesternization of young adulthood. Once you understand that
the bowers, the trump Jacks, are the strongest cards, yes, when spades are trump the Jack
of Spades is the strongest, and, remember, the second strongest is the Jack of Clubs, yes . . . , the
Jack of Clubs . . . , I know it’s weird, but now don’t worry, takes time is all, it’s just a matter of
learning how to talk a good game.
What I’ve described so far sounds pretty depressing. But Hughes was able to animate
the flatness with humor, adventure, and empathy. Failed vacations, torturous trips home,
even Saturday detentions are neither made nor broken by the place; they are entirely dependent on the people. Sure, it might be more efficient for Neal to travel without Del in
Planes, Trains, and Automobiles, but it wouldn’t be nearly as fun.
So if you find you want to play hooky in a Ferrari, or if you want to drive a car with
no working dials or gauges while singing at the top of your lungs, if you want to glance
casually at the Grand Canyon and chase a mirage of a supermodel across the country, if
you want to explore the old reliable types from high school, or if you want to summon via
computer a beautiful woman with Einstein’s intellect and David Lee Roth’s personality
. . . or . . . or . . . “If I tell you wolverines are good house pets, would you believe me?”
This makes me think of one more Hughes film based on his death in New York City
on August 6, 2009. Here, the ghost of John Candy must help Hughes get back to Chicago for his own funeral. But there’s a problem. The two characters are stuck in a detention cell in the Coney Island Underworld guarded by the principal from The Breakfast
Club. But with the help of two nerdy kids who hack into a government mainframe and a
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beautiful computer generated woman, Candy and Hughes escape their warden and hit
the road. The car breaks down, the next gets stolen, every hotel in the whole country is
booked, they can’t hitchhike because there’s gridlock everywhere, the ground mobility of
the entire world has ground to a stop, so they grab rides on a crop duster, a hovercraft,
the Goodyear blimp, and finally a flying Ferrari that circles the Sears Tower before landing in the Chicago suburbs, part and parcel of the flyover. When they get to the funeral,
it’s been moved. No longer in the suburbs, it’s in the city. Somewhere. And then they’re
finally there, Hughes and Candy, in Chicago. The Capital of the Midwest. Where they
belong. They look around. Everything’s moving so fast. They look around again. Candy
disappears. And then Hughes, without fuss, takes his place in the casket. He puts his
hands behind his head, as if he were lounging there. Relaxing. Home at last. Freeze
frame. Fade to black.
Credits.
But oh, no, we don’t want it to be over. It can’t be over. There has to be more. We’ll
sit through the whole credit reel if we have to. And then, on the screen, there’s Hughes
again. And he gives us a weird look. He asks us what we’re doing there. What? It’s over.
Go home. Go.
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The Dead Letter Detective Grows Old
Dead letters! does it not sound like dead men? . . . On errands of life, these letters
speed to death.
—Herman Melville

His life has been a fluency of loss and misdirection. So many orphan letters pulled out
of oblivion, their families traced. In the office, his failures tied with string into bundles
of one hundred fold onto the shelves marked each with a year. He is half-satisfied. The
bundles have dwindled, each year filling less and less of their allotted space. His hand
recalls the shape of the wooden knob of his cancellation stamp. He will miss the way
it sounds when he daubs it onto the inkpad, brings its rubber letters down onto an
envelope. Each daily square of the paper calendar covering his desk is marked by the
stamped black triangle that means dead.
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Cloud
Little dream, you offer your ghost
of an answer . . . are you pitiless?
I have called you.
Come.
We’ll all fall in love—that I cannot, right now,
remember we will.
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review of

Placed: Karesansui Poems by Carol Snow
Snow, Carol. Placed: Karesansui Poems.
Denver: Counterpath Press, 2008. 81 pages. $15.95 softcover.
ISBN: 978-1933996097.

Identifying the aesthetic concerns of Carol Snow’s Placed: Karesansui Poems presents
readers with a challenge. One way of reading the poems could point toward a lost work
of high modernist poetry. Snow constructs her poems like Japanese karesansui stone gardens, arranging excerpts from other texts around single prepositions from Lenore Larney’s
school textbook The Seventy Prepositions. Snow’s own collage design for the front cover
reinforces the collage-making at play in each poem. Likewise, the prepositions serving
as titles indicate that the poems may be more concerned with the possibilities language
itself offers rather than specific content as a standard for organization. The poem “Inside”
uses a Gary Larson cartoon for about half of its content and seems primarily concerned
with evoking different meanings of the word “inside” and how inside-ness can function
grammatically:
rose an image—“—in what box?—”—tongue in the mouth, organs in
the bodily frame—Dear Diary,—vowels between consonants—
polar bear munching
on a cartoon igloo: “I just love these! . . . Crunchy on the outside . . . ”—
the verb “is” in a sentence (38)

Here, the reader’s attention is called not only to the objects contained within other objects
(“—in what box?—,” the tongue and bodily organs, the cartoon quote) but also to the
ways language becomes an object that can be contained (“vowels between consonants,”
“the verb ‘is’ in a sentence”). In both cases, the meaning and linguistic functions of the
word “inside” are the focus.
On the other hand, Placed often can read like a contemporary lyric; Snow keenly recognizes an entire poetic tradition not limited to modernist aesthetics. John Berryman,
Frank O’Hara, and Fernando Pessoa, for instance—all concerned with different notions
of selfhood—are prevalent among Snow’s textual selections. Berryman’s “Dream Song
73: Karensui, Ryoan-ji” in particular is repeatedly excerpted. While Snow uses this poem
obviously because both share central imagery, she also echoes The Dream Songs’ concerns
with psychological fracture in her own formally ruptured poems. Snow also incorporates
a number of prominent contemporary poets’ texts, including selections from Brenda Hillman, Joshua Clover, Laura Mullen, Robert Hass, and Jorie Graham, securely situating
Placed into a body of texts concerned less overtly with how readers think about language
itself and instead with how poetic speakers use that language for other personal means.
In “Beside,” for example, Snow attributes the phrase “Compare and contrast” to “Maurice
F. Englander, English exams, Lowell High School”:
“Compare and contrast.”—sorrow of—insistent—beside—
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kindness—it had been forever (20)

This source text seems only relevant to its speaker personally; it is not listed in the extensive list of source texts at the book’s end, indicating this source is one to which other
readers would not (and need not) have access. Making the assumption this phrase belongs
to the speaker’s own high school English experience, then the phrase’s significance lies
in discovering what personal significance that text may hold for the speaker alone, and
how that text relates to Snow’s other emotionally-charged fragments.
Placed feasibly could be read as a collage of aesthetic styles. A key feature of the collection is its ambivalence between objective and subjective constructions of meaning.
Meaning generally begins through associative connections with their title prepositions.
In “Except,” for example, Snow makes use of two quotes from Hamlet and another from
Zen Master Yunyan’s Book of Serenity:
“Nothing is either good or bad,”—the policies: the casualties—“Just
this
is it.”—“but thinking makes it” (33)

Here, Snow invokes the sense of choice and ambiguity inherent in the meaning of “except”
through use of the conjunctions “either” and “but,” and through the politically charged
linking of “policies” with “casualties.” Snow continually transforms source texts’ meanings
over the course of Placed by re-appropriating previously selected material. In the subsequent poem, “Excepting,” Snow re-uses the Shakespeare quotes, extending the previous
poem’s beginning to “Nothing is either good or bad, but thinking makes” and ending the
poem with “ . . . so”—the deletion of “it” evoking connotations of the title preposition’s
sense of omission. Interestingly, Snow makes a point of attributing the final word to
Shakespeare, indicating a single word can retain meanings held in previous contexts.
With its interest in how often-overlooked parts of speech contain worlds of meaning, one cannot help but hear Gertrude Stein (who is also quoted in Placed) stating, “I
like prepositions best of all . . . ” In this statement from “Poetry and Grammar,” Stein
maintains that nouns and adjectives, insofar as they always name or modify a thing, cannot be mistaken for something else. Other parts of speech not concerned with naming
or classification and that cannot indicate what language will proceed—such as articles,
conjunctions, and prepositions—present more interesting possibilities for reading and
writing as they create variability.
Snow’s texts certainly engage with Stein’s idea to some degree. The poem “In,” for
example, formally resists clear construction of meaning through poetic narrative:
the stones: their qualities in relation—o—I mean to say—occurs;
like shock, occurs—is located (37)

Lacking capitalization or periods, readers cannot discern beginnings from endings of
sentences, or even determine if sentences exist here. The solitary vowel “o” at once recalls the epigraph for the earlier poem “Below” (Dylan Thomas’s “God moves in a long
o”), references the traditional lyric emotive exclamation, and also calls attention to the
letter’s use in the poem’s words. Readers, however, do not know which “o” they should
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read—the long “o” in “stones,” “located,” the referenced Thomas excerpt, or the schwa
in “relation” or “occurs,” a sound interchangeable with any other English vowel. The
dashes—reminiscent of Emily Dickinson’s—render meanings incomplete and entirely
disconnect phrases like “in relation” or “is located” from their grammatical objects. Poems
like this one force readers into variable interpretations. While an intentional lack of narrative clarity is often at play here, readers cannot ignore the presence of lyric speakers, even
if the nature of the speakers’ subjectivity is often elusive. Language like “shock” or the
interjected “I mean to say” from “In” do indicate a speaker with something emotionally
at stake, even if that speaker’s relation to the stones, the stressed “o,” or the lost objects
remains unclear.
Also notably important and opposed to Stein’s concerns with variability, Snow nominalizes each preposition by framing poems as individual karesansui. Because prepositions’
meanings here are rendered in large part via excerpts of other texts infused with their
speakers’ personal associations, the words themselves take on a materiality they otherwise
might not have had. Each preposition becomes a meticulously constructed, and inevitably
concrete, stone garden; each poem requires the same concentration necessary for meditation on a Buddhist stone garden. Snow’s concerns seem to lie in the very act of ruminating
on how small words come to be full of meaning, which ultimately should reveal surprises.
She challenges readers to reflect on the grammar they so often take for granted and also
to question the categories into which they too easily want to place works of poetry. These
challenges which the poems generate ultimately make them worth reading.
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review of

The Age of Orphans: A Novel by Laleh Khadivi
Khadivi, Laleh. The Age of Orphans: A Novel.
New York: Bloomsbury USA, 2009. 304 pages. $24.00 hardcover.
ISBN: 978-1-59691-616-6.

Laleh Khadivi’s debut novel The Age of Orphans is steeped in questions of national and
individual identity, inhumanity and loss. Set in present day Iran during a tumultuous
period spanning from 1921 to 1979 that saw Reza Khan overthrow the Qajar Dynasty, the
forming of Iran from the nation of Persia, and the onset of the Islamic revolution, The
Age of Orphans tracks a young Kurdish boy on a tragic and haunting odyssey that takes
him away from his family and his home and ultimately back again.
The young boy’s journey begins in the Zargos Mountains where he lives with his Maman and Baba, on the precipice of Iran’s emergence from Persia. When the Shah’s army
threatens, the Kurds (who oppose the new nation of Iran) retaliate and a battle near the
boy’s home in Kermanshah leaves him orphaned. Taken in by the vanquishing army, the
boy is given a name, Reza Khourdi, after Reza Khan and his own Kurdish origins. Placed
in a military school, Reza quickly proves his merit and ascends to the rank of captain and
marries an upper-class Tehrani woman—seemingly cementing his newfound status in
the newfound nation. But Reza’s stay in Tehran ends shortly after, when he and his wife
are sent back to Kermanshah to suppress the Kurdish resistance.
What defines every aspect of Reza’s journey is his concept of identity—of both himself
and the new nation—and how amorphous such concepts can be. One complication is
the Kurdish identity itself. In Iran, to be a Kurd was—and to a degree still is—as much a
socioeconomic classification as an ethnic or cultural distinction. During the time of the
novel, the creation of Iran was driven by a desire to modernize—to build roads, schools,
centers of business, and to bring the nation into the type of industry-based prosperity
found in the West—while the Kurds were seen as an economic and cultural albatross
on the new nation, content to raise goats and cattle and still visibly linked to the region’s
nomadic ancestry.
Reza’s place in this divide is tenuous. He’s rendered an orphan by the very soldiers
who adopt him, but The Age of Orphans is not the undercover-cop narrative of betrayal
and shifting allegiances that the setup might imply. For much of the novel, Reza sees
himself as, or at least aspires to be, an Iranian. Memories of his brief childhood as a Kurd
are vague almost to the point of non-existence, and Reza finds very little commonality
between his new life, first as a soldier in the Nehavand Barracks and later as an officer in
Tehran, and the primitive people of his homeland. Instead, in Iran, Reza finds the inclusion, the community, and the elusive sense of belonging he and the novel’s other orphans
desperately crave. And in return, Reza provides not just exemplary and unquestioned
military service, but his enthusiastic conversion from outlander herder to lethal soldier to
Tehrani urbanite makes him a model for the emerging nation. Yet, by birth, Reza is Kurd-
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ish and as he discovers, that legacy—which is present in his name and written across his
face—can never be extracted. Even as Reza rises in the army due to his steadfast loyalty
and veneration of the Shah, weds a high society Tehrani woman, and combats the Kurdish resistance with unyielding brutality, to the other soldiers, the people of Kermanshah,
and even his wife, he is still, and always, a Kurd imitating an Iranian, a foreigner forever
trying to assimilate.
In a sense, Reza’s struggle with identity runs concurrent to Iran’s. The new nation
that emerges from Persia is splintered. The novel limits its focus to the Kurds wanting
to separate in order to preserve their traditions and culture, and to the former Persians
who want to shed all residue of their transient past to plunge headfirst into modernity
(of course, history would have neither, and in 1979—the year The Age of Orphans ends,
the Islamic Revolution overthrew the Shah and thrust the new Iran down an entirely different path).
Written with a poetic vulgarity and an unwavering approach to violence and savagery, The
Age of Orphans tells these parallel stories of both a man and a nation as they each form, rife
with conflicts and divisions, and their struggle to tend to the wounds these fractures have
caused. Khadivi’s Reza, much like the nation of the setting, is saturated with contradictions.
He is at once a soldier who embodies masculine strength but also infantile, craving the
affection of the mother taken from him in his youth. He has an innocent, childlike obsession with birds and flight, but a near remorseless tendency toward cruelty and betrayal.
Yet it is within these incongruities where Reza is formed. He is not so much, as the book
jacket describes him, “a twentieth century everyman at the crossroads of history.” Instead,
Reza is a manifestation of the shapers of that history, a fractured and divided man trying
to become whole, caught in a nation trying to do the same.
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review of

Door Languages by Zafer Şenocak
Şenocak, Zafer. Door Languages. Trans. Elizabeth Oehlkers Wright.
Brookline, MA: Zephyr Press, 2008. 144 pages. $15.00 softcover.
ISBN: 978-0-939010-78-3.

Zephyr Press has recently released a collection of poetry from contemporary TurkishGerman poet Zafer Şenocak titled Door Languages. This is a dual-language collection with
Şenocak’s German originals accompanied by Elizabeth Oehlker Wright’s English translations. Considered one of Germany’s most important contemporary poets writing in both
Turkish and German, Şenocak has had numerous volumes of poetry published in both
languages and has won numerous awards for his artistic work, including the Adelbert
von Chamisso Award, a literary prize given in Germany to “foreign” writers writing in
German. Even though individual poems from Şenocak have been translated into English
and published in various literary journals and compilations of contemporary world poetry,
this is the first English-language collection of his work that has been published. As such,
the English-language reader is afforded the opportunity to encounter the intriguingly
engaging work of this poet.
Though the twenty-six poems in Door Languages are drawn from various poetic collections of Şenocak, the present collection is not random and disjointed. The poems have
been selected and arranged in such a manner that they converse with one another and
inform one another as they unravel a larger narrative of an individual who navigates
through the subtle, daily contours of a foreign place and makes use of a linguistic system
that is not his own. Repeatedly, the poems question cultural assumptions about ethnicity,
cultural-linguistic alienation, and cultural-linguistic identity (re)construction. From the
very opening poem “Selbstporträt” (“Self Portrait”) until the closing poem “Verkauf der
morgenstimmung am Markt” (“Selling the Still of Morning at the Market”), the reader is
challenged by these themes and asked to (re)evaluate the concept of the ethnic-cultural
minority as Other. At times, the poems are witty; at other times, the poems are melancholic. But throughout, the poems are striking and contemplative.
A quite remarkable feature of the poems in Door Languages is the language. Şenocak’s
language is unassuming and quite accessible. He employs quotidian words and expressions, relatively short poetic lines, and a conversant tone while creating challenging images. The end result is that his linguistic choices do not burden the reader, but draw the
reader in so as to engage in a dialogue with the work as a whole.
Another quite striking feature of Şenocak’s work is that no punctuation is to be found
in any of the poems in this collection. Deliberate line breaks and the white space on the
page replace any and all punctuation. Thus, a line break mid-sentence causes the reader
to slow down momentarily and to contemplate the words and images just encountered.
Meanwhile, the employment of white space compels the reader to halt altogether and to
digest the words and images just confronted. This component of Şenocak’s poetry exem-
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plifies his keen grasp of the idea that the function of punctuation can be attained through
other poetic means.
Elizabeth Oehlkers Wright must be lauded for her translations. Having the rhythmic
ear of a musician and the linguistic acumen of a poet, Wright has rendered Şenocak’s
work into an accessible English that is on par with the German original. At no time do
Wright’s renderings come across as translations with imprecise and questionable linguistic choices. If anything, Wright’s texts can stand alone. With unassuming eloquence, her
translations read as if the poems were conceived in English from the start. Hence, the
themes and images of the poems challenge the English reader, not the language.
In the end, Şenocak’s original texts coupled with Wright’s renditions have produced a
bilingual collection of poetry that is articulate and astute. Each poem in Door Languages
makes salient for the reader the reality of being a cultural-linguistic outsider who crosses
cultural and linguistic borders on a daily basis. Thus, Şenocak and Wright’s dual textmaking efforts allow the reader to emulate the experience of crossing the thresholds of
door languages.
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Contributors’ Notes
paul albano was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He received his BA from the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, and his work has appeared in Word Riot and Opium Magazine. He
is currently a second-year MA student at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

james belflower is the author of Commuter (Instance Press), and And Also a Fountain
(NeOPepper Press), a collaborative e-chap with Anne Heide and J. Michael Martinez. His
work appears or is forthcoming in Jacket, EOAGH, Denver Quarterly, Apostrophe Cast, LIT,
First Intensity, and Konundrum Engine, among others. He curates PotLatchpoetry.org, a
website dedicated to the gifting and exchange of poetry resources.
Born in Moscow, viktoria binschtok studied photography at the Academy of Visual
Arts in Leipzig, where she graduated in 2005 as Meisterschülerin in the class of Professor Timm Rautert. Her awards and recognitions include a residency at the International
Studio & Curatorial Program in New York, a DAAD travel grant to Tokyo, and a young
talents promotion in Fine Arts by the NRW Culture Foundation. She currently lives and
works in Berlin, where Suspicious Minds is showing at Gallery Klemm. The accompanying catalogue is available at www.klemms-berlin.com.

lori brack’s poems have appeared in The North American Review, The Midwest Quarterly, and Rosebud. The poems here are part of an ongoing series, Another Case for the
Dead Letter Detective.

mark brewin is a first-year graduate candidate in the Master of Fine Arts program at
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale. His poetry works to emphasize the musicality
of the English language and blur the line between history and fiction.

janet burroway is the author of eight novels, including Raw Silk (runner-up for the
National Book Award), Opening Nights, Cutting Stone, and the 2009 Bridge of Sand. Her
Writing Fiction is the most widely used creative writing text in America, and Imaginative
Writing is in preparation for its third edition. Recent works include the plays Sweepstakes
and Parts of Speech; and a collection of essays, Embalming Mom. She is Robert O. Lawton
Distinguished Professor Emerita at Florida State University. Medea With Child will be
produced by SideShow Theatre Company in Chicago in March and April of 2010.

julie carr is the author of Mead:An Epithalamion and Equivocal. She has recent work
in The Nation, New American Writing, Parthenon West, and forthcoming in Boston Review
and APR. She is the co-publisher, with Tim Roberts, of Counterpath Press, and teaches
at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
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elizabeth j. colen’s poetry has recently appeared in The Normal School, Exquisite
Corpse, Rhino, and other venues. Her first book of poetry, Money for Sunsets, will be unleashed by Steel Toe Books in September 2010. Find out more at http://elizabethjcolen
.blogspot.com.

nina corwin is the author of Conversations With Friendly Demons And Tainted Saints.
Recently nominated for a Pushcart Prize, her work appears or is forthcoming in ACM,
Forklift,Ohio, Hotel Amerika, New Ohio Review, Southern Poetry, and The William & Mary
Review. Psychotherapist in daylight hours, she has twice served as guest editor for Fifth
Wednesday Journal.

holly day is a freelance writer and mother of two living in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Her most recent nonfiction book publications are Walking Twin Cities, Music Theory for
Dummies, and Music Composition for Dummies.

darren c. demaree is living in Columbus, Ohio with his wife, Emily. The Black &
White poems were all written about sonograms taken of their child due at the end of the
summer. Darren is expected to obtain his Master’s degree from Miami University toward
the end of this year.

julia drescher’s poems may be found in Broke, Try, The Colorado Review, P-Queue,
goodfoot, and the tiny. A chapbook, Book of Hilda’s Hunting, was recently published as part
of the Dusie Kollektiv. She co-edits Dos Press (with C.J. Martin) and the online poetry
journal Little Red Leaves. She tries to live in Texas.

johanna drucker is the Martin and Bernard Breslauer Professor of Bibliographical
Studies at UCLA. She has lectured and published widely on topics related to the history
of writing, print, graphic design, experimental poetry, and visual art. Her most recent
titles include SpecLab: Digital Aesthetics and Projects in Speculative Computing (U of Chicago Press, 2009) and Combo Meals (Druckwerk, 2008). She is currently finishing work
on a manuscript about diagrams.

norman dubie is the author of more than twenty books. He has received numerous
national grants and prizes, including the Bess Hokin Award from the Modern Poetry
Association. He has authored many individual publications and his work has appeared
in virtually every major journal of poetry over the last three decades, from The American
Poetry Review to The New Yorker. He is the recipient of many fellowships from various
organizations, including the National Endowment for the Arts, the Guggenheim Foundation, and the Ingram Merrill Foundation. His work has been translated into more than
fifty languages. His collected poems, The Mercy Seat, recently won the PEN USA Prize
for Best Book of Poetry. Dubie was born in Barre, Vermont.
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julie r. enszer received her MFA from the University of Maryland and is studying for
a Ph.D. in Women’s Studies at the University of Maryland. Her poetry has previously
been published in Iris: A Journal About Women, Room of One’s Own, Long Shot, Feminist
Studies, and the Jewish Women’s Literary Annual. They are forthcoming in Knockout and
Women’s Review of Books. She is a regular book reviewer for the Lambda Book Report and
Calyx. You can read more of her work at www.JulieREnszer.com.

andrew farkas’ Self-Titled Debut, a collection of stories, won the 2008 Subito Press
Book Competition and was published in December 2008. His work has appeared in or
will appear in Copper Nickel, The Cincinnati Review, Squid Quarterly, Spring Gun, Artifice
Magazine, and The Brooklyn Rail, among others. Andrew Farkas holds an MFA from the
University of Alabama, an MA from the University of Tennessee, is bald and wears the
same glasses as Colonel Sanders.
Born August 28, 1978, alexander j. fedirko is the middle of three; his mother was a
ballet teacher and his father was a pilot in the Air Force. He was born and raised in Metro
Detroit, went to school at the University of Michigan and majored in both Architecture
and Art in 2003. In 2006 he moved into his South side Chicago studio.

michele glazer’s books are It Is Hard to Look at What We Came to Think We’d Come to
See (Pittsburgh) and Aggregate of Disturbances (Iowa). She teaches in the MFA program
at Portland State University.

john greiner is a playwright, poet and short fiction writer living in New York City.
His pieces have appeared in numerous international magazines. Greiner’s plays have
received successful productions and readings in New York City, Chicago and Gloucester,
MA. More of his works can be viewed at http://baronandcrow.blogspot.com in collaboration with photographer Carrie Crow.

carol guess is the author of two novels, Seeing Dell and Switch; a memoir, Gaslight;
and two poetry collections, Femme’s Dictionary and Tinderbox Lawn. She teaches Creative
Writing and Queer Studies at Western Washington University.

matt hart is the author of the poetry collections Who’s Who Vivid (Slope Editions,
2006) and YOU ARE MIST (MOOR Books, forthcoming), as well as several chapbooks,
including Deafening Leafening (Pilot Books, 2009), a collaboration with Ethan Paquin.
He lives in Cincinnati where he edits Forklift, Ohio: A Journal of Poetry, Cooking, & Light
Industrial Safety.
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chad heltzel is a Ph.D. student in the Program for Writers at the University of Illinois
at Chicago. His poems have appeared in Faultline, Konundrum Engine Literary Review, The
Literary Bohemian, and Hamilton Stone Review. He is a co-editor of the online journal Little
Red Leaves and Poetry Editor of Packingtown Review.

art hondros attended the Art Institute of Colorado and now works with proofing and
data management for National Geographic Magazine and its subsidiary publications. He
lives in Takoma Park, Maryland with his family. His work has also appeared in Bethesda
Magazine, Haight Ashbury Literary Review, Karamu Literary Journal, Pisgah Review, Red
Wheelbarrow Literary Magazine, and Westview.

l. steven iglesias was born and raised in Los Angeles, California. He holds an MFA
in Writing from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Currently, he is pursuing a
PhD in Germanic Studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago, where he is working
with Dagmar C. G. Lorenz and specializing in Translation Studies.

pierre-albert jourdan (1924–1981) has long been one of the best-kept secrets of French
literature. He is especially considered to be a master of the aphorism and other kinds of
short poetic prose. His collected writings have been published by Mercure de France in
two volumes: Les Sandales de paille and Le Bonjour et l’adieu, respectively prefaced by Yves
Bonnefoy and Philippe Jaccottet.

stacie leatherman’s work has recently appeared in Lamination Colony, Barrow Street,
Caketrain, Diagram, Crazyhorse, BlazeVOX, and elimae, among others. She has an MFA
from the Vermont College of Fine Arts.

karen an-hwei lee is the author of Ardor (Tupelo Press, 2008) and In Medias Res (Sarabande Books, 2004), and winner of the Kathryn A. Morton Prize and the Norma Farber
First Book Award. Her chapbook, God’s One Hundred Promises, received the Swan Scythe
Press Prize. She lives and teaches on the West Coast, where she is a novice harpist.

dawn lonsinger holds an MFA in poetry from Cornell University and is now pursuing
a doctorate at the University of Utah. Her first chapbook, the linoleum crop, was published
by Jeanne Duval Editions and her second chapbook, The Nested Object, is now out from
Dancing Girl Press. Her poems have appeared in New Orleans Review, The Massachusetts
Review, Sonora Review, Columbia Poetry Review, and elsewhere.

matt mcbride is currently a PhD student in English and Comparative Literature at the
University of Cincinnati. His poems have appeared in Alice Blue Review, Cranky Magazine, Heartlands, Marginalia, Past Simple, Phoebe, and the Toledo City Paper amongst others. Kent State’s Wick Poetry Press published his chapbook, The Space between Stars, in
March of 2007.
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heather metcalf is currently a PhD student at the University of Arizona’s Center for
the Study of Higher Education. She also holds master’s degrees in Gender and Women’s
Studies and Computer Science. Her research primarily focuses on the construction and
representation of identity and science within science and engineering policy.

daniel nester’s next book, How to Be Inappropriate, a collection of humorous nonfiction, will be published by Soft Skull Press in fall 2009. His first two books, God Save My
Queen: A Tribute (Soft Skull Press, 2003) and God Save My Queen II:The Show Must Go
On (2004), are collections on his obsession with the rock band Queen. His third book,
The History of My World Tonight (BlazeVOX, 2006), is a collection of poems. His work has
appeared in a variety of places, such as Poets & Writers, The Morning News, The Daily Beast,
Time Out New York, The Rumpus, Bloomsbury Review, McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, and
Bookslut. He teaches creative nonfiction at The College of Saint Rose in Albany, NY.

jon pierce lives in Louisville, Colorado. His poems have appeared in Five Fingers Review,
26, Spout Magazine, and 200 Proof Magazine.

shannon randall is a PhD student in Gender and Women’s Studies at the University
of Arizona. His master’s thesis focused on the use of Medea in media representations of
women who have killed their children.

su smallenl’s book Weight of Light was nominated for the Pushcart Press Editor’s Book
Award. Her many honors include the Jane Kenyon Poetry Prize, judged by Elizabeth Alexander. Su is a recent contributor to Bellingham Review, The Normal School, and Water~Stone
Review. She teaches in the MFA programs of Hamline University.

dayana stetcol’s plays have been produced in her native country, Romania, the U.S.
and the UK. In 2001, she founded the interdisciplinary physical theatre ensemble The
Milena Group. Her fiction has appeared in various journals including The Means, The
Emergency Almanac, mark(s), Interdisciplinary Humanities, Metrotimes, Gender[ f ],and Dispatch. She is an Associate Professor at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette where she
teaches Creative Writing, Literature and Film.

john taylor is the author of the two-volume Paths to Contemporary French Literature and
Into the Heart of European Poetry—all three books published by Transaction. He has also
written five books of stories, short prose, and poetry, the latest of which is The Apocalypse
Tapestries (Xenos Books). He writes the “Poetry Today” column in the Antioch Review,
and is otherwise a regular contributor to the Times Literary Supplement, Context, the Yale
Review, and the Michigan Quarterly Review. He lives in France.
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stacy tintocalis’ debut short-story collection entitled The Tiki King is being published
by Swallow Press/Ohio University Press. Her prose has appeared in Crazyhorse, The
Literary Review, Fiction, Event, Cream City Review, Clackamas Literary Review, The North
Atlantic Review, Kalliope, Santa Clara Review, Dos Passos Review, and others. She currently
resides in Missouri.

alexx tracy-ramírez is a master’s student in Gender and Women’s Studies and a
law student at the University of Arizona. Her main research explores that formation and
function of identity by and in law, primarily using queer legal theory to examine identitybased anti-discrimination laws.

sarah vap is the author of Dummy Fire, which won the 2006 Saturnalia Poetry Prize,
and American Spikenard, winner of the 2006 Iowa Poetry Prize. Her next book, Faulkner’s
Rosary, is forthcoming from Saturnalia Books in 2010.

joshua marie wilkinson is the author of four books, most recently The Book of Whispering in the Projection Booth. He lives in Chicago and Athens, GA.

yim tan wong graduated from the M.F.A. program at Hollins University. She also had
the great pleasure of being a fellow at the 2005 and 2006 Kundiman Emerging Asian
American Poets Retreat. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Michigan Quarterly Review, Freshwater Review, Santa Clara Review, and Crab Orchard Review. Currently,
Yim Tan is working on her first full-length poetry manuscript.

effie yiannopoulou is Assistant Professor of English and Cultural Theory at Aristotle
University, Thessaloniki, Greece. Her publications are in the field of twentieth-century
women’s writings and have appeared in book collections and international journals. She
has co-edited Metaphoricity and the Politics of Mobility (Editions Rodopi, 2006), The Flesh
Made Text Made Flesh (Peter Lang, 2007) and The Future of Flesh: A Cultural Survey of the
Body (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009).

d.g. zorich’s poems have been published in Caveat Lector. He lives in California.
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The editorial staff is grateful for the many contributions
that have supported Packingtown Review. Founding donors
and continuing supporters are listed below. We thank
all those who have contributed to the journal.

benefactors
$2,000 and above
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, UIC

patrons
$501-$2,000
Office of the Chancellor, UIC
Department of English, UIC
Nini and Cyrus Fouts
Lisa Yun Lee
Liz Marren-Licht

sponsors
$150-$500
The Illinois Arts Council
Todd and Tasha Marren

supporters
$149 and below
The many donors at this level are listed on our website at
www.packingtownreview.com.

contributors-in-kind
A+ Vision
Ann Feldman/Turbodog
Spirit Center
Barba Yianni Grecian
Taverna
Big City Swing
Brandi Homan and
Switchback Books

Brian Gardner of BMG
Fitness
Brown Cow Ice Cream
Parlor
Bucktown Soup Café
Cedars Mediterranean
Kitchen
Cellar Rat Wine Shop

Chris Glomski
Christina Pugh
City Soles/Niche
ComedySportz
Costello’s Sandwich & Sides
Dark Star Video
Easy Rider Bike Shop
Embellish
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Francesca’s Fiore
Fuel Kitchen and Cocktail
Lounge
Hazel
House Red
Jennifer Ashton
Judith Kegan Gardiner
Jury’s Restaurant
La Bocca della Verità
Lush Wine and Spirits
Morgan’s on Maxwell St.

Myopic Books
Old Town School of Folk
Music
Olivia’s Market
Original Ferrara Bakery
Park 52
Roscoe Village Bikes
Roxanne and Gregory Pilat
Santullo’s Eatery
String a Strand
Taylor St. Tattoo

The Book Table
The Boundary
The Spice House
Traci Marren
Tufano’s
Venus
Wilco, Brandy BreauxSimkins, and Tony
Margherita Management
Wishbone Restaurant
Women and Children First

It is important to us that every donation is acknowledged;
please let us know if your contribution is not listed.

Packingtown Review is affiliated with the University of Illinois at
Chicago. Donations to the journal are tax-deductible. All monetary
donations and contributions-in-kind will be listed in the journal and
on the website (www.packingtownreview.com).

If you would like to donate to the journal, please make checks
payable to “University of Illinois Foundation” and in the memo write
“For Packingtown Review” or “For 330965.”
Mail to:
Packingtown Review
Department of English
UH 2027 MC 162
University of Illinois at Chicago
601 S. Morgan, Chicago, IL 60607.

To donate online, please visit http://www.uif.uillinois.edu/Gifts/
StartGiving.asp. You can allocate the funds to “Packingtown Review”
or “330965.” (Please note that we are not in the drop down menu,
so you will need to type our name or donation number into the box.)
Email any questions to: editors@packingtownreview.com.
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